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Leader and teacher of the world's
uorhing people, eminent propounder
of the reaolutionary tlteories of Marx
and Engels, organiser of the Communist Party of the Soaiet Union, the
genius of th,e socialist reaolution,
founder of the Soviet state, distinguished scholar and at the same time
the rnost utarm-hearted and unassuming of men-such is Lenin as the
uorld hnoztts him.
This small booh briefly summarises
the principal landmarhs in the life and
zoorh of Lenin, and his immortal
teach,ing, ahich lights the way for all
lteoples to that radiant future-communLstn.

Childhood and Youth.
Early Reaolutionary Actiaity

Vladimir Ilyich Ulyanov (Lenin) was born on
10 (22),1870, in the town of Simbirsk (now
Illyuqoyr,\), situated on the banks of the Vdlga.
His childhood and youth were spent amid ihe
wide-open spaces of that great Russian river, in
the towns of Simbirsk, Kazan and Samara (now

April

Kuibyshev).

Lenin's grandfather was a native-born Russian
serf peasant who lived in the Nizhni-Novgorod
Gubernia, then moved to the Astrakhan Gubernia
and thence to the city of Astrakhan, where he
died in great poverty.
- Lenin's f,ather, Ilya Nikolayevich (Jlyanov,
from his early youth felt the pinch of por.rly u.d
it was only with the help of liis elder brothei and
by..4int _of h_ard work combined with exceptional
ability that he was able to receive a highdr educatio-n. On graduating from Kazan University, he
ta-ughJ in secondarl schools, later becomiirg a
school inspector and then Director of State
Schools in Simbirsk Gubernia. He was a progres-

sive-minded man who did much to promote
education among the common pgople.- He or-ganised schools in tlie villages and helped the teachers,
devotins great attention to the education of the
non-Rulsiin population of the Volga region.
Lenin's tnoihit, Maria Alexandrovna, was the
daughter of a physician. She was educated at
[;;; k'ew sevlril foreign languages, was well
versed in literature and very fond of music' A
woman of strong charactei, intellige-nt, calm,
Eood-natured shJdevoted herself wholly to the
Education of her children.
There were six children in the Ulyanov family
Alexander, Vladimir, Olga, Dmitry -and
-Arrrru,
Maria. th.i. put..rts did their best to give them
u tiUe.ut eduiation and to bring them up to be
irJrrt.io,rt, honest, modest and public-minded
citizens. It was no accident that all the Ulyanov
children grew uP to be revolutionaries.
Vladim"ir Ulyinov grew up in this large closelyknit family. I-Ib was i cheeiful, fun-loving child'
swimming, skating and
fond of boisterous games,
-outings
with his friends'
on
long
out
"soins
HI l.urred to"read when he was five, and
started to attend the Simbirsk grammar school at
the ase o[ nine. He was an earnest and studious
pupil"of exceptional ability, and completed each
ir.i. ut a priie scholar' He was always ready to
irelp his clissnrates who had difficulty with their
f.tlo"i. During his last year at,school. he -lelped
N. M. Okhotn'ikov, a Chuvash by nationa-lity,- to
pr.pur. for his examinations for a school-leaving
certificate.
Vladimir Ulyanov tead a goo-d deal and was
familiar with the works of iuch great Russian
writers as Pushkin, Lermontov, Gogol, Turge-nev,
N.k;;t*, Saltykov-Shchedrin, and Lev Tolstoi'
t0

An important pla-ce in his reading was occupied
by the works of the revolutionary democ]rats
Belinlky, Herzen, -Chetnyshevsky, f)obrolyubov
and Pisarev, including books which were- then
officially banned. A special favourite of his was
Chernyshevsky's What Is To Be Done? Subse-

glently, Lenin repeatedly stressed the importance
of- Chernyshevsky's activities as a distinguished
scholar and irreconcilable opponent of* tsarist
autocracy and serfdom. Chernyshevsky, to use
Lenin's words, was able, by means of his'articles,
to educate real revolutionaries even under conditiols of rigorous censorship.
_. His family upbringing,lhe progressive Russian
literature that he read and his observation of the
life around him-all these were influences that
.views of the young
shaped the
-ch-aracter and
Leqi.n. Capitalism in Russia in those dayi wai
making rapid strides, and factories and'works
were sp-ringing _up employing machincry and
thousands of workers. Nevertheless, rnany v-estiges
of serfdom still lingered on. Capiialist'exploiTation was combined "-itn f."aui'oppr.rrio"', u, u
result of which the plight of the wbrking people
in town-and-country was a sorry one. Th*e iy.drrnical rule of the tsarist government, landowner
and capitalist oppression- and the downtrodden
position of the poverty-stricken workers and
peasa-rts- aroused in the young man a burning
hatred for the exploiters and iympathv for thE
exploited. These ievolutionary'rerti*errts were
in evidence white Vladimir wai still at school. On
one_.oc-casion the headmaster, returning an essay
he had written, remarked warningly: nwhut u.L

these oppressed classes you've writ"ten about here;

what have they got to do with it?"
At 16 Vladimir renounced religion. Nadezhda

il

Krupskaya remembers 1lim telling her about this.
His^father once complained to a guest that his
children were poor- churchgoers. Looting - at
Vladimir, the gutst said: "The rod is what they
want." Disgustid, the boy rya4g up his mind to
break with"religion for good' He ran out of the
house, tore the lross from his neck and threw it
onto the ground.
His elder brother Alexander, a young man of
exercised a great
stronc will and hieh principles,
nThe
example of his
influJrce over Vlidi-ir.
dearly loved brother was of tremendous importance to Vladimir," recalls Anna Ulyanova, Lenin's sister. From his early years he tried to imitate his brother in everythind'. When asked how he
would act in a given iituation he invariably an'
swered: "Like Alexander." Alexander was a student at St. Petersburg University and could have
become a brilliant scitntist. However, he chose to
dedicate his tife to the revolutionary struggle
against the tsarist autocracy in the hope of winrrirrg a better life for the people. In his views
Ale"xander Ulyanov stood somewhere between the
Narodnaya Volya* and Marxism. It was from
his elder-brother that Vladimir first learned about
Marxist literature.
Vladimir was still very young when life dealt
him a severe blow. In 1886 his father died suddenlv. and before the familv had recovered from
the ihock, disaster struck again. In March 1887
Alexander was arrested in St. Petersburg on a
charse of being involved in an attempt to assassinati Alexand-er III, and in May of the same

*

Will)-a secret NarodRussia in 1879 for revolutionary
struggle against the tsarist autocracy.-Ed,
Narotlnaya Uolya (People's

nik society formed in

year he.was execuJed in the Schliisselburg Fortress. "Alexander Ulyanov died the deatE of a
hero," wrote his sister Anna, "and the halo of his
revolutior_r-ary martyrdom lighted the path for his
brother Vladimir."'
His brother's execution was a stunning blow to
Vladimir, and strengthened him in his iesolve to
dedicate his life to- the revolutionarv struEEle.
B,ut, while admiring the courage and self-saciihce
of his brother and his brotf,er's comrades, he
reject_e4 the path they had chosen. Young as he
was, Vladimii was convinced that in de fight
against the autocracy, assassination of individiat
government officials or even of the tsar himself
was a..-\Mrong course that could achieve no purpose.. "No," he said, "we shall not take that r6ad;
that is not the road to follow."
And Vladimir Ulyanov began his search for a
different road to liberation for"the working people.
In preparing himself for revolutionary "*tifity,
he -took a special interest in social siiences, oi
w-hich^h9 made a profound study. In August 1887,
-after finishing grammar school iyittr a sjld medal,
he entered the Faculty of Law at Kamn University.

the young Ulyanov established contact
revolutionary-minded students.
Eurly- in December 1887 he was expelled from
the University for participating in a secret students' meeting and then arrested. In later years
Lenin recalled the conversation he had with the
p-olice officer who escorted him to jail. "What's
the use of rebelling, young man?" the officer said
"Dgn't you see theie's a wall before you?"
!gli*,
"Yes, but the wall is thoroughly rotten," Utjranov
answered. "Give it a good push and it wili top_Here,
wit!
advanced,

ple over!"

t3

The 17-year-old Vladimir had embarked upon
u .u.... of revolutionary struggle against the
autocracv.
-

H; wit banished to the village of Kokushkino
(nnw Lenino) in Kazan Gubernia. From then on
in this
ii. ** ""aei police surveillance' -Living
remote little viilage, he did a g99-d deal of readI
t;;-;; *uv of sElf-educationl "I don'tipthink
prison
ev99
not
life,
my
in
much
so
*uJ
""?r
in
St. P.t.tsburg or in Siberia, as I did that.year
uit"r f-*ut baniihed to the village of Kokushkino'
i^;;;e voraciously, from early- morning till late
at niEht." he afterwards recalled'
A"veu. later he was permitted to return to
to the
fu*ti,-*t.i. ile applied-for readmission
him, he.?Pplied
ii;vei'iiy.-rhi' uii;s refused
to .qo airoad to continue his edufo, pe.mission
isarist authorities refused his
the
.rii,i". titi,.orr"tt. Ulvanov was now listed as "politically
unieliable".
Ai tt ut time several illegal (secret) revolution-

ur"^.i-tJ.t"u;ixisted in Kaian" They bud been
N. Y' Fedoseyev, one of the first
..i""ir"a
the
Marxists' Lenin made
of ,orrr. of the members and joined

il;;i;;";6l,rtio.,urv

"."r"i"t"".e
one of the circles.
"'Hi-U"*r"-to
*uk. a serious

study of Marxism'

th; ;;;i;11;,rary theorv name{after.its founder
i{ii-N,rr*.-wiit, his ?riend Frederick Engels'

it[rr;-a;;ied his *hol. life

to ,the-.cause of

the working class and-all -labouring
middle
yot of iapitalism'
a
"
founded
Engels
and
Marx
century
19th
^"i-i[;

.-u*iouti"s

Il tI'

ilfii;il;it"
'.,f tL"

and
i;;t of social developmenttranst.i."*
revolutionary
the
*rrr"a out the path for
of societY.
form^ation
'"f#;;;"uii.u,Jrr.tt
of the proletariat proved
t4

scienti{cally that a social system under which
capitalists grew rich at the expense of the working
people could not last. To deliver mankind froril
capitalist oppression a force was needed capable
of overthrowing the rule of the bourseoisie and
b-uilding a new, socialist society. Thaf force was
the proletariat, the wage-earning class. The proletariat was the most oppressed,-the most or$anised and the most revolufio-nary class in bourg"eois
socie_ty. Explaining, at a latei date, the essence
of Marxism, Lenin wrote: "It is to the great and
historic merit of Marx^and Engels that tirey indicated to the workers of the woild their role. their
t-ask, their mission, namely, to be the first to rise in
the revolutionary struggle against capital and to
rally around themselves in this strugdle all work_
ing and exploited people."
Marx and E-n[el9- taught- that the struggle
.between_the
proletariat an-d the capitalists *o'rlta
ultimately lead to a socialist revolition in which
the working class- would overthrow the power of
the c.apitalists and,-in the interests of the^working
geop{e,. set up a dictatorship of the proletariai,
i.e., their own .qovernment.
Th".question of the dictatorship of the proletariat is fundamental to Marxir*. The wirkers
need the proletarian dictatorship in order to overcome the resistance of the eiploitins classesthe capitalists and the landowr6.r-wl, over the
peasants and build a new, socialist society. To
carry out this historic task, the proletariat'must
have a revolutionary party of it^s own, a party
which, guided by scientific' theory, would ihori,
the working class its goal and head its struggle
for socialism.
At the time Lenin .j-oin-ed the revolutionary
movement the Marxist ideology
had won ascend'15

ancy . in-

the West-EuroPe'i"

t*:H.

Tff1'It

and had begun to
propugu"iiti-1f Uu'*ism. in Russia
outstanding
"e.-v: Piekfr
aiov- Compelle-d. bv ts arist -p91Prekhinov and his
i;;;; th;';;;d't'
#i,,t; i;organrsed
iri
#e;;t'"; (Switzerland)
comrades
known
Marxists
1883 the first group o1 R*tia'
of L'bo-" srouP' Its mem#;"'il;;;lii,ti*ir"'*otkt
of M"arx and 'Engels
;'#';';;Jil.j

;;

'ft?,1$'r1;1;##:rrl:: li"tJ*B trm Tl;
circles and groups' r '
Mut"itt
per^'^i;;; study
i"'Marxism that the Young Lenrn
ilourd enabre
that
;;;p"')
."i:"iii,;'id;;1;;di
"R;il;-pt"iEt"ti'i io' wit' its em'ancipation
t"i.e'

li:^t'il;;-tfi.

.
uittotv oi socialism'.He made

a

ffi**qlfi##Hn;{ffi

... He see
Even in those
H"iiii"."'*r,r;n *"t *ty catching'
to inpower
thE
*oia" 'J'G4
;#il;;i'rii'
confirmed
a"
fluence u,d .onv"'i;'; i;;i" btt?P.t of the great
ooened.

i;;";1'lpiopagandist
iii;iliili;
-i[.ut
scientific socialism'
of

together with his
-Gube"rnia'
In Mav raag Vflai*ir'where he
familv. moved t" S'iti"
In sum-

half ,vears'
a
-firmstlad
iff:1i'd";^'til;";l r";'-;nd
near the
;ia
ri"'[
;'J,il ir*iiv
to
moved
in-autumn
;iii#;f;iuf'uv'u-tl' und -of
work'

*;;-'v;;;;
-intensi"e
:iT*s; H.;i*:t', :i:,l' ll'Y'ffi

Samara. These

*. *,:,

tl',ffiJ"efiJi'-#i?l,-*?f, ,1'1]lL'J'ffi
e;;;;"{';' t ti"lti'ii, o"' ot the most imp ortant
?'14

The Ulyanov familY.
Photo. 1879

programmatic works of Marx and Engels. His
iranllation was read in manuscript in revolutionary youth circles. With characteristic energy ald
conviction Lenin proceeded to popularise Marxist
teachings among the youth.

On vacation.

Draai.ng by N. Zhukoa

At tht time of his arrival in Samara, the revolutionary-minded youth, mostly students, were
influenced by Narodnik views, which were still
predominant in the revolutionary movement in
hussia. What were those views?'How did the
Narodniks visualise Russia's development? How
did thev fisht tsarism?
The'Nirodniks maintained that capitalism
would not develop in Russia, that Russia would
follow a path of her own, different from that of
other countries. They denied the historic role of
the working class and regarded the peasantry as
the principal revolutionary force, whom they tried
to stir into action against the autocracy. To this
end the revolutionary intelligentsia went to the
countryside, "among the people".'$ But the peasants were sceptical of their preachings.
In their struggle against the autocracy the
Narodniks attached great importance to terrorism,
hoping by means of the assassination of individual
officers of state to frighten the autocracy and
force it to change its policy. Thus they believed
that individuals, and not the people, were capable
of overthrowing tsarism. But this was a profound
delusion. Neither the assassination of prominent
tsarist officials nor even of the tsar himself could
change the existing order of things. The tsarist
regime continued to exist. New servants of the
tsar,'just as devoted, were appointed in place of
* The word for

people

name Narodniks.-Tr.
2-7794

in

Russian

is narod, hence

the

the assassinated ministers, and cruel reprisals were

taken against the Narodniks, who- were im-

prisoned, hanged, and condemned to penal servitude. The heroism and self-sacrifice of the Narodniks earned them recognition as revolutionaries
and helped to spread their influence among the

intellectuals and the advanced section of- the
working class. While paying a tribute of deep
respect to the Narodniks of the 1870s for their revolutionary experience, courage and spirit, Lenin
criticised their erroneous views and actions.
After the secret Narodnaya Volya organisation
had been crushed most of the Narodnlks abandoned the revolutionary struggle and began to
preach reconciliation with the autocracy. Unlike
the former revolutionary Narodniks, who had
fought tsarism, the Narodniks of the 1890s not
only did not oppose the autocracy, but even
cringed to it. They became known as "liberal"
Narodniks. Lenin fought fiercely against these
Narodniks, who had ceased to be revolutionaries
both in their views and actions.
It was in Samara that Lenin first came out
publicly against the Narodniks. In heated arguments and debates he showed the fallacy of their
theory and its inconsistency with reality.
Lenin continued to work hard at his self-education. At Alakayevka in the summer he found
himself a shady nook in an avenue of lime trees
where there was a bench and a table. "Each
morning after breakfast he would go there with
a load of books in his arms as if a strict teacher
were awaiting him. And there he stayed completely alone uu^til dinner-time," his sister Anna
recalled. He was able to combine serious studv
with relaxation: he took regular exercise and lon!
walks, found time for music, singing and chess-.
t8

He liked a joke and a laugh, always infecting
others with his cheerfulness and gay youthful
spirits.

In a matter of eighteen months he rnade an
independent study of the complete four-year
university course. In 1891 he brilliantly passed
his examination at the Law Faculty of St. Petersburg University and gained an honours degree.
The following year he began to act as counsel for
the defence in the Samara District Court. His
clients were mainly poor peasants. His legal
practice, however, was merely a screen for his
revolutionary activities, which engrossed him
completely.
In 1892 Lenin organised

in Samara the first
circle for the study of Marx and Engels and the
propaganda of Marxism. Its members were revoIutionary-minded young people, who included
A. P. Sklyarenko, I. K. Lalayants, M. I. Semyonov, L A. Kuznetsov and M. I. Lebedeva. Already
at that time Lenin impressed his fellow-revolutionaries with his extraordinary erudition, conviction and ability to win supporters. "In this 23year-old person," wrote Lalayants, "simplicity,
tact, cheerfulness and gaiety were amazingly combined with staidness, profound learning, mercilessly logical consistency, and clarity and accuracy
of judgement."
Lenin was a close observer of Russian rural
life. He often had talks with the peasants, inquired about their conditions of life and lent an
attentive ear to their stories. At the same time he
carefully studied economic works and statistical
data concerning the condition of the peasantry.
In Samara he wrote an article "New Economic
Developments in Peasant Life"-the earliest of
his writings that has come down to us. He showed
19

in this article the penetration of capitalism into

agriculture and the division of the peasantry into
poor, middle and rich (kulak) peasants.
In order to discuss topical problems Lenin, for
purposes of secrecy, often arranged boat trips with
his comrades down the Volga. Years later he was
to recall these trips with pleasure: apart from
everything else, they were wonderful recreation.
Lenin did not confine his activities to Samara.
He established contact with Marxists in Kazan,
Saratov, Syzran and other towns on the Volga.
The years spent in Samara were of tremendous
importance for his future political activity. It was
a period in which he mustered strength for taking
the broad road of revolutionary struggle. It was
here that his Marxist communist convictions took
shape and crystallised. He became a dedicated
propagator of the great cause and teaching of
Marx and Engels. Provincial Samara, however,
was too limited a field for Lenin's revolutionary
activities. He yearned for some big industrial
centre where large numbers of the proletariat
were concentrated and which would offer wider

opportunities for revolutionary struggle. In
August 1893 Lenin left Samara for St. Petersburg.

"But here, in our northern plains," veteran Party
member G. M. Krzhizhanovsky writes in his
reminiscences, "there appeared an unusual man,
who more than any other understood the power
of the weapon forged by the genius of Marx. For
him a Maixist wal above aI[ a revolutionary'"
Lenin threw himself into revolutionary work
with ,qreat energy and passion. His profound
knowlidge of Marxism and his ability to apply
it to Russian conditions, his faith in the triumph
of the workers' cause combined with his talent as
an organiser soon made him the recognised leader
of the St. Petersburg Marxists.
Lenin's activitieJ in St. Petersburg coincided
with the beginning of an upsurge in- the mass
working-clasi movement. Industry in Russia beEan to expand in the 1890s: new factories and
irillr rpruig up, the working class grew rapldly
and the stiuggle against the capitalists steadily
momentum.
"Eained
Th. proletariat needed a revolutionary

workers'

party of its own in order to be able t6 fulfil its
historic mission. It was Lenin who posed to the
St. Petersburg Marxists the task of forming sucb
a party. The liberal Narodniks were_the principal
obitacie in the way of consolidating Marxism and
creating a workers' party.

Leader

of Russi,a's

Reaolutionary
Proletariat

St. Petersburg was then the capital of Russia
and one of the main centres of the working-class
movement. There were illegal circles there whose
members studied Marxism and propagandised the
teachings of Marx and Engels among the advanced workers. Lenin joined one of these circles.

In Si. Petersburg'Lenin continued to fight the
liberal Narodniks, who had launched violent

attacks upon Marxism in their books ald periodicals, pioclaiming themselves the friends of the
people. In the summer of 1894 Lenin wrote his
book U)hat the "Friends of the People" Are and
Hou They Fight the Soci,al-Democrats. In it he
criticised every aspect of the Narodniks' doctrinal views and demonstrated how erroneous and
harmful they were. He showed that the Narodnik
2t

movement, once a revolutionary movement, had
degenerated into liberalism, with the Narodniks
now offering a programme of petty reforms and
-struggle

giving up the- revolutionary
ts_arism altogether.

He

against

showed up--the lrberal
Narodniks for what they were-faise friends of
tbe people, representing the interests of the kulaks.
The true- sp,okesmen and champions of the working people, he wrote, were not ihe Narodniks, but
the Marxists. In this book Lenin expounded'and
lfhe.lq the Marxist teaching and tho^roughly analysed its importance for th"e revolutioniry transformation of Russia. He was the first 'Russian
Marxist to substantiate the historic role of Russia's working class as the leading, foremost revolutionary force of society, He Jhowed that the
working class was the only class able to lead all
the working masses and rouse them to the struggle to.o-verthrow the autocracy and capitalir* urid
establish a workers' government of fheir own.
developed t6e great idea of the alliance
of-Lenin
the working class and the peasantry. without
which it would be impossiLle to bverthrow
tsarism, the landowners and the bourgeoisie, establish the power of the working class"and cieate
a_ !ew, communist society. He propounded and
elaborated that idea all his life- and for many
years worked tireless-ly for its realisation. He posed
the primary task of uniting the separate Mar*ist circles into a well-knii revolufionary party
*hig.b was to guide the working-class movement.
Uhat the "Friends of the People" Are arud
H.oyt The2 Fight .the Social-Demociats was printed
Lu
in
,1r a
4 few
rsw Luprcs
copies
cqpies d,uu
and circulated
cltculatco secretlw^
secretlyi Th"
secrelly.
The
lne
9d ur
St. Petersburg-Marxists, in the absence of print:-1
ing. .f^-:1:r:,
facilities, hectographed
this work, copies of
which were circulatid irom hand to hand under
t

the name of "The Yellow Copy-Books", rousing
lively discussions and comment. The book was
read in St. Petersburg, Moscow, Nizhni-Novgorod,
Vladimir, Kiev, Riga and other cities. It was
familiar also to the members of the Emancipation of Lalour group. Its impact was tremendous.
It played an outstanding role in the struggle
against the Narodniks and pointed out to'the
Russian revolutionaries, to the working class,'the
only correct path of struggle and victory. "After
the appearance of this book Lenin became a still
more popular and recognised authority among the
Marxists," S. I. Mickiewicz, a participant in the
revolutionary movement, wrote in his reminiscences. "The young Russian Marxist trend realised
that in his person it had found an immense political and theoretical force."
Lenin was obliged to fight hard not orily
against the Narodniks but also against the "legal
Marxists". The latter were bourgeois intellectuals
who wrote articles on Marxism for the legal press,
i.e., newspapers and periodicals licensed by the
tsarist government. In their endeavour to adapt
Marxism to the interests of the bourgeoisie, they
rejected the struggle against the capitalist system
and drained Marxism of its revolutionary content-the teaching of the class struggle, the socialist revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat. But since the "legal Marxists" critiCised
the Narodniks, Lenin considered a temporary
agreement with them acceptable. At the same
time he sharply criticised the views of these disguised enemies of Marxism and exposed their
liberal-bourgeois nature. He taught the Marxists
to defend the purity of the revolutionary doctrine,
to combat all and every distortion and perversion
of it.

Lenin applied himself with ardour to the task
of building up a revolqtionary Marxist party. He
established contact with advanced workirs in the
big factories-V. A. Shelgunov (of the Baltic
Shipbuilding !ards). I. V. Babushkin (of the
Neva Shipbuilding Yards and Machine Works),
N. Y. Merkulov (of the Alexandrovs} Machine
Works) and many others. These were prominent
represerrtatives of the Russian working Class, who,
Lenin's
yndel
set out to build a pro'letarian party. _guidance,
Lenin carefully reared and trained
cadres of revolutionary workers as organisers of

]1il,ft1l';trected the workers' study circles in the
Nevs.kaya ?askiva, Peterblrgsky and Vyborgsky
districts of the capital. The circles mei in-the

homes of workers. The workers from the Semyannikov Factory, for example, used to meet at the
home of I. V. Babushkin, who later became a
prominent figure in the Russian working-class
movement, and one whom Lenin referred to as
t-hg p.ia. of- the Party, a national hero. "Everything wo-n from the tsarist autocracy was won
exclusiaely_ by t!r. struggle of the masses led by
such people as Babushkin," Lenin wrote.
Lenin had the knack of explaining the most
complicated- problems of Mariist theory in the
simplest and most intelligible terms. He itrove to
make Marxist teaching understandable to the
workers by connecting it with the problems of
everyday life and the needs of tLe working
people.

"Our lectures," Babushkin recollected, "were
extremely lively and interesting. . . . We were all
very- pl_eased with these lectures and constantly
admired the wisdom of our lecturer."
In 1894 Lenin made the acquaintance of

Nadezhda Konstantinovna Krupskaya, who was a
teacher at an evening Sunday'scho6l'for workers
in the Nevskaya-Zastava district. Many of her
pupils were members of the circles whiih Lenin
conducted and this brought Lenin and Krupskaya
together.

Lqry enjoyed the deep affection of the workers. He was to them a close, considerate and responsive friend. More and more workers flocked
to his circles. He carefully studied their working
and living conditions and took a deep interest ii
their problems. "Vladimir Ilyich was interested in
every little detail that could help him piece together a picture of the life and cbnditions of the
workers, find some sort of avenue of approach to
them in the matter of revolutionary propiganda,"

Krupskaya w_rites

in her memoirs. Uri"g

exam-

ples they could understand, he showed tlie workers how Marxism should be applied and what
methods to use in fighting the capitalists and the
tsarist qu!oc13cy. I-t was here, among the proletariat of St. Peiersburg, that Lenin riatured as a
leader of the working class, as its organiser and
guide.

The St. Petersburg Marxists carried on their

propaganda in small circles. Lenin was the first to
raise the question of abandoning Marxist propaganda among a narrow circle of advanced-workers in favour of wide agitation among the masses.
An important part in tlis was playel by Lenin,s
own pamphlets and leaflets. "fheie is nothing I
have wanted so much or dreamed of so muclias

an opportunity of writing for workers," he used
to say.- Worded ig clear, simple language, his
pamphlets and leaflets were comprehensiblJ to the
most unenlightened reader. Lenin described in
them the plight of the downtrodden workers, their

cruel exploitation by the capitalists, the poverty
and oppression under which the masses were suffering, and outlined the course to be taken by
the working class in its fight for emancipation.
For greater clarity Lenin often had recourse to
literary quotations. In his pamphlet The Nea
Factory I au, f.or instance, he paraphrases Krylov's well-known fable "The Lion's Share". The
new rules concerning overtime, wrote Lenin,
reminded one of the fable about how the lion
shared the prey among his fellow hunters: "The
first portion he took by right; the second portion
he took for being the king of beasts; the third for
being strongest of all; and as for the fourthwhoever dared as much as stretch his paw
towards it would not get away alive." That is
what the capitalists do in cruelly exploiting and
robbing the workers. This agitation helped to
spread the strike movement.
In the spring of 1895 on the instructions of the
St. Petersburg Marxists, Lenin went abroad to

contact the Emancipation of Labour group and
learn more about the labour movement in Western Europe.

In Switzerland he met G. V. Plekhanov and
P. B. Axelrod, members of the Emancipation of
Labour group, with whom he made arrangements
for the joint publication of the collection of
articles under the general title of Rabotni,h (The
Worker). Plekhanov wrote about how deeply impressed he was by Lenin. He had met many people from Russia during the years he had lived
abroad, he said in a letter, but none of them had
raised so many hopes as the young Ulyanov.
What Plekhanov liked in Lenin were his keen
intellect, energy and profound conviction that the
revolution was bound to win.
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From Switzerland Lenin went to Paris and
Berlin where he attended meetings of the French
and German workers and studied their conditions
and mode of life. In Paris he met Paul Lafargue,
son-in-law of Karl Marx and a prominent figure
in the revolutionary labour movement. Lenin had
looked forward to meeting Frederick Engels, but
that great leader and teacher of the international
proletariat was seriously ill and the meeting did
not take place.

All his free time Lenin devoted to the study of
Marxism, reading literature in the libraries, which
was unobtainable in Russia.
On his return from abroad, Lenin visited Vilno,
Moscow and Orekhovo-Zuyevo before going to
St. Petersburg, and established contact with the
local Social-Democrats, as the revolutionary
Marxists were then called. He had smuggled
Marxist literature into Russia in a suitcase with
a double bottom, and this was distributed in
many towns.
".-, . In the customs," Lenin's sister Anna
writes in her reminiscences, "Vladimir Ilyich's
suitcase was turned upside down, and it was
tapped on the bottom. Knowing that experienced
cusloms officials could detect the presence of a
false bottom by tapping, Vladimir Ilyich thought,
as he told us, that he was done for. That he had
not been detained and had delivered his suitcase
to its destination in St. Petersburg, where it was
promptly and satisfactorily disembowelled, explained the excellent mood in which he came to
us in Moscow."
Early in September 1895 Lenin returned to
St. Pelersburgf where he applied himself with
still greater energy to revolutionary work, fre-quently holding meetings and having talks with

the workers. Not even heightened police surveillance could interfere with these activities. He
was clever at giving the police spies the slip
and frequently changed his lodgings to elude
arrest.

In the autumn of 1895 Lenin united the Marxist circles of St. Petersburg into a single political
organisation, which later -became kn6wn as the
League of Struggle for the Emancipation of the
Working Class. Its leadership consisled of a central group headed by Lenin. The League members included N. K. Krupskaya, G. M. Xrzhizha,
novsky, L. Martov, A. N. Potresov, S. I. Radghe-1kg, V. V. Starkov, A. A. Vaneyev and
P. K. Zaporozhets.
The League of Struggle embraced the workers' study circles at factories and mills. These
circles were directed by district groups, which
performed the functions of distriit committees.
Lenin educated the members of the League in a
spirit of strict discipline, respect for the central
body and fulfilment of its diiectives. The organisation was made accountable for its activities at
all levels.
The League of Struggle was the embryo of the
revolutionary Marxist party in Russia, and therein
lay its great historic significance. It drew its support from the mass working-class movement and
effected leadership of the proletariat's class
struggle. For the first time in Russia the League
coupled the ideas of scientific socialism with the
working-class movement.

Up to the mid-I890s the isolated Marxist cirin Russia had had little contact with the work-

cles

ers' movement. They propagated Marxism solely
among the advanced workers and did no political
work among the masses. Lenin's League of Strug-

gle developed mass political agitation and began
to direct the strike struggle. It issued leaflets
which roused the revolutionary consciousness of
the workers. In a short period of time it pubIished dozens of leaflets exposing the arbitrary
methods of the factory-owners and telling the
workers how to fight for their interests and what
demands to present to the capitalists and the
tsarist government.
The famous strike

of the St. Petersburg textile
workers in the summer of 1896, involving over
30,000 millhands, was directed by the League of
Struggle. This strike enhanced the prestige of the
Social-Democrats of St. Petersburg. It was to their
leadership that it owed its wide scope and strong
political impact. The influence of the League
spread far beyond St. Petersburg. Following its
initiative and example, the workers' circles of
Moscow, Kiev, Vladimir, Yaroslavl, IyanovoVoznesensk and other towns and gubernias united
into Social-Democratic leagues and groups. The
League's activities lent an impetus to tht revolutionary movement throughout Russia, thereby
facilitating the creation there of a Marxist party
of the working class.
The tsarist government had the activities of
the League of Struggle watched and dealt it a
heavy blow. At the beginning of December 1895
most of its leaders, including Lenin, were arrested. The police seized the first issue of the newspaper Rabocheye Dyelo (The Workers' Cause)
which had been prepared for press by the League
members. Thus ended this attempt of the Russian
Social-Democrats to put out an illegal workers'
newspaper.

Lenin spent over fourteen months in solitary
confinement in a St. Petersburg prison, but his

work for the revolution did not cease behind bars.
He found ways and means of directing the activities of the League even from prison. He got in
touch with comrades outside, wrote letters, leaflets and pamphlets and smuggled them out of the
prison. While in prison he wrote the first draft
programme of the Marxist party and explanatory notes to it.
Lenin wrote revolutionary documents with milk
between the lines of books and journals. This
writing was unnoticeable until the paper was heated, when it became sufflciently legible to be read.
This method was frequently used by the revolutionaries in their correspondence. Lenin made
little "inkpots" out of bread to hold the milk, and
swallowed them quickly at the approach of his
jailers. "Today I have eaten six inkpots," he wrote
humorously in one of his letters.
Lenin corresponded with other comrades in
prison, using for the purpose books borrowed
from the prison library in which he dotted letters
to form the necessary words. His letters were
cheerful and full of faith in the ultimate victory
of the working class. His concern for his comrades was manifested in every letter of his from
prison. He constantly gave his relatives assignments: now it was for warm clothes to be sent to
so-and-so, now for a"fianc|e" to be found to visit
a comrade in prison who had no one coming to
see him.

While in prison I enin began writing one of
his major works-The Deaelopment of Capitalism in Russia. To gather material for it he read
hundreds of books and periodicals. In his letters
to his relatives he sent lists of the books he needed for his work and his elder sister Anna saw
that he got them.
6U

Lenin worked out a strict routine for himself
in prison. He spent most of his time working and
did physical exercises regularly before retiring
for the night. "You loosen up so well at timei
that it makes you warm even in the worst cold,
when the cell is like an ice-well, and after it you
sleep far better," Lenin later recalled. He steeled
himself physically as well as intellectually for the
coming struggle and taught his associates to do
the same.

_ When his youngest sister Maria was in prison
Lenin wrote to her: "I also advise you to arrange
your work on the books you have in such a way
as to vary it; I remember quite well that a change
of reading or work-from translation to reading, from writing to gymnastics, from serious
reading to fiction-helps a great deal."
Lenin's activities in St. Petersburg, his theoretical works, marked the beginning of the new,
Leninist stage in the development of Marxism
and the working-class movement in Russia.

Siberian Exile
On February 13, 1897, Lenin's sentence-three
years' exile in Eastern Siberia-was announced to
him. That was the punishment the tsarist author-

ities meted out

to him for his revolutionary

activities.

In May 1897 Lenin arrived at his appointed
place of exile, the village of Shushenskoy'ei Minu-

sinsk District, Yenisei Gubernia, at thit time a
remote Siberian village, hundreds of miles away
from the railway. (Today Shushenskoye is a bi!
district centre of the Krasnoyarsk Region in which
there is a milk cannery, two libraries, a secondary
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school, a specialised agricultural school. a House
Pioneers. fhe ho.rse

of Culture and a House of

Lenin lived in was turned into a museum in 1937.)
It was a hard time for Lenin. "During the
first period of my exile," he wrote in a let"ter to
his sister, *I decided not to look at a map of
European Russia or Europe; there *us ul.wuyt
such a bitter taste in my mouth when I op.rr6d
those maps and looked at the various blacli dots
on them." Cut off though he was from direct
revolutionary actiuity,he didnot lose his courage,
eqe-rgy and optimism. He applied himself
with his customary zeal to his work and made a
close. study of the Siberian countryside and the
conditions of the- peasantry. Lenin enjoyed great
respect among the local population, - who often
came to him for assistance ind advice. On one
occasion he helped a worker to win his. case
a_gainst his employer, a goldmine owner. After
that the peasants started coming*seeking
to him still more
frenyently with their troubles,
his help.
"When I was in exile in Siberia,; Lenin iecalled twenty-five years later, "I had occasion to
a.ct in-the capacity of a lawyer. I was not a certified lawyer, because, being summarily exiled, I
was not allowed to practicel but as there was no
other lawyer in the iegion, people came and confided their troubles to me.t' Lenin gave them
advice and taught them how to protect-themselves
against the high-handedness of the local authorities and wealthy employers.
year later Krupskaya joined Lenin in Shu_A
shenskoye. She too had beeir arrested in connection with the League of Struggle case and banished to Ufa Gubernia, but as-Lenin's fiancde she
was allowed to serve her sentence in Shushenskoye. There they married. Krupskaya became

The house

in

Shushenskoye

where Lenin lived
Photo

in

exile.

Lenin's wife, remaining his loyal comrade and
devoted assistant to the end of'his davs.
With the help of relatives and friends Lenin
received in exile the books and journals he needed. He continued to study the works of Marx
and Engels, followed the newspapers, and translated foreign books into Russian. Ttre light in his
window often burned far into the nisht-amid.the
darkness of the slumberinE villase.
While^in exile, Lenin"drew"rp u draft programme for the p-arty and wrote more than thirty
books and papphlets. A special place among them
is occupied by his pamphlet The Tashs-ot tne
Russian Social-Demoirati.In these works he outlined the tasks of the Russian Social-Democrats,
proved th-e need for a-rlnited workers' party and
attacked the enemies of Marxism

There Lenin also completed his book The
of Capitalism in Russia, which was

Deaelopment

N. K.

Krupskaya.

Photo.

1895

published in 1899. This major scientific work on
the economic development of Russia was a direct
continuation of Marx's Capital. Lenin's researches into Russian economici were an important
contribution to Marxist political economy. bn the
basis of factual mater:ial Lenin showed that
capitalism in- Rus-sia was making progress not only
in industry, but in agriculture bi well. This booi<
dealt the deathblow to Narodism. In it Lenin
revealed the deep-going contradictions inherent in
capitalist society., He showed how the working
class, the grave-digger of capitalism and buildei
of a new, socialist society, was growing and maturing within capitalist society. Alt[ough the
Russiin working ilars was proportionatelf small
compared to the rest of the population, Lenin saw
in it a great force and reyealed the leading role
it was destined to play in the revolutionary
,0

At the same time he stressed the need
for the alliance between the proletariat and the

movement.

peasantry, without which there could be no victo-

ry in the coming revolution. This book was an
important contribution to the scientific elaboration of the theory, programme and tactics of the
proletarian party. It sold out quickly among the
progressive-minded intellectuals, students and
members of the workers' study circles, and was
of tremendous significance in the ideological and
theoretical education of the Marxist cadres.
Lenin always regarded Marxism as a living,
developing doctrine, which not only had to be
applied in practice, but had to be elaborated and
developed. "We do not regard Marxls theory as
something completed and inviolable," he wrote,
while in exile, "on the contrary, we are convinced
that it has only laid the foundation stone of
the science which socialists must develop in all
directions if they wish to keep pace with life."
Such a creative approach to Marxist theory is
characteristic of all Lenin's activities.
A hard worker, Lenin also knew how to relax.
In his spare time he went skating or hunting or
took long walks in the woods and meadows. His
favourite spots were the wooded banks of the
Shusha and the beautiful lakes in the vicinity. He
admired the majestic beauty of the Siberian
landscape and the great brimming Yenisei. The
hardships of exile were relieved by the rare visits
of exiled comrades living nearby or by visits to
them. Among the St. Petersburg Social-Democrats
serving terms of exile in Minusinsk District at
the time were G. M. Krzhizhanovsky, V. V. Starkov, A. A. Vaneyev, V. K. Kurnatovsky and
P. N. Lepeshinsky. Lenin visited Minusinsk, the
village of Tesinskoye and Krasnoyarsk. At
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friendly get-togethers Lenin would join in the
chorus singing. He was particularly fond of
revolutionary soirgs, such as "A Victim of Dire
Bondage", "Comrades, the Bugles Are Calling"
and 'oWarszawianka".
The letters he received from his relatives, with
whom he regularly corresponded, were a source

of great joy to him. His letters home were full
of warmth and tenderness with no hint of de-

spondency or complaint about his lot. "I remember that his letters were always refreshing and
an antidote to all depression and nervousness,"
his sister Anna related. "They inspired enthusiasm. . .. His witty jokes filled one with the joy
of living and this wai the best lubrication for any
kind of work."
Especially tender were his letters to his mother,
for whom he had a great affection. He was always
concerned about her health, begging her not to
worry about him and telling her everything about
his own life and plans. Lenin shared wlth his
relatives not only bonds of kinship but the bond of
common views and convictions. This gave to his
correspondence with them a character that was
more than personal. It touched upon many pressing and topical problems of Marxist theory, practice, and politics, as far as that was possible in
letters that were subject to censorship. Even in his remoie exile Lenin iarefully fol.
lowed the development of the working-class
movement. He carried on a voluminous correspondence with its spokesmen in Russia and
abroad, and was well informed on the condition
of the Social-Democratic organisations, their difficulties and their needs.
At that time some of the Russian SocialDemocrats, under the influence of strike action
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which had achieved a certain measure of success,
to persuade the workers that they had to
coifine thtmselves to economic struggle, i.e.,
fight for hi.gher wages, shorter working hours and
b6tter worliing con-ditions. The political struggle,
they maintained, should be left to the bourgeoisie.
Th6se Social-Democrats came to be known as
Economists. Lenin regarded the activities of the
Economists as a gravl danger, seeing that they
were trying to induce the working class to compromise with the bourgeoisie, were belittling the
ievolutionary role of the working cl,ass and
diverting it from the political struggle.-The Economists, irho wete out to subordinate the interests
of the proletariat to those of the bourgeoisie,,were
the firit opportunists in the Russian workingclass movfrent. And Lenin decided to give decisive battle to the Economists.
On receiving from his sister A' I. UlyanovaYelizarova in-the summer of 1899 a document
settins forth the views of the Economists, Lenin
wrote" a "Protest by Russian Social-Democrats",
and signed by
which was unanimously approved
seventeen exiled Marxists living in Minusinsk
District. In this "Protest" Len-in exposed the
erroneous and harmful views of the Economists
and outlined the basic tasks of the Russian SocialDemocrats. The "Protest" stressed the great importance of a proletarian party in the str-uggle for
the emancipation of thE working people. "Only
an independent working-class party can serve as
a stron$ bulwark in the fight against the autocracv". said this remarkable document.
From Nadezhda Krupskava Lenin learned of
the First Congress of the Russian Social-Democratic Labour Party, held in Minsk in March 1898,
which announced-the foundation of the Party'
began
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In this lay the Congress's historic significance.
The aims of the Party were openly declared in
the Manifesto adopted by the Congress. Lenin
subscribed to the basic propositions in the Manifesto. The Congress, however, failed to unite the
scattered Marxist circles and organisations. It
had adopted no programme or rules, and the
Central Committee elected by it was arrested
shortly afterwards. The lack of cohesion among
the Social-Democratic organisations not only
continued but increased. Their activities were
limited and local and there was no durable contact or continuity in their work. To overcome this
parochialism and amateurishness a strong organisation of the Russian Social-Democrats was
needed.

A plan ripened in Lenin's mind while in exile
for the creation of a revolutionary Marxist party
in Russia, which, owing to the harsh conditions
of reactionary autocracy, would have to be built
deep underground. The chief role in Leniu's
great plan was assigned to the setting up of an
all-Russia political newspaper, which was to rally
the local committees and groups on a revolutionary Marxist stand, launch thorough preparations for a Second Congress and w-ork'ou't a
single Programme and Rules of the Party. Lenin,
however, did not restrict the role of the newspgper to that of propaganda and agitation alone.
He came to the conclusion that il should also
b,ecome the organiser of the Party's forces and
should unite the local circles and groups of Social-Democrats into a single organisation. This
was an essentially fresh outlook on the role of a
Marxist newspaper, -and one which upset all previous conceptions of the role and significance of
the periodical press among the Social-Democrats.
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G. M. Krzhizhanovsky recalled a walk with Lenin
on the banks of the Yenisei on a frosty winter
evening, when Lenin enthusiastically revealed to
him this novel and daring plan of his.
Lenin looked forward eagerly to the termina.
tion of his exile. Nadezhda Krupskaya wrote that
in these last rnonths of his exile "Vladimir Ilyich
hardly slept at all, and grew terribly thin. He
would sit up all night, working, out his plan in
fullest detail.... He grew more and more impatient as time went on, eager to throw himself into
the work."
On top of everything the police suddenly- came
down with a search warrant. What Lenin feared
most of all was that the authorities would seek
an excuse to prolong his term of exile. Luckily,
however, everything went off well.
On the termination of his exile, Lenin, with
his family, left Shushenskoye in the morning of
January 29, 1900. A long road faced them, some
300 versts of it by horse.drawn sled. Despite the
severe frost they travelled day and night. Lenin
was. in a hurry to start active revolutionary work
agarn.
-He
was forbidden to live in the capital and the
industrial centres of Russia. Thus, to be nearer
St. Petersburg, he decided to take up residence
in Pskov.

For a Marxist Party of a l{ea
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As soon as Lenin regained his freedom, he
applied himself energetically to the realisation of
his'plan, for which hi made'careful and thorough
preparations. The whole of 1900 was spent in
intensive work on the organisation of an all-Rus,8

sia political newspaper. It was practicarlly impossible to do this in Russia owing to police persecution, and so Lenin decided to publish the newspaper abroad. But first he established contact with
many-Social-Democratic organisations in Russia,
made arrangements for financing the newspaper
and selected future contrihutors. and correspond-

ents. For this purpose, despite the police ban,
Lenin visited Moscow, St. Petersburg, Riga, Sa-,
mara, Syzran, Nizhni-Novgorod, Ufa and Smolensk.

In Muy 1900, while on a secret visit to
St. Petersburg, Lenin was detained by the police.

He had on him a list of foreign addresses jotted
down on the back of a bill. Luckily the gendarrnes
did not discover it and Lenin was shortly
released. His further stay in Russia was obviously becoming dangerous. Tsarism sensed in Lenin
a powerful enemy. Zubatov, Colonel of .the Gendarmes, reported in 1900 in a secret letter to his
chief that "there is nobody bigger than Ulyanov
in the revolution today", and suggested organising his assassination.

With great difficulty, Lenin managed to leave
the country. On July 16, 1900, he left for Germany, thus beginning the first of his periods of
emigration.Itlastedformorethanfiveyears.
Ishra (The Spark) was the name selected for
the all-Russia revolutionary newspaper. Lenin
arrived in Munich, where the newspaper was to
be published. For reasons of secrecy his correspondence with Russia was conducted through
Prague to prevent the tsarist secret police spies
from tracking the source of the Ishra publicaiion.
The newspaper claimed all his attention. In a letter to Nuremberg in September 1900 he wrote:
"All our vital juices must go to nourish our com-

ing offspring." Indeed, Ishra was Lenin's brain-

child.
A number of problems arose in connection with
the launching of the newspaper-money had to
be raised, printing premisCs Tound and Russian
type procured. The German Social-Democrats
we_re very helpful in this respect.
In December of the same year the first issue of
Ighra appeared. Every issue carried the motto
"The Spark Will Kindle a Flame!" And that is
what happened eventually. A great revolutionary
conflagration burst out in Russia, in the flames of
which the tsarist autocracy and the capitalist
system met their doom.
Ishra began to appear at a time when the
revolutionary movement, headed by the working
class, was mounting in Russia. Frequent strikei
were paralysing the factories, the peasants were
rising against the landowners and there was unIgst among the students. A strong, organised
Marxisf party was needed to heail this movement. And Lenin's Ishra stafied campaigning for
the creation of such a pafty.
On Lenin's initiative and under his guidance,
Ishra promotioq groups and a network 6f agents
were set-up in Russia. They circulated the paper,
sent in letters, articles and other material ind
organised collections in support of the paper. The
Ishra agents carried out- iheir dander6us dnd
heroic work in the face, of constant peisecution by
the gendarmes and police spies. In the event oi
arrest they were threatened-by prison sentences,
chain gangs and exile. Amohg the agents of
Ishra wer:e I. V. Babushkin, "N. E. Bauman,
p., I_._Gysev, M. I. Kalinin, V. Z. Ketskhoveli,
M. M. Litvinov, Y. D. Stasova, T. S. ZeliksonBobrovskaya and R. S. Zemlyachka.

Lenin attached great importance to the work
of Ishra agents. Under his guidance and training
they became courageous, devoted party. organisers
and fighters for the people's cause. Correspondence relating to that period shows how carefully
Lenin studied local conditions when he gave
people concrete advice or sent them out to establish contacts, which he always considered very
important. "Be sure to put us in direct totch
with new forces, with the youth, with newlyformed circles," he wrote to S. I. Gusev. "Don't
forget that the strength of a revolutionary organisation lies in the number of its connections."
Ishra became the rallying and training centre for
the Party's forces.
It was extremely difficult to deliver the paper to
Russia, and for greater convenience of transportation it was printed on thin strong paper. To
evade police obstacles, Ishra was shipped out in
suitcases with a double bottom, hidden in the
binding of books sent to reliable addresses, or
sewn into the waistcoats of comrades going to
Russia. Owing to steadily growing demands for
the newspaper, underground printing presses for
reprinting Ishra were shortly set up in Russia at
Baku and Kishinev.
Lenin was the guiding spirit of the newspaper,
which played a decisive role in the building up
of the Party. It was a rare issue that appeared

without at least one article by him. The paper
carried articles on how best to organise and build
the Party, how to draw the masses into the revolutionary struggle. It published reports on the
reyolutionary movement in various towns in Russia, and kept its readers informed on what was
going on at the factories and mills, and on the
situation in the countryside.
4t

It

soon became very

popular among the workers. Each issue
passed round and read to tatters.

"I

was

showed lsArn

to many fellow-workers", one mill worker wrote,
"and the copy was read to tatters; but we treasure it. . . . Ishra writes about our cause, about the
all-Russia cause, which cannot be evaluated in
kopeks or measured in hours. When you read the
paper you understand why the gendarmes and
ihe police are afraid of us workers and of the
intellectuals whom we follow."
In the latter part of 1901 Vladimir Ilyich began
to sign some of his writings with the name Lenin.
It is often asked why he chose this pseudonym.
According to his wife, the choice was apparently
a random one. Possibly, when working in Ishra
with Plekhanov, who signed his contributions
with the name Volgin (after the Russian river
Volga), Lenin formed his own pseudonym from
the name of the great Siberian river, the Lena.
The year 1902 saw the publication of Lenin's
book What Is To Be Done? This was a remarkable work, which played a tremendously important
part in the creation of the Party. In this book
Lenin gave a detailed and closely reasoned exposition of his plan for building a proletarian Marxist party. He envisaged it as a consistently revolutionary militant party of a new type.
Labour parties had existed in Western Europe
long befoie a proletarian party was formed in
Russia. How, in Lenin's view, was the Russian
Social-Democratic Party to differ from those parties? The Strcial-Democratic labour parties of

in them. The opportunists maintained that it was
possible to put an end to exploitation and pass

Lver to socialism without a socialist revolution

and the dictatorship of the proletariat. They there-

olutionary struggle and they tolerated opportunists who gradually began to play the leading role

doomed the workers to inactivity and, in
effect, themselves turned defenders of the capitalist system. The opportunists revised Marxism, draining it of its iEvolutionary essence. They
performing the role of servwere compr6misers,
-agents
of [he bourgeoisie. The leaders
ants and
of most of the Social-Democratic parties denounced opportunism merely in theory, while in
oractice thev put up with it.
' Lenin enviiaged an entirely different kind of
party, a truly revolutionary proletarian party
iapable of oiganising and leading the working
cliss of Russia to the assault of the tsarist autocracv and capitalism. In order to lead the workers" *ovemdnt, to become its guiding force, the
Party had to be armed with advanced revolutiona.y iheoty, the theory of Marxism. It had to car'ry that theory into the working-class movement,
tirus making that movement iocialist-conscious.
"Without i revolutionary theory there can be
movement," was how Lenin
no revolutionary 'of
revolutionary theory.
assessed the role
in the conditions of bourthat
showed
Lenin
geois society there could only, be an idgology of
Ihe bourceoisie or of the proletariat. There was
no middie line. The bourgeoisie being the rulinP class, it had greater means and opportunities
foi spreading itJ ideology than the proletariat'
Ther6fore, eiery attempt to play down the role
of consciousness and ciy up spontaneity, as the
Economists urged, actually meant strengthening
the influence o-f bou.geois ideology on the proletariat. It followed from this that the immediate

1Z
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Western Europe had taken shape under
conditions of a relatively peaceful development
of capitalism. They were not adapted for rev-

bv

task of the Social-Democrats was to combat bourgeois ideology, and carry on the work of political
education of the working class, in order to raise
it to the level of a socialist consciousness. Attach-

ing great importance to the organisation of a
strongly welded centralised party, Lenin elaborated a plan for building up such a party. He believed that the Party should consist of two sections: a limited circle of professional revolutionaries wholly dedicated to the revolution, and
a wide network of local Party organisations, the
bulk of the membership.
Lenin attached particular importance

to the
training of professional revolutionaries from

among the workers. According to his understand-

ing, a professional revolutionary always had to
be in the thick of the masses, to know their
needs and sentiments, to react to each and every
manifestation of tyranny and oppression wherever

it

occurred and whatever class

it

affected,

to be able to take advantage of "every event,
however small, in order to set forth before all
his socialist convictions and his democratic
demands, in order to clarify f.or all and everyone
the world-historic significance of the struggle for
the emancipation of the proletariat".

Lenin's plan for building up the Party was opposed by the Economists. Denying the proletariat
an independent political role, they were also op-

posed to the creation of an independent revolutionary party. In the book What Is To Be
Done? Lenin dealt a crushing blow to the.Economists. He showed Economism to be a variety of
international opportunism. The book was thus
directed against international as well as Russian
opportunism. It was an important factor in rallying the Party ranks on Marxist ground, in

preparation for the Second Congress of the
R.S.n.t.P., which created a truly revolutionary
Marxist party.
Lenin-was greatly interested in how his book
was received 6y the readers. "'We have received
your letter expressing your gratitude to the
author of U)hai Is To-Be Done?" he wrote to the
Moscow Committee of the R.S.D.L.P. in August
1902. "Did you have enough copies of What Is
to Be Done?'Have the workers read it, and what
is their reaction?"
In elaborating his theory of the revolutionary
party of the working class Lenin atlached the
irt*ott importancj tJ equipping,,the Party with
a militant scientific programme. "A programme,"
he wrote, "is a brief,tlear and precise statement of
all the things a party is striaing and fighting for.)'
Lenin played the leading role in d-rafting the
Party's^firit programme' It was only thanks to his
unremitting tfforts that Ishra was able to draw
up a revohitionary Party programme-which clearlv and unequivocallv - defined the ultimate
JoaI of the workins-.Lutt -o'nement-the buildIng of a new, sociallst society-and the ways that
led to that goal, namely, the socialist r-evolution
and the dictatorship of the proletariat. The proEramme also outlined the immediate tasks, nameiu. tf,. overthrow of tsarism and the establishment of a democratic republic. The unity of the
struggle for democracy and socialism was thus
emohasised.

to

bring the Party's programme home to the
f,enin wrote a pamphlet in the spring
i,f tgOg entitled To the Rural Poor in which he
simply and clearly explained what- the .workers'
pu.ty'was out to' achieve and why the poor
peasants should ally themselves with the workpeasants,
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ers. He wrote: "We want to achieve a new and
better order of society: in this new and better
society there must be neither rich nor poor; all
will have to work. Not a handful of rich people,
but all the working people must enjoy the fruits
of their common labour. Machines and other
improvements must serve to ease the work of all
and not to enable the few to grow rich at the
expenlie of millions and tens of millions of people. This new and better society is called soiialist society. The teachings about this society are
called socialism."

Early in 1902 police spies got on the tracks of
Ishra. It became necessary to leaye Munich, as
further stay there was dangerous. The editorial
board decided to transfer publication of the newspaper to London. Lenin arrived there in April
1902.

Living in the English capital, Lenin

closely

studied the labour movement and the life of the
English workers, and attended meetings and
gatherings. Krupskaya, in her memoirs, relates
that Lenin was always drawn towards the workers. He often got to know from the newspapers
where some workers' meeting was to be held, and
he went there, sat down in a corner and listened.
Lenin spent a good deal of his time in libraries, especially in the British Museum, where
Karl Marx had worked before him.
In the spring of 1903 Lenin moved from London to Geneva, where Ishra was then being printed. He and his wife rented a small house in the
suburbs. Here he received comrades arriving from
Russia. Many of them had escaped from exile
and had no means of subsistence. Lenin took care
of them and saw that they were provided with
food and lodgings. He was a very tactful, con-

siderate and kind-hearted person. Always genial

and charming, Lenin had the knack of putting
people at their ease. Recalling her meeting with

Lenin,

T. S. Zelikson-Bobrovskaya, an Ishra

agent, spoke of his simplicity, modesty and cheer-

frilness.-"Vladimir Ilyich wore a dark-blue Rus'
sian blouse, which gaye a particularly Russian
appearance to his stocky figure." A member of
tfie' Ekaterinoslav Committe'e of the R.S.D.L.P.
who visited Lenin in Geneva related that Lenin
gave him a more than friendly welcome, received
[i- like an elder brother, an older comrade and
at once created a free and easy atmosphere.
The convocation of the Party's Second Congress had now become an urgent task' Lenin gave
a good deal of his time to making arrangements
foi it. He planned the work of the Congress,
prepared draft resolutions for it and drew up the
ilufes of the Party. He looked forward eagerly
to the opening of the Congress, warmly welcomed ttre delegates and plied them with questions about Russia, about the revolutionary temper of the workers, and the progress_ of work in
[he various local areas. "Vladimir Ilyich had a
special way of listening and asking questions,"
ricalls Y. D. Stasova, a veteran member of the
Party. "Through his questions he would direct
the ionversation into the channel he wanted and

it touch upon the questions he was- interested
in." Livins abroad. he was homesick for Russia,
and any liece of news from there gladdened
him. Wheiever he happened to be he always
dreamt of his native land, of its broad expanses,
make

of the Russian winter with its crisp frosty air, of
the Volga, the river of his Youth.
The Second Congress of the Russian SocialDemocratic Labour Party opened in July 1903'

Its first sittings were held in Brussels, but owing
to difficulties created by the Belgian police the
sittings were transferred to London. The Congress was heterogeneous in composition. Besides
consistently proletarian revolutionaries in the
person of the Iskrists, there were also opportunists, and waverers known as the "Marsh". Although the Iskrists were in the majority, not all
of them were firm. Among them were unstable

or "soft" elements. Therefore a fierce fight at the
Congress was waged by the revolutionary wing
against the opportunists for the triumph of Ishra
principles.
Lenin took an active part in steering the Congress. Together with his supporters he conducted

a vigorous fight for Ishra policy against the opportunists. The minutes of the Congress record
over a hundred speeches, remarks and rejoinders by Lenin.
There was a long and heated debate over the
draft programme of the Party. Lenin and his
supporters advocated a revolutionary programme;
the thesis of the dictatorship of the proletariat, the alliance of the working class and the
peasantry, the right of nations to self-determination, and proletarian internationalism. These
basic Marxist propositions were opposed by the
opportunists. But all their attacks were rebuffed
by the lsAra supporters.
The Congress, by a majority of votes, adopted
the revolutionary programme drafted by the editorial board of Ishra.It was the world's first party
programme in which the struggle for the dictatorship of the proletariat was put forward as the
basic aim of the proletarian party.
Guided by this programme, the Party was able
to wage a successful fight for the victory of the
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socialist revolution in Russia, It took the Party
nearly fifteen years of hard, heroic struggle and
persevering, selfless effort, privations and sacrifice to fulfil its first programme.
Sharp differences of opinion were revealed at
the Congress during the discussion of the Party
Rules. Lenin was for a monolithic militant party,
every member of which would take an active part
in the revolutionary struggle and submit to
Party discipline. He therefore maintained that
anyone who accepted the Party programme,
paid his dues, belonged to one of its organisations
and participated in its work, could be considered
a member of the Party. This formulation practically debarred non-proletarian, unstable elements and made it possible to build up an organised and disciplined party.
The Congress, however, by a negligible
majority of votes, adopted Martov's opportunist
motion to the effect that anyone was eligible for
membership who accepted the Party programme
and supported it financially, with no obligation
to belong to any Party organisation or submit to
Party discipline. This interpretation of membership meant making the Party an amorphous body
and would throw it open to all sorts of unstable
elements. With a party built on these lines the
workers would never have been able to defeat
their class enemies. Trotsky joined Martov in
opposing Lenin's organisational plan for building the Party.
At the concluding sittings of the Congress, when
the central bodies were being elected, the balance
of forces shifted in favour of Lenin's supporters,
since some of the opportunists had left the Congress. Lenin's supporters received the majority of
votes in the elections to the Central Committee
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In the shape of the Bolshevik Party there appeared a powerful force capable of rallying the
working class and all the working people of Russia for the overthrow of the power of the landowners and capitalists and for the building of
socialism. The Bolshevik Party, organised by
Lenin and his supporters, became a model for
all communist and workers' parties.
The success of Lenin's plan for creating a revolutionary Marxist party showed that in Lenin
the Russian and international proletariat had an
outstanding theoretician, who carried on the work
and teaching of Marx and Engels and was
endowed with a clear insight into the prospects of
developing the working-class movement.
After the Second Congress the situation within
the Party became more complicated than ever.
The Mensheviks now took the place of the defeated Economists and continued their opportunist line. There began a fierce and stubborn struggle between the Bolsheviks and Mensheviks which
ivas to last for many years. The Mensheviks were

out to divert the Party on to the path of opportunism. They seized control of the Party's Central Organ, Ishra, and launched attacks in its
columni against Lenin, the Bolsheviks and the
decisions of the Second Congress. It was necessarv to sive decisive battle to the Mensheviks,
to Jhow [h" durrg"r of Menshevism for the Party
and for the revblutionary movement in Russia.
This Lenin did in his book, One Step Foruard,
Tuo Steps Bach, which appeared in May 1904.
Lenin showed that the Mensheviks were oPposed to the Party being the organising force in
the working-class movement and were destroying
it. He. elaborated the Marxist theory of the
Party as the guiding body of the Proletariat,
withbut whicli it was impossible to win the socialist revolution and build a communist society.
"In its struggle for power the proletariat has no
other weap6i U"t oiganisation," he emphasised.
He taught-that the Party was an integral part o{
class, its class-conscious vanguard.
the woiking-could
successfully lead the struggle
The Party
of the proletariat only if all its members were
united in a single body, cemented by a common
will, a common line of action and a common distheory.
cipline,
-Leninand armed with the revolutionary
made it clear that the Party's constant
concern was to expand and consolidate its ties
with the working-class masses. Without these ties
it could not live and develop.
In this book Lenin formulated firm standards
of Party life and the principles of Party leadership, which became law governing all subsequent
activities of the Party. They envisaged strict
observance of the Party Rules, stringent discipline for all, subordination of the minority to the
majority, of the lower organisations to the higher,
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and the editorial board of lshra, which was recognised as the Party's Central Organ. From that
time they came to be known as Bolsheviks (from
the Russian word bolshinstao, majority.-Ed.)
while the opportunists, who were in the minority,
were called Mensheviks (from menshinstuo,
minority.-Ed.).
The Second Congress of the R.S.D.L.P. was a
turning-point not only in Russia's but in the
world's labour movement. Its historic significance
lies in the fact that it created a proletarian party
of a new type, a Leninist Bolshevik Party. "As a
current of political thought and as a political
party, Bolshevism has existed since 1903," Lenin
wrote.

electivity

of Party bodies and their

obliga-

tion to report up, the development of activity and

initiative among the rank-and-file and the
couragement

en-

of self-criticism. Lenin's book met

with the warm approval of the Party organisations and was widely circulated among the advanced workers.

In the summer of 1904 Lerrin and the other
Bolsheviks started campaigning for the convocation of the Third Congress of the Party. The
situation in Russia made this an urgent necessity. The revolution was coming to a head and

th6 Party had to be ready to meet it fully
armed. Another reason for calling the congress

within the Party. A stop had to be
put to the splitting activities of the Mensheviks,
who were side-tracking the decisions of the
Second Congress and disrupting Party work.
During the crucial period of the inner-Party
struggle most of the Party committees in Russia
aligned themselves with the Bolsheviks. Most of
the professional revolutionaries and Party members- from among the workers gave Lenin their
whole-hearted support. The vast majority of the
Party rallied behind their leader.
was the situation

The First

*!X;ot

Against

While abroad Lenin closely followed the

de-

velopment of the revolutionary movement in Russia. Long before the revolution broke out he saw
it coming. At last the storm burst. On January
9, 1905, the troops, acting on the tsar's orders,
shot down a peaceful procession of workers in
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St. Petersburg, who, with their wive,s and children, were on their way to present him with a
oetition about their needs. This brutal massacre
ihocked the nation and aroused the people's
wrath. By evening barrica4es were being thrown
uo in the workins-class districts of the capital.
t'he events in St. ?etersburg set the whole country astir. Lenin saw them aJ the beginning of the
revolution. "The slogan of the heroic St. PetershurE oroletariat 'Ddath or Freedom!' is rever-

be.itiis

throughout Russia," he wrote.
ihoughts were centred on Russia.
He took over direcf guidance of the Party committees, sent them iettets, gave ,them detailed
instruclions on how to carry on in the new revolutionary situation. "I often-had occasion to travel
abroad illegally," recalls M. N. Lyadov, I member of the ivlajority Committees Bureau. 'oYou'd
come for a weLk oi so, give Ilyich all the news,
load up with his instructions and advice, and
go back to search out comrades of the Majority
Lommittees Bureau. And every time it would
strike vou with surprise how accurately Ilyich,
sitting ihere in Geniva, was able to size up the
state of affairs. . . ."
Lenin foresaw that the revolution was bound
to srow. This laid a great responsibility on the
Socfal-Democratic Labour Party. It had to define
its line of conduct in the revolution and agree
on the forms and methods of struggle, that is to
sav. determine its tactics. This iould only be
J.'.ia.a by a congress of the Patty. That is why
Lenin wri so insistent in demanding the immediit. .or't ocation of a Patty congress, for which
he started making energetic preparations'
The Third Co*ngress- of the R.S.D'L'P' was
held in London in" April 1905. It was the first

All Lenin's

5,J

Bolshevik Congress. 'Ihe Mensheviks refused to
attend it, although they had been invited, and
held their own conference in Geneva. This was
a patently splitting move. Two congresses, two
parties-was how Lenin described the situation
in the R.S.D.L.P. at the time.
The Congress examined all the cardinal issues of the growing revolution. Lenin was elected
to the chair and directed the work of the Congress. He delivered a number of reports and
speeches and drafted the main resolutions: those
on the armed uprising, on a provisional revolutionary governrnent and on the attitude to the
peasant movement. Recognising the principal and
urgent task of the Party to be the organisation
of an armed uprising, the Congress instructed all
the Party organisations to take concrete steps
towards arming the proletariat and working out
the plan of an armed uprising under their direct
leadership.
Recalling Lenin's speech on the participation
of the Social-Democrats in a provisional revolutionary government, M. Tskhakaya, a delegate
to the Congress, wrote: "The entire Congress
listened standing, in tense silence. The iron logic
of the theoretician, tribune and organiser of the
reyolution held all the delegates spellbound. When
Ilyich finished speaking there was no end to the
applause and ovation. Before us stood a great
revolutionary, theoretician and tribune."
The Congress
-on endorsed Clause 1 of the Party
Party membership, as formulated
Rules, that
by Lenin. Since then one of Lenin's most important organisational principles has becolqe a ^permanenf feature of the Party's Rules. The Congress elected a Central Committee with Lenin
at its head.

The Congress decisions armed the Party with
a concrete plan of action, defined the ways and
means of the revolution's further development
and set before the working class the aim of winnin.g the fight against the autocracy.

At the very

firsi plenary meeting of the Central Committee
Leniri was-appointed editor of the Pq{ty's_Central Organ, ttre newspaper Proletary (The Proletarian).

After the Congress Lenin returned to Geneva.
The significance of the Congress and its decisions w:as dealt with by Lenin in his book, Tao
Tactics of Social-Democracy in the Democratic
Reaolution, which appeared in July 1905. In this
brilliant work Lenin highlighted all the issues of
the revolution, which had already started, and
defined the Party's tasks. He showed that the
Bolsheviks and Mensheviks held different views

on the revolution and its motive forces, and also
on the tasks of the working class and the Party
and devised different tactics.
With Lenin, the Bolsheviks considered the revolution that had begun in Russia to be a bourgeois-democratic revolution, its aim being to.put
an end to the survivals of the feudalist regime,
to overthrow tsarism and to win democratic liberties. For the first time in the history of Marxism
Lenin elaborated the question of the distinctive
features of the bourgeois-democratic revolution
in the epoch of impeiialism, of its _motive forces
the proletariat
and prospects.
^coniernedHe considered,that victory of the
in the complete
was
bourgeois revolution, since this would^speed.u-p
and Iacilitate the proletariat's struggle for socialism. Moreover, it was the proletariat who was
to be the chief motive force and leader of the
revolution. The proletariat's ally' was to be the

peasantry, who were concerned in taking the land
away from the landowners and oveithrowing
tsarism. The scope of the revolution therefore
depended iFon its main motive forces-the proletariat and the peasantry. As for the Rusiian
bourgeoisle, it stood for retaining tsarism and by
ijl very class- nature could not be revolutionary.
That was why the Bolsheviks maintained that
the bourgeoisie should be pushed aside and isolated from the masses and the lie given to its
so-called democracy.

The first Russian revolution was a popular
revolution as far as its motive forces were concerned, and as for the methods of struggle used
in it Lenin described it as a proletarian movement.
-It employed such mass forms of struggle as
the political strike and the armed uprising.
Lenin made it clear that an armed- uprising
was the decisive means of overthrowing the
tsarist autocracy. A victorious uprising would lead
to the establishment of the power not of the bourgeoisie, as had been the case in past revolutions,
but of the proletariat and the peasantry, i.e., a
revolgtionary-democratic dictatorship. Its executive body would be a provisional revolutionary
government.

The Bolshevik tactics worked out bv Lenin
were aimed at a victorious revolution and demonstrated how it was to be accomplished. They
were real revolutionary tactics.
But what were the tactics of the Mensheviks?
Since the revolution was a bourgeois revolution,
they averred, the bourgeoisie should be its leader, and the task of the working class was merely
to support the bourgeoisie. The Mensheviks were
against an alliance between the working class
and the peasantry because they did not believe
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in the peasantry as a revolutionarv force. They
were strongly opposed to an armed uprising.
Lenin showed that the Menshevik line was a
betrayal of the revolution, a striving to place the
proletariat under the leadership of the bourgeoisie, a line that expressed their fear of a possible
victory by the people. This fear of the revolutionary struggle on the part of the Mensheviks and
their readiness to drown the revolution in wordy
claptrap prompted Lenin to describe them as
"men in mufflers".'iLenin, in this book, taught that the proletariat
would not stop at merely achieving victory in
the bourgeois-democratic revolution in alliance
with the whole peasantry. In the course of the
struggle it organlses its forces, carries the rural
and urban poor along with it and strikes at capitalism. Thus, the bourgeois-democratic revolution develops into a socialist revolution. This was
a new courie aimed at the victory of the socialist revolution. It rejected the line taken by the
Russian Mensheviks and West-European opportunists who underestimated the revolutionary
potentialities of the semi-proletarian masses of
iown and country. The opportunists believed that
the proletariat would act on iis own without allies
in the socialist revolution, and therefore the socialist
revolution could not take place until the proletariat had become the majority of the population

showed this line of reasoning to be fallacious and harmful. He proved that
in-the course of the revolution the proletariat was
bound to be joined by the semi-proletarian masses

in the country. Lenin

't "The Man in the Muffler"-chief character in Chekhov's story o{ the same name typifying the narrow-minded
philistine who fears all innovations or initiative.-Ed.

ol town and country. Subsequent
him right.

events proved

In his book Tuo Tactics Lenin enriched the
Marxist teaching on the socialist revolution with
new ideas that are of great significance to the
peoples of the whole world in their struggle for
the triumph of democracy and socialism. The
book was received with approval by the Party
organisations in Russia. V. V. Adoratsky, a member of the Kazan organisation, wrote: "We all
felt that the interests of the development of the
revolution could not have been upheld more correctly, more consistently and with greater talent
than was done by Vladimir Ilyich."
The revolutionary movement in Russia was
mounting swiftly. In the spring and summer of
1905 big strikes took place in industrial centres
such as St. Petersburg, Warsaw, Lodz, Baku and
Odessa. The peasant movement spread, involving
one-fifth of all the rural districts of Russia. Tsarism's military mainstay-the army-was shaken
too. In June 1905 a mutiny broke out on the battleship Potemhi,n of the Black Sea Fleet. Lenin
attached tremendous importance to this uprising. To help the mutineers he sent the Bolshevik
M. I. Vasiliev-Yuzhin to Odessa with instructions
on how to act to ensure victory, but by the time
the latter reached Odessa the battleship had been
compelled to leave the port and sail to Rumania.
Lenin continued to insist on the need for an
armed uprising. He read everything that Marx
and Engels had written on the subject and studied a gieat number of books on military tactics.
He criiicised the Combat Committee of S[. Petersburg, which had been organised to prepare for
the-uprisinB, for its tardiness and irresolution,
and o-utlined a concrete plan of action for it. "Go

to the youth," he advised. "Form fighting squads
once everywhere, among the students, and
especially &mong the uorhers. . . . Let them arm
themselves at once as best they can. . .. Squads
must af once begin military training by launching operations immediately." At the same time
Lenin took energetic steps to organise the purchase of arms abroad and their delivery to Rus-

at

sia.

In the autumn of 1905 the revolutionary movement in Russia assumed unpre cedented scope.
A general political strike broke out in October.
Factories and mills, and the post and telegraph
offices stopped work and life throughout the
country came to a standstill. This was a new
form of proletarian struggle hitherto unknown in
other countries. Scared by the struggle of the
working class, the tsarist government was forced
to make concessions. On October 17 the tsar
issued a manifesto promising inviolability of the
person, freedom of speech, of the press and of
assembly and other civic liberties. This was an
important victory. But Lenin warned against
trusting the promises of the tsar. The task of the
proletariat, he said, was to press forward with
the revolution and prepare the masses for an
armed uprising.
These stormy revolutionary days saw the birth
of the mass political organisations-the Soviets
(or Councils) of Workers' Deputies. No organisa-

tion of this kind had ever arisen before in any
other country. Lenin thought highly of the Soviets, which he regarded as organs of the armed
uprising and the embryo of the people's government. Already at that time he foresaw that the
Soviets had a great future before them and that
sooner or later they would become the state pow59

er of the working people. Lenin's prophecv carne
true. A profound analysis of the role of the
Soviets was given by Lenin in his article "Our
Tasks and the Soviet of Workers' Deputies".
The wave of revolution rose steadily. It became
increasingly difficult for Lenin to direct the
movement from abroad. He was all eagerness to
return to Russia. Early in November 1905 he arrived in St. Petersburg and there, on the spot,
assumed direct leadership of the Party and the
revolutionary struggle. He developed vigorous
organisational activity. He directed the work of
the Central Committee and the St. Petersburg
Committee of the Bolsheviks, addressed Party

meetings, conferences and gatherings, interviewed
Party workers arriving from all over Russia, and

wrote many articles for the legal Bolshevik
newspaper .Novaya Zhizn (New Life) which he
edited and managed. His articles served as guidelines to the Party organisations in their day-today work.

it into practice as fully and completely as possible." The experience of history has shown that
any deviation from the Leninist principle of
partisanship in literature causes tremendous harm
to the cause of the working class not only during the period of its struggle for power, but also
when it has achieved power.
Notwithstanding the few liberties which the
people had succeeded in wresting from the tsar,
Lenin and the other revolutionaries were obliged
to hide from the police. Lenin had to live illegally, frequently changing his passport and
lodgings, and on several occasions moving out to
Finland.
The revolution reached its peak in the December armed uprising of the Moscow workers. For
nine days several thousand armed workers waged
a heroic battle with the police and tsarist troops
sent in from St. Petersburg. Maxim Gorky, wfro
was in Moscow at the time, commented'enthusiastically on the workers' gallant fight in one
of his letters. "I have jusl come in from the
street," he wrote on December 10. "Fighting is
going on_at the Sandunov Baths, at Nikolayevsky
Station, Smolensky Market, in Kudrinskayi. Real

Among Lenin's articles published in the newspaper, great significance attached to his article
"Party Organisation and Party Literalglsl', in
which he advanced and formulated the principle
of commitment in literature. He argued that for
the proletariat literature could not be a means
of enrichment for various groups and individuals,
a private affair independent of the common cause
of the working class. "Literature," he wrote,
"must become party literature. In contradistinction to bourgeois customs, to the profit-making,
commercialised bourgeois press, to bourgeois
literary careerism and individualism,'aristocratic
anarchism' and drive for profit, the socialist proletariat must put forward the principle of. party
literature, must develop this principle and put

the night and has been rumbling all day without
-stop.. .. A great success! In the streets everywhere the gendarmerie and the police are being
-behaving
disarmed. . . . The workers are
magnificentll!" The fighting was particularly heaiy
in the Presnya District (now called Krasnayi
!1e9nya)._ Afier Moscow,' revolts flared up i,
Nizhni-Novgorod, Rostov-on-Don, Novorosiiisk,
F,katerinoslav, Uf.a, Krasnoyarsk, Chita and other
cities. All these sporadic uprisings, however,
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hot fighting! Guns are ihundering-it' started
yesterday at2in the afternoon, continued through
a

were brutally suppressed by the tsarist govelnment.

Lenin highly appraised the December armed
uprising, which he regarded as an unforgettable
died of heroism on the part of the Russian
workers, one that served as a school of revolution
for new generations of fighters. He regarded it
as an experience of enormous value for all proletarian ievolutions. While noting the positive
aspects of the uprising, Lenin also laid-bare the
shbrtcomings in its organisation. He pointed out
that arms should have been taken up more resolutely, that offensive and not defensive action
should have been waged, that the troops should
have been won oyer and the peasants drawn
into the common struggle. Such were the lessons
of the uprising. Lenin urged all class-conscious
workers io study these leisons and prepare for
further struggle.
Although-ihe December uprising had failed, it
was some time before the tide of revolution
ebbed. The masses did not want to retreat. The
strikes, peasant disturbances and revolutionary
unrest in the army and navy continued unabated.
Lenin was in direct touch with the leaders of the
insurrections of the sailors and soldiers in Sveaborg and Kronstadt in the summer of 1906. He
ga'r". instructions to the Bolshevik members of
the St. Petersburg Party Committee for organis-ing a strike in ilrpporl of Kronstadt' Bui both
insurrections were crushed.

historical struggle of the working class, where the
tactic of combining the mass political strike with
the uprising was employed for the first time. In
this pamphlet Lenin exposed the behaviour of the
Cadet'r Party, showed their duplicity and cowardice, their policy of compromise with tsarism,
and called the Cadets "the grave worms of the
revolution".
In order to wage a more successful fight for
the triumph of the revolution, many Party members from among the workers demanded unity
within the Party. To settle this question another
congress had to be called.
Lenin, with the Bolsheviks, supported this
demand. But how was unity to be achieved? On
what basis? The answer to this question was given
by Lenin. He considered that unity with the Mensheviks was possible only on the basis of revolutionary Marxism. He came out strongly against
any glossing over of fundamental disagreements
on basic issues of the revolution. He worked hard
to prepare for the Fourth Congress of the Party
at which this unity was to be achieved. He drew
up the platform of the Bolsheviks-a draft of
the basic resolutions. In order to work out an
agrarian programme for the Congress, Lenin
wrote a pamphlet entitled Reuision of the Agrarian Programme of the Aorhers' Party,
There were other reasons that made a unity
congress imperative. In Russia, in addition to the
R.S.D.L.P., there were other Social-Democratic
parties, including the Social-Democracy of Poland and Lithuania and the Lettish Social-DemocLuborr Party. Each of these parties acted

The experience of the Russian proletariat's
struggle in October-December 1905 was summed
6'i Lenin in his pamphlet The Uictory of the
"p
iadits and the Tishs'of the Workers' Party
written in March 1906. He regarded the OctoberDecember battles as a memorable step in the

" Cad,ets (abbreviated)-members of the ConstitutionalDemocratic Party, the leading party of the liberal-monarchist bourgeoisie in Russia. Founded in 1905.-Ed.
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on its own. The interests ol the struggle against
tsarism demanded the joint effort of all the
nationalities of Russia, the unity of all the workers in the country.
At the beginning of April 1906 Lenin left for
Stockholm to attend the Fourth (Unity) Consress of the R.S.D.L.P. The Congress opened on
April 10 in the People's House, which the Swedish
Sdcial-Democrats had placed at its disposal.
Lenin delivered reports on the agrarian question and on "The Current Situation and the Class
Tasks of the Proletariat", a co-report on the guestion of what attitude to take towards the Duma,
and speeches on the armed uprising and on the
questi6n of organisation. He also took-part in the
work of the committee elected to draft the Rules
of the R.S.D.L.P.
The Congress became the scene of an extremclv sharo slrussle between the Bolsheviks and
the Menshevitlsl A battle royal was fought on
the agrarian question. The Bolsheviks, with Lenin,
stood for the confiscation of the landed estates
and the nationalisation of all land, i.e., the abolition of private ownership of land, which was
henceforth to be the propeity of the state. Nationalisation of the land was possible only if the autocracy was overthrown. tonse,quently, the Bolshevik agrarian programme called-upon the peasants to rlse against the tsar and the landowners.
And what was the Mensheviks' stand? They
obiected to the nationalisation of the land and
deinanded its municipalisation, that is, the transfer of the landed eitates to the municipalities,
from whom the peasants would have to rent land.
Lenin sharply criticised the Menshevik programme,
which melant a bargain with the landowners
and raised vain hopei that the agrarian question
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could be settled without the overthrow of the
rule of the tsar and the landowners.
Taking advantage of their numerical prepon-

derance at the Congress, the Mensheviks put
through their own resolutions on all major issues, including their municipalisation programme.
The Mensheviks secured a majority in the Central Committee and seized control of the Party's
Central Organ Sotsial-Demohrat.
The Menshevik victory, however, could not be
alasting one. Lenin firmly believed in the triumph
of revolutionary Marxism, revolutionary strategy
and tactics. He was confident that the MenshCviks would be defeated. Immediately after the
Congress Lenin resumed intense activity. The
Congress had adopted a decision to amalgamate
the Social-Democratic parties of Russia into a
united Russian Social-Democratic Labour Party.
This unification enabled the Bolsheviks to influence broad sections of the workers of all the
nationalities inhabiting Russia and made it easier
to expose and isolate the Mensheviks. Lenin informed the broad masses of the workers of the
struggle that took place at the Congress. He wrote
"An Appeal to the Party by Delegates to the
Unity Congress Who Belonged to the Former
'Bolshevik' Group" and a pamphlet entitled .Report on the Unity Congress of the R.S.D.L.P. (A
Letter to the St. Petersburg Uorhers).
Lenin continued indefatigably to defend and
explain the correctness of the Bolshevik line, and
missed no opportunity of meeting workers, intellectuals, office employees and students in order
to have talks with them. On May 9, 1906, under
the name of Karpov, he addressed a meeting of
three thousand people in St. Peterstrurg at which
he denounced the deal which the bourgeois
5-1198
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Cadet Party had made with the autocracy and defended the'revolutionary line of the proletariat.
The audience was deeply stirred by his speech
to which it listened with rapt attention. Krups-

in her reminiscences, writes: 'oA hush
deicended upon the hall. A wave of extraordinary

kaya,

enthusiasm swept the audience after Ilyich's
speech. At that-moment everyone_was thinking
oT the coming fight to the finish." Lenin was always keen on addressing the workers, giving them
advice and clarifying for them all problems pertaining to the revolutionary struggle. He addresse-d meetings of Social-Democratic workers in
the Narva Distiict, of women workers of the Shapthe workers of the Seshala Tobacco Factory,
-and
many other labour
myannikov District
gatherings.
- After a hard struggle Lenin succeeded in rallying the Party orfanisations around the Bols'hev"iks. He now raiJed the question of convening
and began actively -to
another Party congress
-February
prepare for it. In
1907 he wrote the
ira?t resolutions for the Fifth Congress of the
R.S.D.L.P. In March he made a report on the
current situation and the tasks of the Party at a
briefing conference of Bolsheviks leaving for the
Iocal ireas to conduct elections of delegates to
the Congress.
Towaids the end of April 1907 Lenin left for
London to attend the Fifth Congress of the
R.S.D.L.P. He directed the work of the Congress and delivered a report on-the main point.on
the agenda-the attitude to bourgeois - parties.
The ieminiscences of Maxim Gorky, the great
proletarian writer, who was present at the Conlress, give a vivid picture of Lenin as a spea\er'
Gorky-says that Iinin "was no coiner of fine

phrases,

but presented each word on the palm

of his hand, as it were, disclosing its

precise

meaning with astonishing ease. .. . He spoke
less than those before him, but the impression
he created was far greater. I was not the only
one to feel this, for behind me I heard a delighted whisper: 'That's neatly put!'And so it was,
for his every argument unfolded itself by its
own internal force."
At the Congress Lenin was supported by a
close-knit group of Bolshevik delegates, including A. S. Bubnov, I. F. Dubrovinsky, M. N. Lyadov, M. G. Tskhakaya, S. G. Shahumyan,
K. Y. Voroshilov, and Y. M. Yaroslavsky.
The Congress adopted Lenin's wording of the
resolution on the attitude to the bourgeois parties.
This question had a direct bearing on the assessment of the revolution in Russia. Parties expressed the interests of definite classes. In order to
iulfil the role of leader of the democratic revolution, the working class had to know the class
nature of the political parties. Lenin's resolution
demanded an unremitting struggle against the
Black-Hundred parties and the parties of the big
landowners and bourgeoisie, and an exposure of
the false democratism of the ConstitutionalDemocrats, the party of the liberal bourgeoisie, in
order to prevent it from deceiving the peasants
into giving it their support. Lenin took a different
view of the Trudoviks (the name given in the
Duma to the deputies elected by the peasants).
Insofar as they expressed the interests of the
peasants and the urban petty bourgeoisie, Lenin
envisaged the possibility of coming to an agreement with them in the struggle against tsarism.
The Fifth Congress confirmed the correctness of
the Bolshevik line in the revolution. The Bol67

at this Congress, defeated the Menshea
viks on number of other issues too. The Mensheviks suffered a defeat on the question of convening a so-called labour congress.which was to
founda broad labour party consisting of Social-

sheviks.

Democrats, Socialist-flevoiutionaries, anarchists,
it.. Ttir Menshevik idea was rejected by the
Corrnr.rt as being harmful to the working-class
mov"ement and in- effect implying the liquidation
of the genuine proletarian PartY.
Leni"" had #arm and cbrdial talks with the
Maxim Gorky,
*ork"tt' delegates at the Congre-ss.
in his remiiiscences, tells - of a conversation
U"t*ii" workers who'had seen Lenin for the first
time. One of them said:
" 'He is one of us!'
'o'So is Plekhanov!' another added.
" 'Plekhanov is the teacher, our master, but
Lenin is the comrade and leader,' came the
answer."
The Fifth Congress elected Lenin to the Central
- Committee ofthe R.S.D.L.P. Lenin returned
Aitfr" beginning of -hit
June 190-7
-Russia
residence in Finland'
,rp
toof,
uid
to
ii- th; ii *us clear that the revolution had
tditea. The tsarist government launched an
uif-o"t assault. A lonE period of dark reaction
set in.
The Special Department of the St. Petersburg
Gunir"ii Gendarirerie called upon the chief of
the St. Petersburg secret police for reports on
Lenin and asked him to "initiate proceedings tor
Lis extradition from Finland". With tsarist spies
o" t it trail, Lenin was obliged to move to the
interior of Finland. But even there he was in
danger, and the Botshevik centre resolved that
he must leave the countrY.

Getting out of Finland, however, was no easy
job. To shake off the spies and avoid arrest Lenin
was compelled to board a steamer, not in a port,
but on one of the islands. To reach it he had to
cross the still thin ice in the Gulf of Finland at
night. Lenin was nearly drowned when the ice
cracked and began to give way under him. Recollecting this experience at a later date Lenin
said thal the thought that crossed his mind at the
moment was: "What a stupid way to die!?'Thus,
at a great risk to his life, he finally succeeded in
making his way abroad. This time he spent nearly
ten years there in enforced exile.

The first Russian revolution, which lasted
nearly two and a half. years, failed. But it made
a breach in Russia's autocratic regime. The revolution ushered in a period of revolutionary struggles in the epoch of imperialism and exercised a
fremendous influence on the development of the
emancipation movement throughout the world. It
demonstrated that the centre of the world's
revolutionary moyement had shifted to Russia and
that the Russian proletariat had become the vanguard of the international proletariat. An appraisal of the revolution of 1905-07 was given by
Lenin in his articles "Lessons of the Moscow
IJprising", "Lessons of the Revolution", "Lecture
on the 1905 Revolution" and others.
The revolution fully bore out the correctness
of Lenin's Bolshevik tactic. Lenin's important
thesis concerning the leading role of the proletariat in the revolution has been confirmed in practice.

It was during these years of revolution that
Lenin's gifts as a leader, a great theoretician and
outstanding organiser of the working masses
were most strikingly displayed.

In Tanuarv 1908 Lenin returned to Geneva. It
was h"ard to'leave revolutionary Russia for this
ouiet town.
' All Lenin's thoughts were linked with the Russian revolution. Thl failure of the revolution had
not broken his will for struggle. He applied himself with redoubled energy to Party work and to
oreoarations for another ievolution. He was firmly
lorriirrced that the proletariat had only suffered
a temporary setbacli and that ultimate victory
orr", [h. autocracy was inevitable. His impassioned words addreised to the Party struck a powerful note: "We knew how to work during the long
years preceding the revolution. Not for nStlling
ho thev suv wJute as hard as a rock. The SocialDemoirats'have built a proletarian party which
will not be disheartened by the failure of the first
armed onslaught, will nol lose its head, nor be
carried away-by adventures. . . . And this proletarian par[y id marching t-o victory.".
Durin$ the darkest period of reaction, when
there dii not seem to be a glimmer of hope,
Lenin's thoughts were of the future victory-of the
oroletariat. iie foresaw this victdry and his pasiionate belief in it inspired confidence in others'
In Russia the tsarisl government wreaked its
for their revolutionary
venreance on the people
-thousands
of revolutionaries
stru"ggle. Tens of
prisons and
convict
or
to
exile
-erE"set tenced
thousands more were executed. The workers'
oiganisations were smashed up by the police' The
sit"uation in the Party became extremely grave'
its me*bership dropped and contact between the

various organisations weakened. The Party was
forced to go deep underground. The government
planted agent-provocateurs in the Party organisations, and on their information rounded up
leading Party workers and wrecked whole organisations. A period of betrayals, back-sliding and
disbelief in a new upsurge of the revolutionary
movement set in among the fellow-travellers of
the revolution, especially among the intellectuals.
But rampant though the black reaction was, it was
powerless to crush all the progressive forces
which came into play during the revolution. The
proletariat, led by the Bolshevik Party, continued
at the head of these progressive forces.
On his aruival in Geneva, Lenin lost no time
in resuming publication of the newspaper Proletary.In those years the newspaper was, in effect,
the Central Organ of the Bolsheviks. Lenin
enlisted Maxim Gorky, Anatoly Lunacharsky and
other prominent publicists as contributors. The
organisation of the newspaper made great demands on Lenin's time and energy. In addition to
the publication side of the business he arranged
for the paper's delivery to Russia. The first issue
of the revived Proletary appeared at the end of
February 1908. During this period of harsh reaction Lenin saw in the Party paper an important
means of rallying and educating the Bolshevik
cadres, a means of gearing the Party and the
working class to a new upswing of the revolution.
The question now arose, how was the Party to
function in such a difficult situation, how was
the revolutionary party to be preserved and its
links with the masses strengthened and what
forms of struggle were to be employed?
The Bolsheviks, with Lenin, considered that it
was necessary to strengthert the illegal Party
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organisations and, at the same time, utilise the
legal organisations of the workers. Lenin taught
the Party to be flexible in questions of tactics,
to be able to retreat, whenever necessary, in full
order, preserving its ranks. This was as important as being able to advance. He taught Party
members to be prepared to carry on unspectacular, routine work for the sake of the revolution,
to make use of every opportunity to come out
openly in the Duma (the phoney parliament set
up by the tsarist government at the time of the
first Russian revolution), and to work in the trade
unions, the insurance and co-operative societies and workers' clubs. Lenin thus taught the
Bolsheviks to skilfully combine illegal and legal
work. These flexible unerring tactics of Lenin's
helped the Party, in the difficult situation prevailing at the time, to strengthen its ties with the
masses and prepare them for another revolution.
Lenin's fight to preserve and strengthen the
Party met with a hostile reception on the part of
his numerous opponents. After the defeat of the
revolution the Mensheviks had retreated in panic.
They shamelessly renounced the programme and
revolutionary slogans of the Party, sought to
liquidate its illegal organisations and cease all
underground revolutionary activities. This earned
them the name of liquidators. The Menshevik
liquidators did not believe in another revolution
in Russia, and urged the working class to make a
deal with the bourgeoisie and accept the reactionary set-up. They hoped in this way to obtain
permission for the workers' party to exist openly.
But as no revolutionary party of the proletariat
could carry on legally in Russia, this meant that
the Mensheviks were out deliberately to create
an opportunist, non-revolutionary party. This was
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a yery dangerous tactic. Lenin tirelessly exposed
the liquidators as enemies of the Party who had
to be fought relentlessly. The very existence of
the old illegal Party was at stake, he wrote at
this time.
Some unstable Bolsheviks, too,, displayed dan-

gerous vacillations. Under cover of revolutionary phraseology, they tried to draw the Party
away from work in the legal workers' organisations and proposed that the Social-Democratic
deputies be recalled from the Duma. Hence the
name otzovists (recallers) by which they were
called. Lenin came out strongly against these
harmful views. He made it clear that the abandonment of legal forms of work would lead to
the Party becoming isolated from the masses and
turn it into a self-contained orp;anisation incapable of mustering strength for another revolutionary upsurge. That would be disastrous for the
Party and would virtually mean the Party's liquidation. That is why Lenin described the otzovists
as liquidators turned inside out. He showed that
the liquidators and the otzovists were not real
revolutionaries, but merely petty-bourgeois fellow-travellers of the proletariat and that none of
them believed in the revolution, in the victory of
the working class. He considered that the party
of the proletariat had to rid itself of such opportunists.

At the end of 1908 publication of Proletary was
transferred to Paris, then the centre of the Russian emigrant colonies. Lenin and Krupskaya
moved there too. (The house at No. 4 Rue MarieRose in which they lived is now a Lenin Museum.)

Life in Paris was hard for Lenin and his
family. Living in the suburbs where rooms were
7A

cheaper, he had to make long bicycle rides to the
Biblibthdque Nationale to obtain the newspapers,
iournals and books which he needed for his work.
This took up a lot of his time. There was a large
colony of Russian political emigrants in Paris
who belonged to the most diverse political trends.
Life amon-"e them was noisy and hectic and full
of squabblins. All this irritated Lenin and affected his work."He sought occasional relaxation out
of town. Sometimes he managed to get away to
the seaside.
Lenin took an active part in the work of the
Bolshevik group in Paris, frequently l-ecturing on
the politicil si[uation in Russia, the Paris Communt and on other subiects. He made a close
study of the life of the French workers,,attended
workers' meetings and went to the theatre in
working-class nelghbourhoods where one could
see olivs on revolutionary themes that were
banntd irom theatres in th6 centre of the city.
During the dark years of reaction Lenin -preserved h'is zest for iife, his innate cheerfulness
and friendliness. Swamped though he was with
work, Lenin found time to go and see a new play,
visit a museum, play a game of chess with a
friend, and rerea& ihe wirks of his favourite
authors. In talks with writers who had arrived
from Russia, he showed a lively interest in the
temper of the youth and asked what kind of literatu^re was moit popular among them. As before
in Geneva, Party comrades liked to visit his home,
to which they were drawn by the atmosplrere of
friendship and mutual affection, of sympathy and
consideration for others.
"The great majority of emigrants .were very
hard up,t' N. A. Semashko wrote in his memoirs.
"You ient to bed not knowing what you would

eat tomorrow. We had a mutual benefit fund.
Vladimir Ilyich helped it out in every way he
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could. He would often be asked to read a lecture

the proceeds from which were used to assist
needy comrades. Tired out though he was by
superhuman work-editing the newspaper and
writing articles for it, addressing meetings and
corresponding with Russia-Vladimir Ilyich
never refused to deliver exhaustive and detailed
reports to large audiences. If he noticed a comrade in hard straits he immediately hastened to
his aid, found a job for him-that is what hap=
pened to me on more than one occasion."

Shortly after Lenin's arrival in Paris an All-

Russia Party Conference was held there, at which
the biggest Party organisations were represented
by Bolsheviks. The keynote of this conference
was the struggle against liquidationism and otzovism. Lenin delivered the main report, the resolutions on which served as the Party's guidelines

during the years of reaction. On Lenin's motion
the conference condemned the liquidators, and
urged the Party organisations to wage a determined fight against them.
This conference, as Lenin noted in his article
"On the Road", was a turning-point in the development of the workers' movement in Russia after
the defeat of the revolution, and a signal victory
for the Bolsheviks. ". . . Social-Democracy, which
has proved in open revolution that it is the party
of the class, the party that succeeded in leading
millions in strikes, in the uprising of 1905, as well
as in the elections of 1906-07, will now also be
able to remain the party of the class, the party
of the masses, the vanguard, which in the hardest
times will not lose touch with the bulk of the
army, but will be able to help the latter overcome

these hard times, consolidate its ranks once more

and train more and more new fighters."

Lenin maintained that the Party's practical
activity must be closely linked with the struggle
for the ideological purity of its doctrilal principles, for fidelity to the teaching of Marx and
Engels. He vehemently resisted all attempts to
revise the philosophical tenets of Marxism, all
attempts to represent socialism as a new kind of
religion. This revision had been attempted by
some Social-Democrats, including individual,
ideologically unstable Bolsheviks. This was a new
sortie on the part of the revisionists, this time into
the realm of Marxist philosophy.
The spread of revisionist views on questions of
philosophy was a great danger to the Party and
the working class. It led to reconciliation with
the reactionary regime existin$ in tsarist Russia
and with bourgeois ideology. It implied renunciation of revolutionary struggle. It was necessary to give a strong rebuff to the revisionists.
Lenin undertook this task. He had always given
considerable attention to the propaganda- and
development of Marxist philosophy. During the
years of reaction, when the need to defend Marxist philosophy was at its acutest, Lenin wrote his
b ook M ate rialism and Em pirio - C riti,cism. C riti,c al
Comments on a Reactionary Phi,losoplty (written
February-October 1908 and published in May
1909 under the pseudonym of Vl. Ilyin). This
book was the result of a vast amount of research
carried out by Lenin. He studied hundreds of
books and articles by various authors on philosophy, natural science and physics in German,
French, English and Russian, reread the philosophical works of Marx and Engels, as well as
the works of Plekhanov, Mehring, Feuerbach and
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other philosophers. In Muy 190S Lenin left
Geneva for London, where he spent nearly a
month working in the library of the British
Museum. From Lenin's correspondence with his
relatives we know how difficult it was to get the
book published legally in Russia. With the assis-

tance of I. I. Skvortsov-Stepanov arrangements
were made for its publication by the Zveno Publishers in Moscow. Lenin begged his sister Anna
speed up publication of the book. He was in
a hurry to get it out, as there was to be a meeting

to

of the enlarged editorial

board of Proletary
(virtually the Bolshevik Centre) at which the
question of the attitude towards otzovism was to
be discussed. At the end of May 1909 he wrote to
his sister Anna: 'oI have received the book and
find that it has been nicely published. . . . On the
whole I am satisfied with it."
In this work Lenin exposed the opponents of
Marxist philosophy. He showed that a close connection existed between a party's philosophy and
its policy, that Marxism was an inseparable unity
between scientific theory and revolutionary prac-

tice. He made hay of the reactionary views of
the bourgeois philosophers (Mach and Avenarius)
and of certain Social-Democrats who had broken
with the philosophy of Marxism. These SocialDemocrats (A. A. Bogdanov and others), who had
departed from Marxism in the field of philosophy,
took a wrong stand also politically. Lenin's book
played an outstanding role in upholding and
elaborating Marxist philosophy, and in the theoretical education of Party cadres. To this day it
is a sharp ideological weapon of the Party in the
struggle against modern bourgeois idealistic
philosophy, against revisionists of all shades and
colours.
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In Russia, Lenin's struggle against the otzovists was supported by V. V. Vorovsky, I. A. Teodorovich, Y. g. Rudzutak, N. A. Skrypnik and
many Bolshevik workers. According to- the testi-

mony contained in numerous reminiscences,
Lenin's book created a tremendous impression
uDon evervbodv. Outside Russia, Lenin's line
dirring the'philbsophical controversy was activelv sulpported bv I-. F. Dubrovinsky, a member
o'f tnJtditorial'board of. Proletary. At a dispute
in Geneva held in May 1908 he made a speech
against the idealistic views of- Bogdanov. The
tlieses for his speech were drafted by Lenin.
In April 1908 Lenin went to Capri to meet
Gorky, at the latter's request. On his arrival
Leniri asked Gorky not to make any attempt to
reconcile him with Bogdanov and his followers,
who were on Capri. L=enin had long talks with
Gorky on Russia.-He listened with rapt attention
to Gorky's stories about his childhood and youth,
and his- wanderings, and advised him- to write
about it. Subsequently Gorky described his life in
his novels Childhood', My Apprenticeship and My
Uniaersities. His talks with Lenin exercised a
great influence on Gorky and helped him to rid
f,imself of erroneous views. "His attitude towards
me," Gorky wrote, "was that of a strict teacher
and a kind solicitous friend."
In his fight for the Party,- for its ideological
purity and -ior a genuinely Marxist policy Lenin
ivas implacable. Ee did irot tolerate ideological
confusion and evasion of frank and open controversy: this he considered especially- harmful
for the'Party, whose interests he placed above all
else. No pasi services could save those who departed from-Marxism and the revolutionary line of
the workers' party from Lenin's severe criticism.

In his letter to Maxim Gorky in March 1908
Lenin wrote: "You must understand-and you
will, of course-that once a Party man has become convinced that a certain doctrine is grossly
fallacious and harmful, he is obliged to come out
against it."
At a conference of the enlarged editorial board
of. Proletary in June 1909 Lenin came out strongly against the otzovists. He showed what harm
they were causing the working-class movement
and the unity of the Party. The conference em-

phasised that the Bolshevik Party had nothing in
common with otzovism and urged Party members
to combat it vigorously. The conference also took

note of the fact that in a number of Party organisations the Menshevik workers had come out
against the liquidators in defence of the illegal
Party. Plekhanov, too, had criticised the liquidators.- Without obscuring the fundamental differences between the Bolsheviks and the Mensheviks,
the conference went on record for an alignment
with this section of the membership, who came
to be known as pro-Party Mensheviks. Lenin proposed a plan for rallying all the Party's forces on
a principled platform of struggle for the illegal
Party.
Linin carried on an uncompromising struggle
not only against overt opportunists like the liquidators but also against those who covered up their
opportunism with revolutionary phrase-monger_in$. In the course of this struggle the Bolshevik
Party strengthened its ranks and upheld its revolutiohary pblicy and tactics. Later, in his book
" Le f t -W i,ig" C ommunis nl- an I nf antil e D i s o r d e r,
Lenin wrote that the Bolsheviks were able to
make an orderly retreat and preserve their ranks
after the defeat of the revolution because "they

ruthlessly exposed and expelled the revolutionary phrase-mongers".
The Partv rid itself of people who indulged
in high-sounding "revolutionar,y" phrases but
were inable and unwilling to do the everyday
chores.

The Bolsheviks' fight for a strong revolutionary
Trotsky. While hypocritparty was hampered by-his
aim was to achieve
icallv declarin-s that
peace within th"e Party, Trotsky took up the case
bf tt. liquidators and built 9P an -anti-Leninist
bloc of airti-Party groups and trends' Lenin exposed Trotsky as-a-hypocrite, careerist, slanderer
lnd double-dealer. It'-was in those years that he
branded him as "Judas TrotskY".
Lenin believed it to be one of the cardinal
duties of the Party at that period to analyse the
lessons of the first- Russian revolution and propasate them among the working class and the
i,urr., at large. H"e urged that i careful study be
made of the iich ."petierce of the mass struggle,
and he educated th6 workers in the spirit of the
militant revolutionarv tradition'
The chief result of the revolution, as Lenin
saw it, was that the proletariat had won the role
of leader in the deniocratic revolution, and that
the oppressed classes had learned to- wage a mass
revol^utionary struggle. FIe explained how tremen-

dously impoitant it was to strengthen the alliance
betwden tire working class and the peasantry' tle
emphasised the grandeur of the Russian prole-

tariat's achievemint: "By the heroic struggle it
wased during the course of three years (190507;" he *roi., "the Russian proletariat won for
itslif and for ihe Russian people gains that took
other nations decades to win." Lenin wrote
pamphlets and articles and spoke on the Russian
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revolution at meetings in Geneva, Paris and other
cities. He showed the tremendous international
significance of the first Russian revolution, which
had paved the way for a further upswing of the
revolutionary movement in Europe and acted as
a powerful spur to the development of the national liberation struggle of the peoples of Asia.
Later Lenin stressed the fact fhat- "without the
'dress rehearsal' of 1905, the victory of the October Revolution in 1917 would have been impossible".
Lenin devoted much time during the period of
reaction to a study of the agrarian question, i.e.,
the question of land relationships in Russia. He
held that the land should be taken away from the
landowners and capitalists and turned over to the
state after the overthrow of tsarism, to be used
by the peasants free of charge. Among the writings he penned at this period was the book The
4grari.an Programme of Social-Democracy in the
First Russi.an Reaoluti,on 1905-07 .
Lenin headed the fight against opportunism in
the international labour movement, and did much
to organise and consolidate the revolutionary
forces. He took an active part in the congresses
of the Second International-an international
association of socialist parties-and wrote articles
and read lectures on the international labour
movement.

Lenin disguised.
Photo. August 1917

In the autumn of 1910 Lenin went to Stockholm to meet his mother whom he had not seen
for three years. She undertook this journey at the
age of seventy-five in order to see her son. Lenin
was, as always, touchingly solicitous and affectionate. In Stockholm Maria Ulyanova for the
first time heard her son address a meeting of the
Bolshevik group. On the day of her departure
8t

Lenin saw her off to the quay, but he could not
go aboard since the steamer belonged to a Russian company and he ran the risk of being arrested. "This was the last time he was to see his
mother," wrote Krupskaya. "He had a premonition of it, and it was with sad eyes that he watched
the departing steamer. When he returned to

in 1917, she was already
dead." (Lenin's mother died in 1916.)
At the end of September Lenin returned to

Russia seven years later,
Paris.

It was to his supreme credit that in this extremely difficult period for the Party and the
working class, the period of dark tsarist reaction,
he charted the correct path along which they
must advance. Following Lenin's guidance, the
Bolsheviks strengthened the Party, rallied the
working class for a new onslaught against the
autocracy, and became more and more strengthened in the conviction that another revolution in
Russia was inevitable and that it would lead to
victory for the working people.

revolutionary movement continued to gain
momentum during the following years. The
peasantry, the army and the navy became involved in the struggle. The Bolshevik Party headed
the revolutionary movement of the masses.

Lenin set before the Bolsheviks the task of
reviving the legal Marxist press in Russia, which
had been suppressed and crushed during the years
of reaction. In December 1910, coping with tremendous di{ficulties, the Bolsheviks organised
publication of the weekly Zaezda (Star) in
St. Petersburg and the journal Mysl (Thought)
in Moscow. Over fifty articles and items of Lenin's
were published in Zvezd,a and Mysl. Under his
guidance Zvezda became a militant Marxist
newspaper.

Lenin's prediction that a new upsurge of the
revolutionary movement in Russia was inevitable
was soon confirmed. No amount of persecution or
repressions could check the irresistible growth of
the revolutionary struggle. The year 1910 saw a
revival of the workers' movernent in Russia. In
the summer and autumn of that year strikes,
demonstrations, meetings and other political
actions took place at the factories and mills of
St. Petersburg, Moscow and other big cities. The

It was with great joy that Lenin noted the
growth of new Party cadres from among the
workers, to whose training he devoted great care.
In the spring of 1911 he organised a Party school
at Longjumeau, near Paris, for workers belonging
to leading underground Party organisations.
Krupskaya recalls how warmly Lenin welcomed
the first group of workers who came to Paris from
St. Petersburg and how he spent a whole evening
chatting with them.
The school was attended by eighteen workers
who had arrived from St. Petersburg, Moscow,
Sormovo, Ekaterinoslav, Nikolayev, the Dabrowa District (Poland), Baku, Tiflis and other
cities. Lenin delivered 29 lectures on political
economy, 12 on the agrarian question, and 12 on
the theory and practice of socialism in Russia.
At the students' request Lenin read several lectures on the materialist interpretation of history
and a report on the current situation and the state
of affairs within the Party. His lectures were
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The New Upsurge
Moaement

of the Reuolutionary

distinguished for their simplicity and lucidity..He
.*por"rrd.d the most complex questions of politi.ui e.ot o*y and philosophy in- simple -terms com-

orehensibls to hii worker-audience. His lessons
fften took the form of lively discussions in which
evervone took part. A lot of ground was covered'
Lenin was pieased with the work of the school
at Lonsiumeiu which was the precursor of the
Bolshev"ii< Party schools and cornmunist universities of the 'fulure. At the house where Lenin
Iived, the French Communists .have Plt- up . a
memorial plaque with the inscription: "Here,,in
1911, lived V. I. Lenin, theoretician and leader
of tn. international communist movement, founder of the Soviet l]nion."
At the end of 1911 Lenin, on behalf of the
R.S.D.L.P., made a speech in Paris- at-the funeral of Paui Lafargu6 and his wife Laura, the
dauehter of Karl i{ar*. Lenin spoke in French'
In h"is brief but admirable speech he paid tribute
to the services rendered by Lafargue, whom he
discribed as one of the moit talented propagandists of the ideas of Marxism. United under the
burrr". of these ideas, Lenin said, the vanguard
of the Russian workers waged an organised mass
strueEle and dealt a blow to absolutism. In doing
ro ii"*ut upholding the cause of socialism, the
cause of the revoluiion, the cause of democracy
despite the treachery, vacillation and irresolution
of the liberal bourgeoisie. The Russian revolution,

Lenin went on to- say, "ushered in an eta of
democratic revolutioni throughout Asia, and 800
r"itiio" people are now joining in t[9 democratic
.""""*.ht 6f tn" whole of the civilised world"'

L."i" concluded his speech by expressing the
*"ui.tio" that "an erd of revolutionary battles
and

Uy u ptol.tariat that has been organised

in the spirit of Marxist ideas, and that
overthrow bburgeois rule and establish a

educated

will

communist system", was approaching.
With the revival of the working-class movement
in Russia and the sharpening of the fight against

the need for strengthening th-e
the liquidators,
-organisations
and improving their work
Party
became riore strongly felt than ever. The question arose of urgently convening a Patty conference, and the Bolsheviks, with Lenin, took stePs
towards it. Several students of the Party school,
including the prominent Bolshevik G. K. Orjonikidze ind other leading Party workers, were
sent to Russia to make arrangements for the conference. A Russian Organising Commission was
set up to prepare for the conference. Lenin
attached greit political importance to the work of
this comriissiori. For the first time, after four years
of disarray and confusion, he wrote, a Russian
Partv centre had met. 'oThe banner has been
raised, workers' circles all over Russia are being
drawn to it, and no counter-revolutionary attack
can possibly haul it down."
Oir Lenin's suggestion it was decided to hold
the conference in- Prague. Lenin left Paris for
Prague at the beginning of 1912. fhe1e, ul th.
Peo[le's House, on the premises _of t]-r" Czech
Social-Democratic newspaper, the All-Russia
Conference, known in Paity history as the Prague
Conference, was held in the utmost secrecy.
The room in which it was held has now been
restored to its original appearance of half a century ago, while in the building itself a Lenin
on Januar/zl,1953.
M*."i', was opened
-Social-Democrats
rendered great
The Czech
assistance in organising the Conference.
Besides providing tfie premises for it, they took
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care of the delegates and found lodgings

in the homes of workers. Lenin

for them

shared a room
with a St. Petersburg delegate, a worker named
Y. P. Onufriyev. "He was so lively, good-natured
and amiable that we felt at home with him at
once, as if we had known him for years," Onufriyev wrote. "When he spoke to you he was
always able to put his finger on what was most
important. We were amazed and delighted to
find him so simple and so easy to talk to." Lenin
gave every delegate his solicitous care and attention. He astonished everyone by his knowledge of
the conditions of the working class and the peasantry in Russia and of the situation in the country.
Lenin directed all the work of the Conference.
On his motion the Conference, which represented
practically all the Party organisations then existing in Russia, proclaimed itself the supreme Party
body called upon to set up competent central institutions and revitalise the Party. Lenin delivered the opening speech, presided over the sittings,
made reports, drafted resolutions on the main
points of the agenda and kept a record of the
reports of the delegates from the local areas.
The Conference adopted Lenin's draft resolution on the current situation and the tasks of
the Party. It drew the attention of Party organisations to the need for further sustained efforts
to educate, organise and rally the advanced mass
of the proletariat, and to re-establish the illegal
Party organisation, which would make wider use
than ever before of legal opportunities. Such an
organisation would be capable of guiding the
economic struggle of the proletariat, and it alone
would be able to "take the lead in political actions
by the proletariat that are growing more frequent", the resolution emphasised.
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Lenin's report on the activities of the International Socialist Bureau and on the struggle in

the international labour movement was received

by the delegates with great interest. The report

contained important propositions concerning the
new historical epoch, the epoch of socialist revolutions, the "epoch of battles against the bourgeoisie", to quote Lenin, and, in this connection,
concerning the struggle in the international labour
movement between the revolutionary SocialDemocrats and the reformists. Lenin dealt specially with the situation within the German SocialDemocratic Party. He noted an extreme sharpening of relations within that party-"unity on the
suiface and two different trends beneath". "The
ooare
unGerman Social-Democrats," Lenin said,
doubtedly approaching a new epoch-the epoch
of the socialist revolution. The economic and
military crises and world complications, all tend
to bring out the symptoms of the epoch."
In his speeches at the Conference Lenin gave
a good deal of attention to the question of new,
more flexible organisational forms of Party work
that would ensure close contact with the'masses
and conform with the upsurge of the workingclass movement. He once again emphasised the
importance of Party organisations making skilful
use of all forms of legal work, especially through
the Duma group, the trade unions and legal
workers' associations.
Lenin dealt at length with the work the Party
organisation was to carry out through the legal
workers' associations, namely, arranging lectures,
disseminating legal Bolshevik literature through
the libraries and reading-rooms, club work, etc.
Did we do anything to expand these associations,
Lenin asked. Did we report on these associations

Conference were permeated with a spirit of irre-

The Conference elected a Central Committee
of tried and tested people who had displayed their staunchness
and-courage during the difficult period of underground work. Ambng them were F. I. Goloihchekin, G. K. Orionikidze, and S. S. Spandaryan. The Central Committee co-opted I. S. Belostotsky and J. V. Stalin, and nominated
A. S. Bubnov, M. I. Kalinin, Y. D. Stasova and
S. G. Shahumyan candidates for co-option in the
event of the arrest of any member of the C.C.
Later the C.C. co-opted G. I. Petrovsky and
Y. M. Sverdlov. In a letter to Gorky Lenin
wrote: "We have finally succeeded-in spite of
the liquidationist scoundrels-in reviving th-e
Party ind its Central Comqrittee. I hope you will
be as slad of this as we are."
Aft"er the Conference the Bolsheviks, with
Lenin, proceeded energetically to implement its
decisioni. The C.C. members and the delegates
went out to the local areas and reported back.
Lenin, in his letters, recommended that all the
maior resolutions of the Conference be reprinted
in ieaflet form and distributed locally among the
mass membership, "With leaflets you will win
He- stressed the need for urgently
everything".
-contact
with th,e Party organisations:
restoring
"Give us more contacts. Contacts, contacts, contacts, that's what we haven't got. Without this
everything is unstable," he wrote to the members
of tlie C."C. Bureau in Russia. The decisions of
the Conference were supported whole-heartedly

adopted were of major international significance.
The complete organisational break with the opportunists served as an example to the revolutionary
elements in other Social-Democratic parties.

bv the Partv orsanisations.
'In the spring" of 1912, on the initiative of the
St. Petersbirrg workers, who had Le-nin's full support, a legal Bolshevik daily, Praada, was foundid. Tt e first issue appeared in St. Petersburg on
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at the factories and mills? Lenin pointed out that

in this field the Party organisations had not done
enough. The illegal cells had to build up a net-

work of legal organisations, which would broaden
the basis of ?arty work. "Let the Party organisation be less formilised," Lenin said, "blt eipanding through work in the legal societies. . . . There
is b cell, which is connected with the C.O., contacting it once a year and doing a hundred times
more than before."
At the same time Lenin stressed the importance
of cultural work in the legal organisationi, which
w_as to be permeated with the spirit of the Party.
H-e regarded this,-among other things, as a pledge
of success in the fight against the ti(uidatois. T[e
Conference determined the political- line and tactics to be followed by the Party in the new conditions of the revolutionary upsurge.
The Prague Conference played an outstanding

role in the building up of the Bolshevik Party, i
party of a new type. It had the significance of
aParty congress. The Conference passed a resolution expelling the Menshevik liquidators from
the Party. They were declared to be beyond the
pale_ of the Party. The Conference called upon
all Party members to fight liquidationism, to explain how harmful it was to the cause of workingclass emancipation, and to concentrate all efforts
on restoring and strengthening the illegal Party
organisations.
Lenin's speeches

and the entire work of the

concilability towards opportunism. The decisions

headed by Lenin and consisting

April 22 (May 5), at a time when the whole
with angry protest against
the shooting by the tsarist troops -of workers at
the Lena g-old-fields in the remote Siberian taiga.
A wave of protest strikes against this massacre
c-ountry was se'ething

swept the country.

The day Pravda first appeared- is now marked
of the workers' press.
In order to be closer to Russia,- Lenin moved
from Paris to Cracow (this part of Poland then
belonged to- the Austro-Hungarian Empire). He
lived there for over two years, up to the outbreak
of the First World War, sp.rding the winters
in Cracow and the summeis in the village of
Poronin. Cracow being close to the Russian border, the St. Petersburg newspapers arriyed there
on the third day; moreover it was easier from
there to correspond and maintain direct contact
with the Party organisations in Russia. In Cracow, as everywhere else, Lenin studied the life
of the local population, the working folk, and the
poor _peasantry in the surrounding villages. He
established still closer ties with the Polisti labour
movement and the Polish Social-Democrats,
whom he rendered great assistance. As always,
he worked hard and devoted all his time and
energy to Party work, to the cause of the working class.
- The Polish people lovingly preserve everything
that
is associated with Lenin's sojourn in theii
c-ountry. Lenin Museums have been opened in
Cracow and Poronin and memorial plaques have
been installed on the houses in which Lenin lived
as_an anniversary

it to rectify its

mistakes and oversights' He

promptly distributed
worked hard to get the paper
-to increase
its circulaamong the worLers and
tion, iecommending that subscriptions be taken

directlv at the fact-ories and milli. "A victory of
Partv brinciples is a victorv for Prauda and vice
vers;,'i he drote. He pointed out that the workers' newspaper must be a militant org-an, it must
be in thd f6refront, must tackle problems headon, and expose those who injure the cause of the
working class, the revolution.
Lenii patiently explained what line the workinE-class'newspaper^ had to take towards the
liduidators. "O;e can't talk in any way about
unitv with the liquidators: one cannot unite the
Partv with the distrovers of the Party," Lenin
wrotL to the editors of. Praada. He taught the
Praada staff to lend an ear to criticism, not to hush
up mistakes, and to have the courage to admit and
r6ctifv them. "An error rectified is an error no
*or..'Unrectified, it becomes a festering sore," he
emphasised.

Wt

it" repeatedly

noting the

successes

of

the

newspaper (the most successful articles, the paper's bigger size, the grow;
ins number of subiciibers, etc'), Lenin pointed
nri that Prauda should not rest on its laurels,
should not relax its efforts to win a mass reader-

editors in running the

ship.

carried on a lively correspondence with the editors, rejoiced in the paper's successes and helped

Lenin wrote for Praada almost every day. In
its columns the leader of the Bolshevik Party explained to the working-class masses the essence
bf Mu.*'r teaching and the significance of the
theorv of revolutionarv Marxism. His articles,
simplv and clearly *iitten, cultivated in the
r.ud.i a sense of proletarian internationalism,
class solidarity and unity of interests among the
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and worked.
Lenin gave Prauda day-to-day attention. He

workers

of all

countries. Lenin often wrote on

questions dealing with the strike movement. "All
wheels cease to whir when thy hand wills it," he
quoted the _words of the German labour song in
describing the progress of the strike of the British
coal-miners in 1912. He stressed the significance

of the unity of action, the fortitude and grit of
the strikers. During the period l9l2-I4 Praada
printed over 280 articles by Lenin, most of them
the _pseudonyms "V. Ilyin", "V. Frey",
"V. f-.", "T", "Ptaydist", "Statistik", t'Reader",

olr_er

etc.

He wrote of Russia's economic backwardness
with bitterness and alarm, and denounced the
exploiting classes, who had condemned the people
to _poverty, oppression and illiteracy.
Lenin showed that capitalism was acting as a
drag o_n science, technology and culture. Thlough
f,ear of the growing strength of the working clais,
the imperialists were ready to support a-ll that
was backward and moribund, and to crush all
that was young and new. "But the young is
growing and will emerge supreme in spite of all,"
Lenin wrote. He came out in ardent support of
the Chinese revolution and of the nationa-lliberation movement in the other Asian countries.
Through Praada Lenin explained the importance of proletarian organisation and unity. "Disunited, the workers are nothing. United, they are
everything." He inculcated in the Party and the
working class confidence in the coming victory of
the revolution.
Pravda was extremely popular with. the workers, and was run on funds collected by the workers themselves. Lenin regarded the workers'
donations to the paper as equivalent to Party
membership dues. The paper played an important

role in strengthening the Party organisations and
politically educating the mass of the workers. It
waged a fight against the liquidators, the Trotskyists, the otzovists and other opportunists. It
helped to lay a sound foundation for a mass Bolshevik Pafty, which no amount of provocations
or persecution could destroy. Praada brought up
a new generation of revolutionary workers, hundreds of thousands of advanced proletarians, who
were later to play a decisive role in the Great
October Socialist Revolution.
Prauda's editorial staff and active contributors,
at various times, included N. N. Baturin, Demyan

Bedny, Nadezhda Krupskaya, V. M, Molotov,
V. I. Nevsky, M. S. Olminsky, N. I. Podvoisky,
N. G. Poletayev, K. N. Samoilova, M. A. Savelyev, N. A. Skrypnik, J. V. Stalin, Y. M. Sverdlov, P. I. Stuika;A. I. Ulyanova-Yelizarova and
K. S. Yeremeyev. The Bolshevik deputies of the
Fourth Duma were active contributors to the
paper. Maxim Gorky's writings were also published in Praada.
The organisation of. Prauda by Lenin and his
associates-and its use as an instrument of revolutionary policy and political education of the masses
under the harsh conditions of tsarism were an
outstanding event in the history of the entire international labour movement. The fine traditions
of Lenin's Praada-devotion to the Party and
the revolution, high principles, an uncompromising attitude to ideological vacillation, and closeneis to the masses-serve as an example to the
progressive, communist, revolutionary press of the
whole world.
In the autumn of 1912 elections were held to
the Fourth Duma. Lenin considered that participation in the election campaign would help to
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strengthen the Party's ties with the masses and
stimulate the work of the Party organisations.
"Very much depends on the outcome of the
elections for the building up of the Party,"
he wrote.
The Party's election platform drawn up by
Lenin and iisued in the iorm of a leaflet ,ig".d
by the Central Committee served as the Party's
guide in the campaign. The Bolsheviks put forward three basic demands: a democratic republic,
an eight-hour working day, and confiscation of
all the landed estates. These demands were
figuratively called "the three pillars".
Lenin closely followed the progress of the
election campaign and gave instructions to
Praada on how to stimulate the workers' participation in the elections. He had reason to be satisfied with the results. The workers' curia in all
of the six principal industrial gubernias where
four-fifths of the Russian proletariat were concentrated returned Bolshevik deputies to the
Duma.
Lenin directed the work of the Bolshevik
deputies, drafted their speeches on major political
issues and taught them to use the Duma as a
revolutionary platform. He drew up detailed
theses for the maiden speeches of the workerdeputies in the Duma. These theses formed the
basis of the draft declaration of the Social-Democratic group in the Duma. Lenin advised the
members of the Social-Democratic group to declare in their maiden speeches that Russian SocialDemocracy was a contingent of the great international army of the socialist proletariat, and that
the time was drawing near when an end would
be put to capitalism and the millions of united
proletarians would create a socialist society in
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which there would be no poverty nor exploitation
of man by man.
The Bolshevik deputies often came to visit
Lenin in Cracow to seek his advice and assistance.
They reca]l these talks and meetings with deep
affection. This is how Duma Deputy M. K. Muranov describes his visit to Lenin: "Lenin and
Krupskaya occupied a small flat of two rooms.
Simple tables and chairs, two iron bedsteads, a
cheap wardrobe*that was practically all the
furniture. But then all the free space was occupied by books, magazines and newspapers piled
up on shelves and windowsills, and neatly statked
on the floor."
Lenin, Muranov observed, had the remarkable
knack of listening to a man with such close attention "that it made you want to speak with
greater precision and more to the point. At
the same time he never for a moment let me,
an ordinary workman, feel his intellectual
superiority."
A. Y. Badayev, another Duma deputy, tells
how Lenin explained to the Bolshevik deputies
their task in the Duma. "The task of the workerdeputy," Lenin said, "is day after day to remind
the Black Hundreds'r from the Duma platform
that the working class is strong and mighty, and
that the day is not far off when the revolution will
again rise and sweep away the Black Hundreds
together with their ministers and their government." Lenin, Badayev recalls, said that the
worker-deputy could introduce an amendment or
eyen a bill, but all his actions should have one

* Black Hundreds-monarchist gangs organised by the
tsarist police to fight the revolutionary movement. They
assassinated revolutionaries, attacked progressive intellectuals and perpetrated anti-Jewish pogroml.-Ed.

object: "He rnust denounce the tsarist regime,

show up the awful tyranny of the government,
speak of the downtrodden condition and brutal
exploitation of the working
-toclass. This is what

the workers really ought
deputy."

hear from their

Besides the six Bolsheviks, the Social-Democrat-

ic group in the Duma included seven Mensheviks
returned by the non-industrial gubernias. The
Menshevik liquidators used their one-man majority to hamstring the activities of the Bolshevik
deputies. Lenin, through Praada, denounced the
disruptive activities of the Menshevik deputies,
which were hostile to the interests of the working class. Lenin put the thing in a nutshell when
he described the struggle between the six Bolshevik deputies and the seven Menshevik deputies in
the following words: "The liquidators are out to
preaent the workers from building up their own
working-class party-that is the meaning and
significance of the struggle between 'the six and
the seven'. They cannot, however, prevent it. The
struggle is a hard one, but workers' success is
assured." The Bolshevik deputies, backed by the

majority of the workers, formed an independent
group in the Duma.
Under Lenin's guidance, the worker-deputies
A. Y. Badayev, G. I. Petrovsky, M. K.Muranov,
F. N. Samoilov and N. R. Shagov courageously
conducted propaganda and agitation among the
masses. They spoke at factories and mills, set up
new Party organisations, contributed to Praada,
organised assistance for strikers and carried out
assignments of the Central Committee. They held
high the banner of the working-class party in the
hostile, Black-Hundred Duma. The Bolshevik
deputies, wrote Lenin, "excelled, not in high-
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flown speeih, or being 'received' in bourgeois,
intellectualist salons.. . but in ties with the
working masses, in dedicated work among those
masses, in carrying on modest, unpretentious,
arduous, thankless and highly dangerous duties
of illegal propagandists and organisers". Lenin
repeatedly stressed the importance which the
Bolsheviks' "parliamentary" experience had for
the whole international communist movement.
An important role in strengthening the Party
and its unity was played by the decisions of the
conferences which the Central Committee held
with Party workers in Cracow and Poronin in
1913. These conferences were chaired by Lenin,
who attached great importance to them. This is
borne out, for instance, by a letter he sent to
Paris during the work of the Cracow Conference.
"I am writing at the meeting. It's going wonderfully. It will be no less significant than the 1912

Lenin and Krupskaya among the peasants of the village

of Kashino, Volokolamsk Uyezd,
Photo. 1920

Moscow Region.

January Conference. There will be resolutions on
all important issues, unity included.
"All the resolutions are being adopted unanimously.. . . Gigantic success!"
The Conference emphasised the special significance of the struggle for unity in the revolutionary workers' movement. In the resolution "On
the Attitude to Liquidationism and On {Jnity"
moved by Lenin, the Conference put forward the
slogan of unity from below, carried out by the
workers themselves on the basis of the recognition of the illegal organisation and revolutionary
tactics. "Unity of the illegal organisation and an
appeal to all workers to build it is absolutely
essential," Lenin wrote.
The arrival of Party functionaries from Russia
cheered Lenin greatly. "The base at Cracow has
proved to be useful: our move to Cracow has fully
7-1798
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'paid for itself' (from the point of view of the
cause)," he wrote to Gorky in January, 1913.
In his Notification on the Conference Lenin
called the year Lgl? a great historical turningpoint in the Russian working-class movement.
The strike movement in Russia, he said, was
broader in scope than anywhere else in the world,
even in the more developed countries, and Russia
had entered a period of new revolutionary upsurge. He noted with intense satisfaction that the
Bolshevik Party had grown in strength and numbers and its influence among the working masses
had spread. It was the task of the Party organisations, he said, in every way to support, develop and organise revolutionary strikes, demonstrations and meetings, and to draw the peasants into
simultaneous and united action with the workers.
Service to the cause of the revolution, Lenin
wrote, was the principal duty of every member
of the Party.
In the spring of tgtg Krupskaya's health began
to fail, and she and Lenin moved from Cracow
to the village of Poronin.. They-rented a house
on an eminence commanding a fine view. Lenin
loved to take walks in the mountains-it was his
favourite form of relaxation after intensive work.
Krupskaya's health showing no improvement, they
were obliged to go to Berne for treatment. At the
end of July, Lenin and Krupskaya returned to
Poronin.
While in Switzerland, Lenin lectured on the
national question in Zurich, Geneva, Lausanne
and Berne, and later, in Paris, Leipzig and Cracow. His lectures, the profundity and novelty of
the ideas, and the clear, simple and forceful way
in which they were expounded, deeply impressed
his audience.

The national question had acquired special
importance at that time. Preparing as they were
for a world war, the bourgeoisie and landowners
were stirring up national animosity in an attempt
to split the ranks of the working class. The tsarist
government was strangling the national liberation
movement and inciting one nation against the
other. Lenin set before the Bolsheviks the task of
defending the international unity of the labour
movement, regarding such unity as the main
source of its strength. In a multinational country
like Russia it was extremely important that the
class struggle of the Russian proletariat should
be merged with the struggle of the workers and
all the labouring masses of the oppressed nations.
In his articles "Critical Remarks on the NationaI Question" and "The Right of Nations to SelfDetirmination" Lenin elaborated and substantiated the Marxist programme on the national
question and the national policy of the Bolshevik
Party. The basic demands of the Party's national
programme formulated by Lenin were: complete
equatity of rights for all nations, the right of
nations to self-determination (i.e., the right to
secede and form independent states), and a close
union of the workers of all nationalities in common proletarian organisations.
The main thing, Lenin stressed, was the unity
of the workers of all nations rallied under the
banner of proletarian internationalism. He waged
an irreconcilable struggle against the penetration
of bourgeois nationalism into the ranks of the
working class, against national insularity and
narrow-mindedness. He criticised the Ukrainian
nationalists, who, under the guise of uniting the
Ukrainian nation, advocated weakening the ties
formed between the Ukrainian and Russian pro-

The imperialist war, which started in the summer of 1914, was a conflict between two groups
of major imperialist powers: Germany and Aus-

tria-Hungary, on the one hand, and- Britain,
France and Russia on the other. Both groups
pursued a policy of aggrandisement' Eventually
th. U.rit.d^Stat'es of America, Japan and other
countries entered the war. It became a world war.
For the peoples it was a terrible calamity, and
the working hasses bore the brunt of it.
The outbreak of the war found Lenin in Poronin. From the very outset he was vigorously opoosed to it. Actine on false information the Ausirian authorities irrested Lenin on a charge of
espionage in favour of the tsarist government
(during-a search at Lenin's house the policeman
had found the manuscript on the agrarian question and had taken the statistical tables in it for
a secret code). The charge was a very serious
one, carrying the death penalty. Prominent_public
men in Polind and Auitria came out in Lenin's
defence, proving the absurdity of tlre -charge
against him. Afftr being held in custody for two
wteks he was released by the military authorities.
Lenin considered it essential to continue the
work of guiding the revolutionary struggle of the
workers againsf tsarism and the imperialist war,
which his irrest had interrupted. In Austria, however-a country which was involved in the warthis was extremely difficult. He therefore obtained permission t6 go to Switzerland. There, first
in Berne and later in Zwich, he lived up to
March 27 (old style), 1917.
The war did not come as a surprise to Lenin.
He had repeatedly warned that the capitalists
were prepaiing for war and had urged the need
to fight againit it. The tactics of the SocialDemocrats with regard to war had been devised
at the international socialist congresses in Stuttgart (1907) and Basle (1912)" The leaders of the
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letariat, and wrote: "Given united action by the
Great-Russian and Ukrainian proletarians, a free
Ukraine is possible; without such unity, it is out
of the question." These prophetic words are
inscribed in gold on the granite pedestal of the
monument to Lenin in Kiev" This monument was
set up by the Ukrainian people as a token of
their deep affection for and gratitude to the great
teacher of all the Soviet peoples and the working men and women of the whole world.
In his works Lenin showed that the Bolshevik
Party was the only true champion of the rights
and interests of all the oppressed peoples and that
the unity of the peoples was an indestructible
force in the struggle against the landowners and
capitalists.

The revolutionary movement in Russia was
steadily spreading. Strikes involving nearly one
and a half million workers took place during the
first half of 1914. Economic strikes were interlinked with political strikes. The country was
moving towards another revolution. The Bolsheviks made preparations for a congress of their
Party. The outbreak of the imperialist war, however, prevented the congress from being convened.
Steeled in revolutionary activity, the Bolshevik
Party, under Lenin's leadership, had prepared
itself for the grim ordeals which the world war
had in store for it.

Fidelity to Proletari,an
Internationalism

West-European socialist parties had pledged
themselves to oppose war, and if it did break out,
to rally the working class for the overthrow of
capitalism. When the war broke out, however, the
leaders of these parties betrayed the proletariat
and openly sided with the bourgeoisie of their
countries. In France, Britain and Belgium the
socialists joined the governments, and- in German11 they voted in favour of war loans. They
justified the policies of the imperialist goyernments of their respective countries and ca-lled on
the nation to support the war. They carried on
chauvinist propaganda among the workers, arguingthat the fight for socialism, the class solidaiity
of the workers of different countries and their international unity was a peacetime job, and that in
wartime the workers should forget about the fight
against the bourgeoisie of their country and make
a supreme war effort. The socialists who held
such views became known as social-chauvinistssocialists in words and chauvinists in deeds. In
Russia a policy of social-chauvinism was
pursued by Plekhanov, Alexinsky, Maslov and

all countries against the war. It broke
up into separate, hostile national parties. The
workers of

l&ders' betrayal disrupted the labour movement.
The workers were unable to come out against the
war straight away in an organised fashion'
At thiJ crucial'moment in history Lenin, with
the Bolshevik Party he had created and reared,
held high the banner of proletarian internationalism. Le-nin's courageous iall to declare war on the
war resounded throughout the world. The weapons, Lenin said, had to be turned not against
one's brothers, the hired slaves in other countries,
but against the reactionary bourgeois governments. This was a call to proletarian revolution.
Lenin mapped out a clear-cut programme of

struggle against the imperialist war. The day after
his irrival in Berne he addressed a meeting of the
local Bolshevik group at which he made -a report

guet in France took a middle-of-the-road stand,
for which they were dubbed Centrists. While in
word declaring their disagreement both with the
social-chauvinists and their opponents, the Centrists, in effect, gave the social-chauvinists every
support, justified their actions and helped them to
deceive the workers. This was a shameful betrayal
of the cause of socialism and internationalism-on
the part of the leaders of the socialist parties. It
led to the collapse of the Second International,
which was to have headed the struggle of the

on the attitude t-owaids the war and set forth his
theses "The Tasks of Revolutionary Social-Democracy in the European War". He gave explicit
answers to questions concerning the nature of the
war and the tasks and tactics of the working class
and its Party. He made it clear that the war was
an imperialist war started by th9 bourgeoisie of
the bii' capitalist countries and joined by the Russian b-ourseoisie and tsarism with a view to carrying out" their anti-national plans of conquest.
The-bourgeoisie and landowners also looked upon
the war ai a means of checking the mounting revl
olutionary movement of the proletariat and all
the working people within the country.
Lenin ofrs6t the opportunist "defence-of-thefatherland" appeal with the revolutionary--slogan:
"Turn the imperialist war into a civil war", a war
of the working class and the labouring mas-ges
against the bourgeoisie of their countries. This
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others.

Another section of the socialists headed bv
Kautsky in Germany, Trotsky in Russia, and Lon'-

vital interests of the workins
of all the working,masses, and was in keepl
ing with the decisions of the international socialist congress_es on the tactics of the working class
wltb rgg?r-d to. war. It became the main ilogan
of the Bolshevik Party.
Lenin pointed out that in all the advanced countries the war had brou_ght into focus the question
of socialist reyolution. 11 was the duty of socialists
and class-conscious workers to rebuff chauvinism,
and stand up for class solidarity, for their socialist convictions, their internationalism. The working masses had to organise and prepare for a decisive fight with the bourgeoisie, piepare for civil
war. In Russia this was linked with the chief task
_of carrying on the fight against the auto-that
clacy_. Lenin-put forward thi slo$an: 'oWork for
the defeat of your own government in the war."
Defeat at the front, he declared, would weaken
the enemies of the p,roletariat-the ruling, €xploiting classes-and^facilitate the victory "of tU"
slogan expressed the

class,

people.

In order to wage a successful struggle in the
interests of the working class Lenin considered it
essential for the revolutionary internationalists
in all countries to break wittr the opportunists,

with the

Second International, and

s.t up illegai

organisations capable of fighting against the wa..
He yrged the creation of a newl trirly revolution-

ary International.
Such were the slo-gans which defined the major
tasks and tactics of the Bolshevik Partv in [he
First World War. Lenin urged socialisis in all
countries to adopt these tactics. In this was expressed the proletarian internationalism of Bolshevism, whose aim was to secure class solidarity and unity of the workers of different nations
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in the fight against the imperialist butchery of
war. Lenin's theses were approved by the Party
organisations in Russia and abroad, and adopted
as ? guide to practical revolutionary activity-.
Contending with great difficultiei, Lenin'succeeded in
(after a year's interval) publication of-resumifig
the Party's Central Organ So{sialDemohrat. Issue No. 33, which appeired in November 1914, carried the Manifesto-of the Central
Committee of the R.S.D.L.P. entitted "The War
and Russian Social-Democracy", written by
Lenin on the basis of his theses on the war. Lenin
*?-de gvely !ffo{t to bring the revolutionary
calls of the Bolsheviks to the largest possiblb
number of workers not only in Russia- but in
other countries as well. He arranged for the
Manifesto to be translated into forei[n languages
and sent copies of it to the SociaI-Dem5cra"tic
newspapers in the various countries. The newspaper Sotsial-Demohrat played a tremendous
role in strengthening contacts between the C.C.
of the R.S.D.L.P.(B.) and the Party organisations
and propagandising revolutionary ideas.
The Bolshevik Party, under Lenin's leadership, fought hard against the war. The Bolshevik
deputies in the Duma developed revolutionary
activity
the workers to help them rally
^aqrong
the
fight
against
tsarism and the bourgeoisie.
lor
On Lenin's instructions the Bolsheviks expounded
their Party's slogans on war and peaci at all
international socialist conferences held at that
time.

_ Lenin gave the lie to the allegations of the
bourgeoisie and its henchmen-the opportunists
who were hostile to the Bolshevik slogans*that
the Bolsheviks did not care for the interests of
their country and were unpatriotic. He gave these
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slanderers the rebuff they deserved and explained

the meaning of true patriotism.

In his aiticle "On the National Pride of the

Great Russians" he wrote that the sense of national

aggressors, national liberation wars, civil wars
waged by the proletariat for liberation from capitalist bondage, wars to defend socialist statis
against imperialist attack. In just wars the work-

ers should uphold the "defence-of-the-fatherland" slogan. "We are against defence of the
fatherland and a defensive position in the i,mperialist utar of t9l4-16 and in other imperialist

oride was not alien to the socialists and classionscious proletarians. They loved their people
and were fighting for their enlightenment and
liberation from national and social oppression.
Lenin pointed out that the Bolshevik Party was
devoted to the interests of the country and that,
correctly understood, the national interests of the
workers of Russia coincided with the socialist
interests of the world proletariat. He was proud
of the great Russian people, who had displayed
splendid heroism and staunchness in the struggle for their country's independence, for freedom
ind socialism, and had enriched mankind with
outstanding achievements in science and culture.
Lenin taught the workers to grasp the true
nature of the war, to correctly define their attitude towards it and towards the "defence-ofthe-fatherland" slogan. He said that there were
just and uniust wais. Unjust wars were wars of
Lonquest, imperialist wars, waged by the bourgeoiiie. They were wars aimed at crushing the
national liberation movement of the peoples fighting for the freedom and independence of their
country. They were wars of the bourgeoisie
asainsl the proletariat who had risen to- fight
fdr its liberafion. Such wars were waged for the
sake of strengthening the rule of the bourgeoisie
and plundering and enslaving other nations. That
was why the workers had to oppose- such wars
and reaiise that the "defence-of-the-fatherland"
slogan was meant to hoodwink them.
just wars, Lenin said, were the defensive wars
which the peoples waged against imperialist

ference of Bolshevik organisations abroad was
held in Berne in February 1915. The conference
was chaired by Lenin, who delivered a report
"The'War and the Tasks of the Party" and iubmitted resolutions on all the major issues, such
as the nature of the war, the "defence-of-thefatherland" slogan, the defeat of the tsarist monarchy, the attitude to other parties and groups,
etc. These resolutions emphasised that the war
could be ended and a truly democratic peace
brought about only by giving full support to and
developing revolutionary action by the masses,
by strengthening proletarian unity. The immediate tasks of the socialists were: to vote against
war loans; to demand the withdrawal of their
representatives from bourgeois governments; to
set up illegal organisations; to support fraterni-
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wars, typical of the imperialist epoch," he wrote.
"But in the imperialist epoch there may be also
'just','defensive', revolutionary wars." Lenin
explained that in the struggle against unjust
wars the chief role must be played by the international solidarity of the workers of different
countries.

To deal with all the important issues connected
with Social-Democratic activities during the war
it was imperative to convene a congress of the
Party. That, however, could not be done under
wartime conditions. Instead of a congress, a con-

sation among the soldiers at the front and all
revolutionary actions of the working people. The
decisions of this conference had the force of congress decisions and served as a guide to Party
organisations in the business of rallying the
masses, in the fight against the war.

others. "I hate and despise Kautsky now more
than anyone," he wrote. "The opportunists are
an obvious evil. The German 'Centre' headed by
Kautsky is a concealed evil, diplomatically coloured over, contaminating the eyes, the mind and
the conscience of the workers, and more dangerous than anything else."
With the passion of a revolutionary, militant
Marxist so characteristic of him, Lenin exposed

the atternpts of the opportunists to distort Marxism. During the years of the war Lenin had to
fight against new manifestations of opportunism
among- Russian Social-Democrats. He gave a
good deal of attention to exposing the fallacious
views of the Bukharin-Pyatakov gioup, who drew
a line between the struggle for socialism and the
struggle for democracy. They failed to understand. that the struggle for democracy brought
socialism nearer. Bukharin at that time adopted
a semi-anarchist stand on the question of - the
state and the dictatorship of the proletariat.
G. Zinoviev took a conciliatory stand towards
this group. He, too, was guilty of a deviation
from Marxism on the question of war, for which
Lenin sharply criticised him. Lenin's struggle
against opportunism earned him the hatred of-Lis
political opponents. In one of his letters he
wrote: "There it is, my fate. One fighting campg.ign after another-against political stupidities,
philistinism, opportunism and so forth.
"It has been going on since 1893. And so has
the hatred of the philistines on account of it.
But still, I would not exchange this fate for 'peace'
with the philistines."
Lenin set before the Bolsheviks the task of waging an implacable struggle against internationil
opportunism and its defenders-the Kautskyites.
This was an international task, he pointed' out.
"It devolves on us, there is no one elie. We must
not retreat from it."
Lenin's impassioned words of truth reached the
progressive-minded workers across all the barriers and front lines. Despite the rigid wartime
laws, I,enin succeeded in re-establisliing contact
with the Bolshevik organisations in Russia, to
whom he sent letters and articles with instructions
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Lenin carried on his Party work without

a

moment's interruption. He lectured in Zurich,
Montreux, Berne, Geneya and other Swiss towns,
and wrathfully branded the bloody crimes of the
imperialist governments and the collaboration of
the opportunists. He showed that the Second International had collapsed because it had tolerated
opportunists in its ranks. The opportunists, Lenin
wrote, were enemies of the working class, who
in peacetime secretly worked in the interests of
the bourgeoisie within the workers' parties. In
wartime they openly sided with the bourgeoisie
against the workers and pursued a chauvinist policy. He demanded that they be vigorously combated. "We cannot be patient, we cannot be diplomatic, we must revolt against shameful chauvinism with all our strength," he wrote, laying
stress on the fact that the first task of the socialists in every country was to fight the chauvinists
in their countries.
Lenin was particularly vehement in his criti-

cism

of the

Centrists-Kautsky, Trotsky and

on how to fight tsarism and the bourgeoisie, how
to combat the imperialist war.
The difficulties were enormous. Tsarism loosed
an orgy of savage repressions against the Bolsheviks. The Bolshevik deputies in the Duma
were exiled to Siberia for their revolutionary activities. The Central and Petrograd'r' committees
and many other organisations of the Party were
repeatedly raided. Advanced revolutionaryminded workers were deported to Siberia or sent
off to the front. But Lenin firmly believed in the
strength of the Party, in the strength of the working class of Russia and its ability to overcome all
obstacles. "The work of our Party has now become a hundred times more difficult," Lenin wrote.
"And still we shall carry it on! Praada has
trained up thousands of class-conscious workers
out of whom, in spite of all difficulties, a new
collective of leaders-the Russian C.C. of the
Party-will be formed."
Notwithstanding the hue and cry raised against
it by the tsarist government, the Party carried
on an active struggle against the war. It prepared the proletariat and other working people
for the coming revolution. In articles published
in Sotsial-Demohrat Lenin gave answers to all the
questions that arose before the Party and the
*orking class. Believing as he did that the revolution was in sight, he carefully mapped out the
Party's line in it. In an article entitled "Several
Theses", he wrote in 1915: "To the question of
what the party of the proletariat would do if the
revolution placed power in its hands in the present war, our answer is as follows: we would pro-
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all the belligerents on the condition
that freedom is given to the colonies and all
peoples that are dependent, oppressed and deprived of rights." And this was done as soon as
the proletariat of Russia took power and the Bolshevik Party became the ruling party.
Under the most difficult wartime conditions,
the Party, led by Lenin, fulfilled its international
revolutionary duty and showed all the workers'
parties how to fight for the interests of the working class and the working masses, for the implementation of the principles of proletarian interpose peace to

nationalism.

Tirelessly and persistently, Lenin rallied and
united the adherents of proletarian internationalism in the West-European parties. He carried
on a lively correspondence with Left-wing socialists in Bulgaria, Holland, Sweden, Norway and
other countries, urging them to break with the
opportunists and to create a Third, Communist
International in place of the Second International
which had fallen apart.
The Russian Bolsheviks and their Left-wing
followers in the Social-Democratic parties of
Western Europe were a negligible minority in
the labour movement at that time. But Lenin
firmly believed that revolutionary Marxism was
bound to triumph. It did not matter that the Bolsheviks were few in number, he said, they would
have the backing of millions, because the position of the Bolsheviks was the only correct one.
Lenin considered that the unity of the revolutionary internationalists should be founded on
the ideological positions of Marxism. To clarify
more fully all the problems which the war had
posed before the Social-Democrats, Lenin published his book Socialism and War, This book
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appeared in Russian, German, French, Norwegiarr

and other languages, and was an important fac-

tor making for unity among the revolutionary
internationalists.

Lenin took advantage of the international soconferences in Zimmerwald (September
1915) and Kienthal (April 1916) to weld together
the Leftist elements and to fight the opportunists.
At Zimmerwald, Lenin succeeded in creating a
Left group, which conducted active revolutionary propaganda among the workers. Many adherents of the Zimmerwald Left played an important role in the struggle against the war and
the opportunists, and eventually became active
participants in the work of founding communist
parties in their own countries, and a new, genuinely revolutionary Third International.
The tremendous scope of Lenin's work was a
great strain upon him. He lived in very straitened
circumstances. Never had he suffered such want.
His writings were his chief source of income,
but it was extremely difficult to find a publisher
for anti-war articles and books. In one of his letters to a comrade he wrote: "As regards myself
personally, I will say that I need to earn. Otherwise we shall simply die of hunger, really and
truly!! The cost of living is devilishly high, and
there is nothing to live on."
Lenin lived very simply and contented himself
with the simplest clothes and barest necessities.
In Zurich he and his wife lived in a narrow
street, in a dingy old house with a tiny courtyard.
Their room, which they rented from a bootmaker
by the name of Kammerer, was ill-lit and inconvenient. Krupskaya, in her memoirs, wtote: "For
the same money we could have rented a much
better room, but we liked our hosts. It was a

cialist

working-class family with a revolutionary outlook, who condemned the imperialist war. . ..
There was not a hint of any chauvinism, and
once, when a whole women's international had
gathered round the gas-stove, Frau Kammerer
exclaimed with indignation: 'The soldiers ought
to turn their weapons against their governments!'
After that Ilyich would not hear of moving to
another place." Lenin never grudged money for
books or for the libraries in which he constantly
worked. At home he had lots of books, newspapers and magazines in different languages.
Whatever his material conditions, Lenin always
worked hard, his time always rationally and efficiently organised.
Besides the practical work of directing the revolutionary movement, Lenin devoted much time
to intensive theoretical work. He made a profound study of world literature dealing with the
social history of different countries. He was
interested in philosophy, economics, engineering,
industry, agriculture, the revolutionary movement
of the working class, the struggle of the oppressed
peoples of the colonial and dependent countries, and many other problems. He made a particularly profound study of Marx and Engels,
whose books he read and reread in order, as
Krupskaya remarks, "to obtain a clearer idea of
the epoch of socialist revolution, its ways and
development".

Lenin was the first Marxist to reveal the esof the new epoch which mankind had now
entered. In his book Imperialism, the Highest
Stage of Capitalism he showed that by the beginning of the twentieth century capitalism had
entered a new stage of its development, the stage

sence

of imperialism.
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Under imperialism, huge monopolies had come

into being. Therefore, Lenin called imperialism
monopoly capitalism. The monopolies seized control of a large share of the world's raw material
resources, industries and markets. They began to
dominate the economic and political life of the
bourgeois countries and to dictate their will to
the governments. The whole world found itself
divided up among a handful of imperialist countries. The process of uneven economic and political development was intensified. Countries like
Germany, Japan and the United States, where
capitalism developed at a later period, rapidly
caught up with the advanced capitalist countries
like Britain and France, and demanded a repartitioning of the world. The antagonisms between
the capitalist countries sharpened. Under these
conditions imperialist wars were unavoidable.
In their drive for profit the imperialists intensified the exploitation of the workers and the
labouring masses at large, making their position
unendurable. The proletariat began to realise the
need for revolution. At the same time there was
a sharpening of the contradictions between the
handful of imperialist countries and their colonies and semi-colonies in which hundreds of millions of people were enslaved. Capitalism became
a serious obstacle to the development of society.
"Formerly progressive, capitalism has become
reactionary," Lenin wrote. ". . . Mankind is faced
with the alternative of adopting socialism or of
experiencing years and even decades of armed
struggle between the 'Great' Powers for the artificial-preservation of capitalism by means of
colonies, monopolies, privileges and national oppression of every kind." Lenin pointed out that
imperialism was leading humanity to socialist
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revolution, was making it a., urgent task of the
day, that imperialism was the eve of a socialist
revolution.
Lenin took a new approach to the question of
the possibility of the victory of proletarian reYolution. Formerly Marxists Lad believed that the
victory of the socialist revolution in one co-untry
was impossible. Thev assumed that the revolution
could be successful'only if it occurred simultaneously in all or most of the developed capitalist
countries. On the basis of new data concerning
social development Lenin came to the conclusion that in the epoch of imperialism the socialist revolution could be victorious initially in
several or even in one separate capitalist
country.
This was a great scientific discovery of tremendous significance. It showed the workers a
revolutionaiy way out of the imperialist war and
an escape from the hardships engendered'by imperialism: the proletariat of each country need
not wait for a revolutionary situation to mature
in other countries. The working class must work
to overthrow the bourgeoisie in its own country, take over power and effect the transition to
socialism.

While producing evidence to show the inevitability of all nations arriving at socialism, Lenin
at the same time pointed out that the socialist
revolution could not be made to order or at somebody's bidding. It would mature in different
countries at different times, and each country
would contribute something of its own to one
or another form and tempo of socialist transformation. Lenin's theory strengthened the workers'
faith in the victory of the socialist revolution,
stimulated their revolutionary initiative and
6.
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energies. Events were not long
correctness of Lenin's teachings.

in confirming

the

The war had taken enormous toll of human
life, had consumed vast material resources, and
placed a crushing burden on the shoulders of
the workers and peasants. The sufferings of the

masses gave momentum to the

revolutionary moyecountries. Strikes,
demonstrations and other forms of working-class
protest became more frequent.
The revolutionary workers of Russia, led by
the Party of Lenin, were in the front ranks o?
the international proletariat fighting against the
war. The military defeats, economiC de-bacle and
famine showed that tsarism was rotten to the core
and utterly incapable of governing- the country.
Dissatisfaction with the policy of tsarism grew
among all sections of the population. Lenin
clearly saw and predicted the coming revolution
in Russia. Indeed, it soon broke out.
The first to rise against tsarism were the workers of Petrograd. oi ju""irl g, tgli, ih. ur,rriversary of Bloody Sunday, a huge anti-war demonstration took place in Petrograd. Similar demonstrations were held in Moscow, Baku and
Nizhni-Novgorod. From then on the reyolutionary action of the workers mounted throughout
Russia with every passing day.
In February 1917, at the call of the Bolshevik
Party, the Petrograd workers organised a general
political strike involving over 200,000 men and
women. This strike developed into a mighty poIitical demonstration. The workers poured out on
to the streets of the capital with slogans of
"Down with the autocracy!", "Down with the
war!", "We want bread!" The Central Committee of the Party issued a Manifesto calling for

ment against the war

in all
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the overthrow of the tsarist autocracy, the creation

of a provisional revolutionary goyernment, the
establiihment of a democratic republic, the introduction of an eight-hour working day, the

confiscation of the landed estates and the cessation of the war.
The tsarist government tried to crush the
mounting revolution with the aid of troops, but
it was pbwerless to stem the flood. The soldiers
sided with the workers against tsarism. Lenin's
prophecy had come true. The workers and peasants,

Ied by a truly revolutionary Marxist party, were
victoiious. The autocracy, which for centuries had
oppressed the peoples of Russia, -was overthrown.
The revolutionary initiative of the Petrograd
workers and soldiers was supported by tlte workers and soldiers of Moscow and other cities. They
removed the tsarist officials and broke up the
monarchist system. The bourgeois-democratic
revolution had won in Russia.
In the course of the revolution there arose
Soviets (Councils) of Workers' and Soldiers'
Deputies. This was a great gain. However, the
Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries,'r' who
had got into the Soviets, betrayed the interests
of the workers and peasants and allowed the
Provisional Government set up by the bourgeoisie
to seize state power. A dual power thus arose
Provisional Governrnent, representing the
-the
dictatorship of the bourgeoisie, and the Soviets,
representing the revolutionary-democratic dictatorship of the workers and peasants.
'b Socialist-Reaolutionaries-members

it the end of
amalgamation

in

of a

petty-bour-

Russia, which came into being
1901 and beginning of 1902 as a result of the

geois party of that name

of various Narodnik groups and circles.-
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The revolution created a new situation in the
country. The autocracy was no more, and political liberties were proclaimed: freedom - of
speech, the press, assembly, association and so
on. The workers and soldiers were determined to
secure the satisfaction of the people's revolutionary demands. All political parlies were faced
with the task of devising new tactics and dealing
with such questions as the ways of the country's
further development, the war, peace and the
land.

The bourgeois parties of the Cadets and Octobrists then in power strove to consolidate their
rule, keep the Soviets subservient, call a halt. to
the revolution and continue the war. Thev deceived the workers, saying that with the overthrow of the monarchy the war had become a
just war and should be continued, and that afterwards the Constituent Assembly would meet and
settle all issues. As a matter of fact they had no
intention of meeting the revolutionary demands
of the people. Like tsarism before them, they
counted on the conditions of war making it easier
for them to deal with the revolutionary workers
and soldiers.

The Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries
helped the bourgeoisie to deceive the people. They
claimed that with the overthrow of the monarchy,
bourgeois rule had come to stay, since conditions
in Russia were not yet ripe for a socialist revolution and the workers were not yet ready to
take power into their own hands and govern the
country. The Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries saw to it that the Provisional Government had its own way in everything. They regarded the Soviets not as an organ of the revolutionary power

of the workers and the poorest
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peasants, but as an appendage

Government.
-

of the Provisional

F.o* the very first day of the February R.evolution the Bolsirevik Party emerged from underr..""a and mustered its- forces-. Many of the
p;;il';
orominent leaders-F.E. Dzerzhinsky,
C-f.' Otiot ikidze, Y.M' Sverdlov, J.V' Sta1in,
i.M. Y;-slavsky and others-returned from
orison or exile. Publication of Praada was reiumed,
--Whil"the first issue appearing on,Ma-rch 5, 1917'
in Switzerlaid, Letin closely followed
the development of revolutionary events in Rusriu. at ,o6t ut he learned of the victory of the
Februarv Revolution he sent a telegram to the
Bolsheviks in Russia and wrote his "Letters
From Afar" in which he gave detailed answers
to all the questions whic[ the revolution had
oosed before the Partv. He pointed out that this
fuir o"tv the first stage of the revoluti.on, which
nua p"d the bourgeoiiie in -p-ower,- and that the
Fio"itiorut Goverirment could not be trusted' He
areued the case for not giving the bourgeoisie
u ".hu.r.. to consolidate its power, for making
everv effort to have the powei transferred to the
SoviLts, to give the final quietys to the reactionary force"s and prepare for the socialist revolution.
--H.-iaa.essed
an impassioned appeal to the
re"oiutio"ary workers of^ Russia. "You performed
in
*iriit"t of' proletarian heroism yesterday
overthrowing the tsarist - monarchy," he wrote'
;L th.
future . . .you will again
-or."o, less near
miracles of heroism
same
the
perform
have to
io overthiow the rule of the landlords and capitalists."
Lenin set the Bolsheviks the task of carrying
on--i"tensive explanatory work among the
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masses to bring home to them the fact that only a
government of the working people could put'an
end to the war and secuie^ a iruly dembcratic

peace.

Lenin warned a.gainst attempts to unite with
the Mensheviks. Su"ch iti.-pirl1""j. U, some of
the Bolsheviks, hindered th6 development of the
revolutionary struggle and were a |rave d.anger
to the Party.
But Kamenev, who was a member of the praada
editorial board, kept to himself the letters of
Lenin containing his instructions. Onlv the first
of the "Letters From Afar" was printed in
Praa.da, and that with big cuts and amendments
fndi.ng to- tone down Lenin's description of the
Provisional Government and his criticism of the
leaders
3f- the petty-bourgeois defencist parties.
The Bolsheviks started lxtensive work -among
the masses. Some of the Bolshevik committe., urri
a number of prominent Party workers, however,
took an incorrect stand. Instead of arguing the
"all
case for continuing
p"ower
!he. struggle to have
transferred to the Soviets, they urged that ,,control by the masses" be establisired 6ver the activities of the Provisional Government, understanding by control the organisation of demonstrations,
protests and public statements. These were wrong
tactics, because they gave the masses the falsE
impression that the bourgeois Provisional Government could abandon the _imperialist policy,
end-the war and give the people feace, Ureia ana
land.
_ Kamenev took up a semi-Menshevik stand on
the Provisional Government and the war. In an
article in Praada he called for support for the
Provisional Goyernment and for co.^niinuation of
the war, and later for bringing pressure to bear
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on the Provisional Government in order to make
it propose a peace treaty.
The policy of bringing pressure to bear on the
Provisional Governrnent to make it start immediate peace negotiations \r/as supported by Stalin.
In mid-April Stalin renounced his erroneous
views and adopted Lenin's stand.
The news of the revolution created a tremendous stir among the Social-Democratic emigrants
abroad and initiated a series of meetings hailing
the revolution with joy.
Lenin was all eagerness to be back in Russia.
"You can imagine what torture it is for all of us
to be sitting here at such a time," he wrote. He
insistently sought ways and means of returning
to Russia without delay. 'oFrom the moment the
news of the revolution was received," Krupskaya
wrote in her memoirs, "Ilyich had no sleep. His
nights were spent building the most improbable
plans."
The working people of Russia looked forward
to the return of their leader with intense impatience. The Provisional Government, however,
put all kinds of obstacles in the way. It circulated
among its representatives abroad black lists containing the names of Lenin and other Bolsheviks
who were not to be allowed to return home.
With the help of the Swiss Social-Democrats
Lenin at last succeeded in arranging for a group
of Bolsheviks and other emigrants to return home.
On the night of April 3(16), 1917, after nearly
ten years of exile, Lenin arrived in Petrograd.
Revolutionary Russia welcomed home her great
leader amid scenes of indescribable enthusiasm.
Thousands of workers, men and women carrying
red banners flocked to the Finland Station to
meet him. Revolutionary detachments of soldiers
t2t

and sailors organised a guard of honour. Amid
loud cheers and shouts of greeting Lenin climbed
on to the armoured car awaiting him and addressed the workers, soldiers and sailors with an
impassioned appeal to fight for the new, socialist
revolution, for the power of the Soviets.

Leader of the October Reaolution
On his aruival in Petrograd Lenin threw himself into his work with renewed zeal. At a meeting of the Bolsheviks on April 4 he read his theses
on the tasks of the revolutionary proletariat, which
have gone down in history ai the April Theses.
They were a decisive factor in determining a
correct line for the Party to follow in the new
historical situation. In them Lenin mapped out
a concrete, precise plan for effecting the transition from the bourgeois-democratic revolution,
which had given power to the bourgeoisie, to the
socialist revolution, which was to turn the power
over to the working class and the poorest peasants.

Lenin showed that the Provisional Government
protected the interests of the capitalists and
landowners, and that the war still remained a
war of conquest. He put forward the slogans: "No
support for the Provisional Government!", "All
power to the Soviets!" He argued that only the
power of the Soviets could give peace to the
nation, land to the peasants and bread to the
hungry. At the same time he warned that the
moment was not yet ripe to call for the overthrow of the Provisional Government, since it
was supported by the Soviets, which had the
people's trust. The working people had to be won
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over by persistent and patient efforts,, a majo-rity
had to'bi gained in the Soviets, which should be
made Bolshevik Soviets. Given this condition, it
would be possible for power to be turned over
peacefully to the workers and the poorest peasints. Leriin pointed out that the success of the
socialist revolution depended on a firm alliance
between the workers and the poorest section of
the peasantry, and he stressed the importance of
exte-nsive explanatory work in the countryside.
Lenin defiired the lasks of the Party in [he economic field as well. These were: confiscation of
the landed estates and nationalisation of all the
land, that is, the abolition of private property in
land and its transfer to the Soviets of Peasants'
and Agricultural Labourers' Deputies. T,enin proposed establishing workers' control over the faclories and mills,-over all social production and
distribution. He also put forward the demand
for all the banks in the country to be merged into
a single national bank to be placed under the
control of the Soviet of Workers' and Soldiers'
Deputies.
He proposed convening a congress of the Party,

renaming-

it

the Communist Party and revising

its progiamme, which by this time had largely
been fulfilled. Its main objective-the overthrow

of tsarism-had been achieved. The practical task
of the Bolsheviks and all revolutionary Marxists,
Lenin said, was to create a Third, Communist
International.
Lenin's April Theses were a great programmatic document, a beacon lighting the path of
the Russian proletariat's revolutionary struggle
in the new historical conditions.
Lenin headed the Central Committee of the
Party and directed the editorial board of. Praad.a
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and the work of the Petrogra_d Bolshevik organisation. The Petrograd City Conference and the
Seventh (April) All-Russia Conference of the
R.S.D.L.P. were held under his leadership. The
latter was the first legal conference of th'e Bolsheviks held in Russii. In his speeches at these
conferences Lenin clarified the -programme and
-in his April
tactics of the
-Party as- mapped out
Theses. He denounced
the stand taken uo'bv
Kamenev, Rykov and their insignificant fol'low'ing, who repeated the Menshevii assertions that
Russia was- not yet ripe for a socialist revolution,
and sharply criticised their sceptical attitude
towards the revolution and their r-eiection of the
idea that socialism could be victorious in Russia.
The. Party rebuffed the opportunists, upprorr.J
l,enin's plan of struggle for the socialist ievolu_
tion and made it the basis for its practical activ-

ities.

Under Lenin's leadership the Bolsheviks carried on the work of clarifying the party,s policy
1o "t"h" workers, soldiers and feasants, and potit'ically edgcating and organisinig the masses. L""i,
was at the centre of these &tensive activities,
and frequently spoke at meetings of workers of
the Putilov, Obukhov, Trubochny and other
factories and mills in Petrograd and addressed

meetings of soldiers and sailori.

In his reminiscences of

one such meeting,
a worker at the putilov plan?,
wrote: "The Putilov workers had iust chased
Chernov, the Socialist-Revolutionaiy, off th;
platform._ And then the news flew tLrough ih;
factory:'Lenin has come!' The great square outside the rolling lhop . . . quickly" filled with peo_
crowd

V. V.

pl.. 4

Vas,iliev-

of twenty-five thousand gathe'red.

People were eyen sitting on the roofs of
t24

ti.

,t opr.

We hung on Lenin's lips, afraid to miss a word.
Those were hard times. The war was continuing,

the factories were at a standstill throueh lack Jf
fuel, and there was a food shortage. W'e workers
yer-e ,e_{p!!ted a clear answer to many questions.
And Vladimir Ilyich gave us those answers. He
demonstrated that only the power of the Soviets
could put a stop to the imperialist slaushter and
give the people peace, bread and workl',
Lenin's passionate, truthful words went straight
to the heart of the working people. V. P. yeriely-anov, a worker at the -s6myannikov Works,
who attended one such meeting, recalled: "His
words united people, showed eich worker what
to do and how to do it. . . . Lenin's words were
weapoxs fo-r the three thousand future fighting
men. His ideas captured the hearts and miids oT
the workers, sailors and soldiers who heard
him. . . . And, inspired by Lenin, each of us burned
with a-desire to plunge straight into battle.,,
Speaking at the Iirst All-Russia Congress of
_
Peasants'Deputies, Lenin called for the iminediate
seizure of the landed estates, and spoke of the
r-rqed for an independent organisation of farm
labourers and poorest peasants. He gave considerable attention to the press and hii articles frequently appeared in Piaada. In his speeches and
articles Lenin exposed the counter-revolutionary
policy of the Provisional Goyernment and tht
policy of compromise pursued by the Mensheviks
and Socialist-Revolutionaries, and explained the
Bolshevik slogans. He impressed upori the workers and soldiers that only with the-passing of all
powel to the Soviets could Russia find h-er way
out of the impasse into which the rule of the
bourgeoisie had led her. The workers, peasants
and soldiers became more and more 'cdnvinced

of the truth of Lenin's ideas and went over
the side of the Bolsheviks. In their letters

to
to

Lenin they expressed their gratitude to him, their
readiness to fight, and their utter devotion to his
ideas. In a letter from the front a group of soldiers wrote: "Comrade, friend Lenin, remember
that the soldiers are ready to march as one man
behind you anywhere and that your idea really
expresses the will of the peasants and workers."
Playing up to the bourgeoisie, the Provisional
Government encroached more and more on the
revolutionary gains of the workers. It continued
the imperialist war, drove masses of soldiers to
the front and did nothing to improve the lot of
the workers and peasants, who were shedding
their blood on the battlefronts and enduring appalling hardship and suffering. The masses expresse-d their dissatisfaction with the policy of the
Provisional Government. The news of fresh
casualties at the front following an attempt to
launch an offensive, brought workers and soldiers
out into the streets of Petrograd on July 3 to
demand the transfer of all power to the Soviets.
On Lenin's instructions the Bolsheviks led the
demonstration and tried to give the movement a
peaceful
and organised character.
- The Provisional
Government, with the approval

of the Socialist-Revolutionaries and Mensheviks
then in control of the Soviets, met the demon-

strators with armed force. Once more the streets
of Petrograd ran with blood. Harsh reprisals were
taken against the Bolshevik Party and the workers' organisations. Many members of the Party

were thrown into prison. On the night of July 4

military cadets raided the offices of. Praada.
Lenin, who had dropped in at the office half an
hour earlier, had a narrow escape. The bourgeois
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Provisional Government assumed full power. The
dual power in Russia came to an end. The period
of peaceful development of the revolution
was oyer, and a period of revolutionary battles
set in.
The Provisional Government started a smear
campaign against Lenin and his followers in an
attempt to render the Bolshevik Party leaderless.
It outlawed Lenin, issued a warrant for his arrest and took all steps to seize him and assassinate him. Kerensky, who was at the head of the
Provisional Government, promised a large reward
to anyone who gave information that would lead
to Lenin's arrest. The bourgeois papers raised a
hysterical hue and cry against the Bolsheviks.
In reply to the bourgeois campaign of malicious
slander, Lenin, with a feeling of pride in the
Party, said: "We trust our Party. We see in it
the intelligence, honour and conscience of our
times." The Communist Party and the revolutionary workers took good care of their leader. By
decision of the Central Committee Lenin went
into hiding. For over three and a half months he
lived and worked underground, exposed every
minute of the day to the risk of being caught by
the sleuths of the Provisional Government.
For several days Lenin took refuge in the
homes of Petrograd workers, and then lived in
a shanty on the shore of Lake Razliv, near Petrograd, disguised as a Finnish haymaker. He was
guarded and helped by N. A. Yemelyanov, a
worker of the Sestroretsk Works. Lenin was given
a scythe, a rake, an axe, a pot, and everything
else a haymaker should have. Near the shanty
a small clearing was made among the bushes,
which Lenin jokingly called 'omy green study".
Two blocks of wood were set up in the clearing,
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one to serve as a table and the other as a chair.
There Lenin worked, wrote his articles and letters, and prepared his book The State and
Reaolution. Nothing could interrupt Lenin's regular and intensive work. Even under the most
adverse conditions his mind was actively devising
plans for further struggle.
While in hiding, he continued to direct the
day-to-day activities of the Party and the struggle of the Russian working class. He closely followed developments in the country at large, and
at the war fronts, and was in constant touch with
the Central Committee, whose members G" K. Orjonikidze, V. I. Zof , A. V. Shotman and
E. A. Rahja came to see him. He questioned them
about events in Petrograd and gave them instructions. Although the Party was driven underground, Lenin was full of confidence in the speedy
victory of the working class. When Orjonikidze
repeated to Lenin the words of a comrade who
had said that, in his opinion, pow€r would soon
pass to the Bolsheviks and Lenin would become
head of state, Lenin answered in all seriousness:
"Yes, that's how it will be." He said that the
Menshevik Soviets had missed the opportunity for
taking over power. It could only be taken now by
means of an armed uprising, which would not be
long in coming. The uprising would take place
not later than September-October. On Lenin's
suggestion the Party, after the July events, temporarily withdrew the slogan "All power to the
Soviets!", since these Soviets, controlled by the
Socialist-Revolutionaries and the Mensheviks,
had become appendages of the counter-revolutionary Provisional Government. The question
of the armed uprising now came to the fore.
From his place of hiding Lenin directed the
t28

Sixth Congress of the Party, which met at the
end of July 1917 in Petrograd on a semi-legal
footing, since the bourgeoisie had stepped up
their witch-hunt against the Bolsheviks and
threatened to break up their Congress. One of
the first questions discussed at the -Congress was
whether Lenin should appear in court to be tried
by the Provisional Government. Some of the
delegates-Stalin, Volodarsky, Manuilsky and
others-were of the opinion that Lenin could
appear for trial if his safety were guaranteed.
At the same time Stalin declared that so long as
there was no guarantee for their safety there was
no sense in Lenin and other Bolsheviks putting
in an appearance.

G. 4. Orjonikidze, F. E. Dzerzhinsky,
-_
N.
A. Skrypnik and others rightly considered
that a bourgeois court could not conduct a f.air
trial, that it would merely mean summary justice
being meted out to the leader of the Party, and
that assurances by the bourgeoisie could not be
trusted. The Congress unanimously voted for
Lenin's non-appearance in court and protested
against the baiting of the leader of the revolutionary proletariat. The Congress sent Lenin a
message of greeting and elected him its honorary
chairman.

The political report of the Central Committee
and the report on the political situation made by
Stalin were based on Lenin's theses "The Political Situation", "On Slogans", "Lessons of the
Revolution" and others. The Congress called upon
the Party to work for the overthrow of the iule
of the counter-revolutionary bourgeoisie and
landowners through an armed uprising, since it
was no longer possible, under the conditions then
obtaining, for the working class to assume power
9-1198
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by peaceful means. The Congress decisions laid

of dictatorship (domination) of the bourgeoisie.

socialist revolution. The Congress strongly rebuffed all those who expressed lack of faith in
the socialist revolution in Russia; it upheld
Lenin's theory concerning the victory of socialism
in one country. The Congress stressed the importance of carrying on work among the youth
and declared in favour of setting up youth organisations and giving them Party leadership.
All Lenin's proposals were endorsed by the Congress and acquired the force of Party decisions.
Lenin clearly saw that the socialist revolution
was coming and prepared the Party for it. After
the Congress, the Party, under its leader's guidance, conducted organisational and explanatory
work on a large scale among the workers, soldiers, sailors and peasants, at the factories, in the
army and in the villages. Detachments of Red
Guards were formed. The workers obtained
weapons and learned to use them.
The impending socialist revolution brought
into sharp focus the question of the Party's a[titude to the bourgeois state and of what type of
state should be set up when the proletariat came
to power. The answers to these questions were
given by Lenin in his famous book The State and
Reaolution, written in the autumn of l9t7 while
he was in hiding. He upheld the teaching of Marx
and Engels on the state and the dictatorship of
the proletariat, which the opportunists had -distorted, and developed that teaching as applied to
the new historical situation.
He taught that every bourgeois state, however
democratic it may appear, was essentially a form

In overthrowing the power of the bourgeoisie the
proletariat was to establish a dictatorship of its
own. The old machinery of state was to be broken
up, smashed and replaced by a new one. Such a
state was a truly democratic one, since it expressed
the interests of the majority of the people.
Lenin demonstrated with remarkable clarity and
lucidity why a dictatorship of the proletariat was
needed and what its historical role was. ooThe
proletariat," he wrote, "needs state power, a centralised organisation of force, an organisation of
violence, both to crush the resistance of the exploiters and to lead the enormous mass of the
population-the peasants, the petty bourgeoisie,
and semi-proletarians-in the work of organising
a socialist economy." Lenin pointed out that the
doctrine of the proletarian dictatorship was the
essence of Marxism, and he regarded the dictatorship of the proletariat as the principal tool in the
building of socialism.
In his book The State and Reaolution, Lenin
devoted considerable attention to an examination
of socialism and communism, which he described
as two phases in the development of communist
society. Developing the views of Marx and Engels, he showed that socialism would inevitably
evolve into communism. The book also contains
important theses on the role of the Communist
Party. The Party, he emphasises, is the vanguard
of the proletariat, capable of leading the people
to socialism, organising the new social order, acting as the teacher, guide and leader of all the
working people. Only the Communist Party is
capable of directing the construction of a new
life without the bourgeoisie and against it.
Lenin's book gave the Party and the working
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stress on Lenin's proposition to the effect that an
alliance between the working class and the poorest
peasants was a prerequisite for the victory of the

class a clear understanding of what the workers'
and peasants' state should-be like and what pro-out.
gra-mmg the Soviet govern:nent should carry
It is of world-wide-significance for the communist and workers' partiel of all countries.
In August, Lenin, in the guise of a locomotive
fireman, moyed to Finland.-At first he lived in
the home of a Finnish worker in a village outside
Helsingfors (now Helsinki) and then rrioved into
the town.
Meanwhile, the situation in Russia was growing
more and more tense. Economic disorga-nisatioi
incre-ased, rai[way transport was alirost at a
staldstill through lack of -fuel, the supply of food
and raw materials to the towns had tiased, profiteer.ing was rife, . and the cost of living was
steadily mounting. The bourgeoisie was diliberately aggravating the economic difficulties in the
hope of strangling the revolution with the "bonv
hand of -fa1ire", as its spokesmen cynically ex'pressed it. The capitalists-closed do#n theii factories and mills, throwing thousands of people out
of work and dooming thim to starvatidn. in this
way the bourgeoisie sought to break the fighting
spirit and will of the w"orkers and ward oh thE
socialist revolution.
At this period Lenin wrote his article "The
Impending Catastrophe and How to Combat It',.
He showed that the ruling capitalists and landowners were heading the country towards ruin.
They wanted to take advantage of the economic
disorganisation in order to do away with the
Soviets and all the gains of the revolution, and
restore full power to the bourgeoisie. Lenin
pointed the way-out of- this impendiig catastrophe.
He made it clear that thd count"ry could be
saved only by building socialism, that'there could
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be no going forward unless the goal was socialism. The steps in this direction he considered to
be: the nationalisation of the land, the nationalisation of the banks and the creation of a single
state bank, the immediate establishment of workers' control over production and distribution.
This would help to rehabilitate the ruined economy, organise its smooth working and put an
end to the war.
"The revolution," Lenin wrote, "has resulted
in Russia catching up with the advanced countries
in a few months, as far as her political system is
concerned.

"But that is not enough. The war is inexorable;
puts the alternative with ruthless severity:
either perish or overtake and outstrip the advanced
countries economi.cally as utell, . . , Perish or
forge full steam ahead. That is the alternative
put by history."
Lenin guessed the designs of the enemies of
the revolution. He warned the Party and the people that the capitalists, the landowners and the
reactionary army officers were hatching a plot
against the revolution, and he alerted them to be
prepared to rebuff the enemy. As he had predicted, the bourgeoisie made an attempt to crush
the revolution. On August 25, General Kornilov,
obedient servant of the Russian and foreign imperialists, raised a counter-revolutionary revolt
and moved troops against Petrograd. He planned
to crush the revolution by armed force and become military dictator. With the Party heading
the struggle of the masses, the Kornilov revolt
was suppressed in a few days. It was brought
home to the workers once more that the Bolshevik Party, led by Lenin, was the only party t}lat
protected their vital interests. The masses swung

it
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sharply towards_ the Bolsheviks. During the reelection to the Soviets the Bolsheviks r"eceived a
Tajority. By August-September the Soviets of
Petrograd and Moscow had come under Bolshevik control. The Soviets gained prestige and

strength.

that the impending revolution was inescapable and that the influence of the Bolsheviks
among_ the working people was growing, the Cadets, Mensheviks and Socialist-Revofutionaries
tried to frighten the masses. They kept repeating
that the Bolsheviks would not be'able- to tike thE
powgl into_ their halds, and if they did, they
would not be able to hold it for even'a for[nigh[,
as they would- not be capable of organising the
government of the countiy. In his irticle -'Can
the Bolsheviks Retain State'Power?" Lenin showed
that this propaganda on the part of the bourgeoisje wa-s designed to scare t-he working class.
He showed that the Bolsheviks were in a fosition
to assum-e power, repulse the counter-revolution,
retain this power and reorganise the country's
e-conomy on socialist lines. An important role'in
this connection was to be played by the Soviets,
which would act as the new- michinery of government by the workers and peasants. The assrimption
of -p-ower by the working class, headed by the
Bolshevik Party and supported by the poorest
pfas-antry,- would release the initiative and energy
of the hitherto oppressed millions and push fo"r'ward with the construction of the new-life.
Lenin was still in hiding in Finland at this
time, but he was kept infoimed of all that was
going on- in the _country. His profound knowledge
of Marxism and his remarkable abitity to appiy
it to the practical struggle enabled him to obltlii,
a quick grasp of events and chart the correct
Se_elng
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course

of action for the Party, its strategy

tactics.

In face of the rapid

and

momentum the revolution

was gaining, the task was to make practical prep-

arati6ns

foi the seizure of power by the working

to make preparations for an aimed uprising, and Lenin, seeing
this, put this issue squarely before_ the Central
Committee of the Parlv. With the Soviets in the
big industrial centres now controlled by the Bolsheviks, the Party, on Lenin's suggestion, Pu!
forward the slogan of "A11 power to the Soviets!"
This was now a call to armed uprising against
the bourgeois government for the eatablishment of
a dictatorship of the proletariat. Over 250 Soviets
in all parts of the country voted for this sloganIn mid-September, Lenin, who was still forced
to remain in hiding in Finland, sent two historical letters to the eentral Committee and to the
Petrograd and Moscow committees of the Party,
"The Bolsheviks Must Assume Power"
rra*ely,
and oMarxism and Insurrection", in which he
demonstrated the need for urgent practical preparations for an armed uprising. "The Bolsheviks,
having obtained a majority in the Soviets . . . of
both Japitals," he wtoie, "ian and must take stale
Dower into their own hands."
' Lenin carefully thought out and drew up a plan
of insurrection. This plan took into account the
forces of both the revolution and counter-revolution and all the conditions prevailing in the
country. at t1'e time. Lelin proposed. immediately
organising insurgent detachment headquarters,
deployinS forces and concentrating the most
refiabie units at key points, namely, surrounding
the government buildings and occ-upying the telephone exchange and telegraph office. He recomclass and the poorest peasants,
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mended forming strong ff_ghting units capable of

l(eepmg the counter-revolutionary troops out of
Petrograd and ensuring the citv,s defln.e. He
showed that all conditi6ns were now ripe for a
successful armed uprising, and urged ttlt Com_
munrsts be sent out to the factories and army
bar-racks, to all places where the *ur.., livefi
and worked. "The pulse of life is there, there is the
source of salvation for our revolution,,, he wrote.
The Central Committee circulated ienin,s letters. among the local Party organisations as di_
rectives. The Party started prJparations for the
armed uprising. AII leading^ party organisations
received concrete tasks. Thi detachm&rts of the
Red Guard were reinforced and new units weie
formed. Training courses for military instructors
were_organised in Petrograd. The Bolsheviks of
the. Baltic Fleet preparid the ground for an
upnslng among the sailors. Frontline soldiers'
organisations loyal to the Bolsheviks formed. armv
units that were to go to the aid of the workerJ.
mived f.o__ In the middle of B.pi"-b;, L;;
llelsingfors to Vybor! in order to be closer io
fetro.grad. The_Bolshevik _newspaper Rabochy
Put
(Workers' Path) printed his'aiticles ;.gilg
that thorough. prppirdtions be made foi ;#il[
power, since the hou,r had struck for starting thE
armed
..uprising. - "The crisis has matured,R he
wrote. "The whole
future of the Russian revolu_
tion is at stake." To miss the opportune moment,
he said, would mean losing .veryihirrg. In a letter
-dated October 1 to the eentrai Coirmittie, tlie
Mosc-ow and Petrograd committees anJ th"'Boi_
shevik members of the Petrograd and Moscow
Soviets, Lenin pointed out thlt the insurrection
must not be put off, o'we must resort to i,nsur_
rectzon at once".

On October 7 Lenin secretly left Vyborg for
for the uprising.
The sarne day he sent-a letter to the City Coriference of the Bolsheviks. On October [i, i, a
Ie^tter t-o_the delegates of the Congress of Soviets
of the Northern Region, he stressed that the moment for decisive action had come. "Delay would
be fatal," he wrote. He firmly believed in the
strength of the Party and its ability to lead the
masses. He knew what inexhaustible springs of
energy-lay untapped in the revolutionary *oiki.rg
class of Russia. He was confident of the'victorioui
Petrograd to direct preparations

outcome of the armed uprising.
On October 10 the question of the armed upris-

Tg was

disc-ussed at a meeting of the Central
Committee. Lenin made a report in which he
showed that the moment was ripe for the seizure
of power [z ]he proletariat and^the poorest peasants. The C.C. adopted Lenin's histoiic resol^ution
on the armed uprising. Kamenev and Zinoviev
alone acted as cowards and opposed this resolution. The farly took Lenin'J 1ine, making his
resolution the keystone of its practical activ:ities.
A Political Bureau headed by-Lenin was elected
at.this meeting to assume leadership of the up-

rlsrng.

On October 16 Lenin again addressed an enlarged meeting of the Central Committee held
jointly with representatiyes of workers' organisations. IIe was.emphatic about the uprisin{ being
started immediateiy. The majority ai the ieetin[
supported Ienin. A Revolutio"nary Military CentrE
to direct the-uprising_was elected at this meeting,
consisting of A. S. Bubnov, F. E. Dzerzhinski.
Y.-M.. Sverdlov, J. V. Stalin and M. S. Uritsky.
Lenin vigorously rejected all arguments in
favour of postponing the uprising. The bour137

Eeoisie, he said, would take advantage of this
ieluv [o smash the revolutionary forcei' He had
secret meetings with Party workers and mi]itary
leaders and ihecked what progress was being
made in the preparations fof the coming battles.
and technical prepHe supervise-d the military
-and
gave advice and
aratioris for the uprising,

instructions. The uprising claimed all his tho lghts
and attention. "Ilfich tLought of noth.ing else,"
Krupskaya wrote ih her reminiscences. 'oHis mood
and-his deep conviction communicated themselves
to his comrides." He was the real guiding spirit
and organiser of the uprising.
Undir the leadership of Lenin and the Central
Committee of the Par7y, systematic preparations
for the uprising were started all over the country.
The C.C. sent letters and concrete directives to
the local areas. The Bolshevik conferences that
were being held at this time in Petrograd and
Moscow voted for Lenin's resolutions. Similar
resolutions were adopted at thirty odd regional,
gubernia and district conferences. The Party was
irakine ready for the decisive struggle for the
power"of the Soviets. Members of the Central
Committee were sent out to the local areas to
help the Party organisations prepare for the
armed uprising. With relentless energy and absolute cdnfideice Lenin rallied the Party ranks
and prepared them for battle. Always in the very
mids? of the masses, in the lead at their struggle,
the Party was able to rally the millions of work.rr, p"rrarrts and soldiers'into a united army of
the revolution.

Defeated by the Party, Kamenev and Zinoviev
perpetrated a piece of perfidious betrayal. They
brUtirh.d in the Mens6evik newsPaper Noaaya
Zhizn (New Life) a statement on their disagree-

ment with the Central Committee on the question

of an armed uprising,

thereby disclosing the
Party's secret decision to its enemies. The Provisional Government lost no time in taking urgent
steps to prevent an armed uprising.
Lenin with anger and contempt branded the
traitors, and demanded that they be severely
censured and expelled from the Party. "I should
consider it disgraceful on my part if I were to
hesitate to condemn these former comrades because of my earlier close relations with them. I
declare outright that I no longer consider either
of them comrades and that I will fight with all
my might, both in the Central Committee and at
the Congress, to secure the expulsion of both of
them from the Party." The C.C., however, did
not expel Kamenev and Zinoviev, but forbade
them to speak on behalf of the Party.
Trotsky did not come out openly against the
resolution of the C.C. on the armed uprising, but
insisted on having it put off until the convocation
of the Second Congress of Soviets, which was
tantamount to obstructing the uprising. Lenin
strongly opposed this position. "To 'wait' for the
Congiess of Soviets would be utter idiocy, or sheer
treachery," he wrote.
Lenin emphatically demanded that the armed
uprising should begin before the opening of the
Sicond-Congress of Soviets, which was scheduled
for October 25, and thus forestall the counterrevolutionary forces, who were preparing that
day to deal the revolution a decisive blow.
N.'I. Podvoisky wrote in his reminiscences: "Vladimir Ilyich was in a great hurry to start the
revolution, and insistently demanded the most
energetic and resolute action, the quick occupation tf all the city's k.y points." On Lenin's

advice, the uprising started on October 24. Early
in the morning, when the Provisional Government

was making an attempt to close down Rabochy
Put, the Party's Central Organ, the Red Guards
and soldiers, on orders from the Revolutionary
Military Centre, took the newspaper premises
under their protection and posted guards around
the Smolny Institute, which housed the headquarters of the uprising.
On receiving information that the government
intended to raise the bridges across the Neva,
thereby cutting off the revolutionary forces of the
workers and dealing with them piecemeal, Lenin
decided to go to the Smolny. Late on the night
of October 24, at great risk to his life, Lenin
made his way through the deserted streets of
Petrograd, which were being patrolled by Cossacks and cadets, and arrived at the Smolny,
where he took over direct leadership of the uprising. "The Smolny was brightly lit up, a scene
of intense activity," Krupskaya writes. "Red
Guards, representatives from the factories and
soldiers came from all over to receive instructions." Orders to start the uprising were sent out
to the factories and mills, the Party locals and
the army units. Red Guard detachments started
to occupy the various points as arranged by plan.
The approaches to the city were guarded by
sailors of the Baltic Fleet and revolutionary units,
and the factories and mills by Red Guards.
The uprising was carried out with true military
precision and skill, in full accord with Lenin's
instructions. The fighting units acted with a high
degree of organisation, discipline and co-ordination. All through the night Lenin received reports
on the progress of the uprising, and issued instructions.
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By the morning of October 25 (November 7)
the central telephone exchange, the telegraph
office, the wireless station, the bridges across the
Neva, the railway stations and all the important
government offices had been occupied by the insurgent workers, soldiers and sailors.
In his guidance of the uprising Lenin's genius
as a leader of the masses, a wise and fearless
strategist who clearly saw what direction the
revolution would take, was strikingly revealed.
"During these days of the great upheayal," !elated a participant in the uprising, "Lenin was
animated, gay, kindled by some kind of special
inner fire, unflinching, confident and firm." The
leadership given by Lenin and the Bolshevik
Party, the valiant struggle and heroism of the
workers of the Red Guard, the soldiers and sailors,
ensured the success of one of the greatest events
in world history-the overthrow of the power of
the landowners and capitalists.
At 10 o'clock on the morning of October 25 the
Revolutionary Military Committee of the Petrograd Soviet of Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies
issued a manifesto written by Lenin "To the
Citizens of Russia". It announced that the Provisional Government had been deposed, that state
power had passed into the hands of the Soviets,
and that the cause for which the people had
fought had been won. At 1l o'clock the Petrograd
Soviet held its historic meeting. Lenin's appearance in the hall evoked scenes of tumultous enthusiasm. He delivered a passionate speech on
the victory of the socialist revolution and the
tasks confronting the Soviet government, and
expressed confidence that socialism in Russia
would triumph. 'oFrom now on, a new phase in
the history of Russia. begins," he said, "and this,
t4t

the third Russiarr revolution, should in the end
lead to the victory of socialism."
On the night of October 25 Lenin ordered the
immediate capture of the Winter Palace, where
the ministers of the Provisional Government were
sitting. The signal for the assault of the Winter

Palace was given by the historic shot from the
cruiser Aurora, The revolutionary units took the
palace by storm. The last bulwark of the bourgeois government had fallen.
The Bolshevik Party, headed by Lenin, led
the people of Russia to their great victory. The
victory of October was the triumph of Leninism,
a result of the hard painstaking work, the heroic
intense struggle, which the Leninists carried on
in the course of many years. The October Socialist Revolution demonstrated to the peoples

of the whole world what a mighty force the

working class and the poorest peasants were when
led by the revolutionary Marxist party.
It was a genuine revolution of the people. It
put an end to the bourgeois order in Russia once
and for all, and for the first time in human history established the dictatorship of the proletariat, created a state of the workers and peasants.
The October Revolution was not merely a shift
of political power. It signified a profound socioeconomic upheaval in the lives of the Russian
people. It marked the beginning of a revolutionary reconstruction of the country-the building
of a new socialist society.
The victory of the Great October Socialist
Revolution turned a new page in the history of
mankind, ushered in the era of the downfall of
imperialism and the triumph of socialism and
communlsm.
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Founder of the World's First
Socialist State
On the evening of October 25 (November 7)
the Second Congiess of Soviets opened in the
Smolny.

It

was attended by 650 delegates, includ-

ing some 400 Bolsheviks, who had arrived from
all- parts of the country. The Congress proclaimed
thaf all power had passed to the Soviets. This was
a great historic event.

Lenin's speech at the Congress on October 26
was received with great enthusiasm. 'oWhen
Lenin appeared on the rostrum," says A. A. Andreyev, who was a delegate to this Congress,'othe
entire hall rose and surged towards the platform
on which he stood. He could not begin his speech
for a long time because of the applause and the
shouts of 'Long live Lenin!"' Besides the delegates, the hall was packed to overflowing with
workers, soldiers and sailors. People stood up on
windowsills, on the ledges of the columns and on
chairs to get a glimpse of Lenin on the platform.
Hats and caps were tossed into the air and glinting bayonets raised aloft. Lenin's speech on peace
was made to a standing audience. In it the leader
of the proletarian revolution proposed the adoption of an appeal to the peoples and governments
of all the belligerent countries calling for an immediate armistice on all fronts.
On Lenin's motion, the Congress adopted the
Decree on Peace, dealing with the most momentous issue agitating the minds of the millions.
This was the first act of the Soviet Government's
peaceful foreign policy-the antithesis of the
predatory policy pursued by the imperialist bourgeoisie. From the very first day of the new
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socialist state, its foreign policy was placed at the
service of peace and friendship among all nations.
The Decree declared war to be the greatest
crime against humanity.

The Decree on Peace was of great historic

significance.

Lenin then delivered a report on the land and
read out his draft decree. The circumstances in
which it came to be written are described in the
reminiscences of V. D. Bonch-Bruyevich, at
whose flat it was drafted. Lenin had not slept
for two days. He had been directing the uprising.
With the Winter Palace captured, the ministers
of the Provisional Government arrested, and the
Second Congress of Soviets opened, Lenin left
the Smolny and went to Bonch-Bruyevich's flat
to snatch a few hours sleep. But he could not fall
asleep-he was to address the Congress the next
day. And so late in the night, we find him quietly
leaving his bed, taking care not to wake anybody,
and tiptoeing to the writing table, where he writes
the Decree on Land. The pen moves swiftly over
the paper. It has all been thought out beforehand.
Day was breaking over the city when Lenin
finished the draft of his historic decree.
The Decree on Land abolished landownership
for all time and without compensation, and turned
the land over to the people. Over 150 million
hectares of land passed into the hands of the
peasantry. The age-old dream for which the
peasants had been fighting was at last realised.
Under Lenin's decree private ownership of the
land was replaced by public, state ownership,
which was later to facilitate the remodelling of
agriculture on socialist lines. The Congress
adopted the Decree on Land amid stormy applause. A peasant delegate from Tver Gubernia
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made a speech of thanks to Lenin, whom he
described as the staunch champion of the poor
peasants.

The Second Congress of Soviets elected an AllRussia Central Executive Committee of the Soviets

of Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies and formed
a government-the Council of People's Commissars, of which Lenin was elected Chairman. The
people entrusted the leadership of the country to
lhe Bolshevik Party, which had always gallantly
and consistently defended their interests. The
elected representatives of the people set up the
world's first workers' and peasants' government
with Lenin at its head.
At that period of preparation for the revolution and its practical realisation, Lenin appeared
before the world as a great Marxist theoretician,
a wise leader of the Communist Party and a supreme strategist of revolution.

Having taken over the rains of government,
the Bolshevik Party fulfilled its obligations to

it proclaimed peace, and gave the
people freedorn and the land. But that rule of
the working class had to be made good and consolidated. From the very first day of the October
victory all Lenin's thoughts, actions, will and
energy were concentrated on safeguarding and
increasing the revolution's gains.
The workers and peasants set about building
a new life under the most adverse and difficult
conditions. The socialist revolution had been
victorious in one country, an economically backward country at that, with a population consisting largely of small peasants. The war was still
going on. It was ruining the country, dislocating
the whole of the national economy. The numerous
enemies of the Soviet government were organising

the people:
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conspiracies and,revolts against it, engineering acts
sabota-ge and provocation, and spreadin[ lies

of

and slander. The situation was furth-er aggravat-Rykov
-by- the fact that Kamenev, Zinoviev,
and their follorvers had come out against the
Party line. They supported the Menshiviks and
Socialist-Revolutionaries in their demands that a
government consisting of representatives from
different parties be set-up. Lenin condemned their
qgnduct as a flagrant breach of Party discipline.
They then announced their resignation froir the
Central Committee, and Rykov, Zinoviev and
Nogin their resignation from'the government. In
the message of the Central Committee "To All
P-arly Mepbers and to All the Working Classes
of Russia" Lenin branded their conduct, which
he described as the act of deserters and strikebreakers of the revolution. This handful of capitulators were immediately replaced by people
who were devoted to the cause of the'w-orking
ed

been at the head

of a state either, but the Party
and the people entrusted this job to me and I
haye to justify their trust. I recommend that you
do the samc."

of workers and peasants into altive participation in socialist construction. He said it was time
to scrap_the bourgeois fiction that only the rich
or an officialdom from the moneyed classes could
govern the country.
One day some factory workers, who had been
appointed to posts in a People's Commissariat,
came to Lenin asking to be allowed to go back
to their old jobs on the plea that they were unable to cope with their new posts. Lenin heard
them out attentively, then said: "I have never

In November 1917 Lenin wrote an appeal "To
the Population" to rally around the Soviets and
boldly take the reins of government into their
own hands. In speeches at meetings and gatherings he constantly exhorted the masses to build
the new life. "Socialism cannot be decreed from
ab-ove,"
-he wrote. He regarded the living creative
effort of the masses as the most important factor
in the construction of socialism.
The Soviet Government was housed in the
Smolny. The place hummed with activity day and
night. Instructions were issued from iheri and
peoqle flocked there from all over the country.
At the centre of all this vast activity stood Lenin.
Workers, soldiers, sailors and peaiants came to
see him. Peasant delegates from remote villages
travelled to the capital on the meagre funds collected among the villagers in ordei to see Lenin
and talk to the head of their government. Lenin
received everyone who came to him, heard each
orre out-attentively, made quick decisions, taught
the workers and peasants and learned from thim
himself. His guiding hand was applied to every
aspect of life in the young Soviet Republii,
nothing escaped him. He worked out all the basic
problems of Party and state policy.
Radical political and economic reforms were
carried out in the country within a short space
of time. One of the first acts of the Soviet Government was the adoption of regulations drafted by
T,enin introducing workers' cbntrol over production and distribution. Elected representalives of
the workers and office employees were given the
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class.

It was necessary to break the resistance of the
enemies, to organise a supply of food to the towns,
restart the factories and mills and build up the
new, Soviet state.

Lenin posed the task of drawing the broad

masses

right to control all the activities of the given
enterprise and prevent any stoppages. ThiJ was
the first- step towards management of industry by
the working class.
. Decrees were passe-d demobilising the old ?rrr1
doing away with the division olf citizens info
social estates, and abolishing the privileges of the
propertied classes. The railway;, the -merchant
fleet and the banks became state property, and
all foreign trade passed into the hands of tt.
state. Shortly afterwards the factories and mills
were taken away from the big capitalists and
declared national property. These meisures of the
Soviet Government strikingly revealed the profoundly revolutionary, demloiratic essence of the
new socialist system.
All the organs of the Soviet state, the People's Commissariats were set up under the direct
supervision of Lenin. At his suggestion the folbwing bodies were set up: the Supleme Economic
Council-the first proletarian body for the planning and- managemient of the national economya People's Commissariat for the Affairs of Nationalities, and an All-Russia Extraordinary Commission to Fight Counter-Revolution and Sabotage. Lenin drew up the "Declaration of Rights
of the Toiling and Exploited People", ,rfri.h
formed the basis of the first Soviet eonstitution.
proclaimed equal rights for all the peoples of
IRussia.
All nations wele guaranteed the right to
self-determination, including secession anld the
formation of independent stites. The declaration
laid firm foundations for the indestructible friendship of the peoples of the Soviet Union.
All these measures had a powerful impact on
the working masses among whom the ^ Soviet
Government was winning increasing support.

The situation in the country, however, was very
difficult. The first thing to do was to put an end
to the war. The war-weary soldiers were eager
to go home. The bourgeois governments of
Britain, France and the U.S.A. rejected the idea
of peace talks with Germany. despite repeated
offers by the Soviet Government. Lenin considered that, under the circumstances, the Soviet
Government had no option but to negotiate a
separate peace with Germany. The German imperialists agreed to negotiate, but dictated robber's terms. They demanded the annexation of a
large part of Soviet territory.
The Party and the Government were faced
with the alternative of accepting these onerous
terms of peace or carrying on with the war. Lenin
proposed signing a peace treaty. The war-weary
country was utterly exhausted, and contirtuation
of the war would have spelt the ruin of Soviet
power. It was necessary, he explained, to make
sacrifices in order to save the Soviet Republic and
secure a respite, however brief, to strengthen Soviet power and preserve the gains of the proletarian revolution. The workers and peasants, he
said, had to be given a rest from the horrors of
the imperialist war, the national economy had
to be restored, and a new workers' and peasants'
army created, capable of defending the gains of
the revolution.
The idea of concluding peace with Germany
was opposed by the remnants of the deposed
bourgeoisie, the Socialist-Revolutionaries, the
Mensheviks, Trotsky and the so-called Left Communists-Bukharin, Bubnov, Lomov, Osinsky and
others. The Left Communists demanded that the
peace talks be broken off, and called for a "revolutionary war" against Germany, although the
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strength for it was lacking. Lenin's line was thus
gpposed by both the bourgeoisie and the pettybourgeois parties, and some of the unstable Communists.

The situation in the Party was extremely difficult. Lenin took this very much to heari. He
came out against the Left Communists and Trotsky in the press, and ridiculed and exposed the
danger of "revolutionary phraseology". He called
the attitude of the Left eommunists adventurist
and their behaviour "strange and monstrous"
when they talked themselveJ into the statement
that Soviet power could be sacrificed in the interests of the world revolution. He emphasised
lhat thg pres,ervation and strengthening of the
Soviet Republic was the best support that could
be given to the world liberation rnovement of the

working people.
The question of peace was repeatedlv and hotly debated at meetings of the- Partyts Central
Committee. At first the majority did not support
Lenin. Trotsky, who was appointed head o?-the
Soviet peace talks delegation, disobeyed the instructions given by Lenin, the Central Committee
and the Soviet Government: he refused to sign
the terms proposed by Germany, and th-us
wrecked the peace talks. The behaviour of Trotsky and the Left Communists played into the
hands of the German imperialists.' Taking ady?llage of- this the Germln army in Feb"ruary
1918 launched an offensive. The imperialists
sought to strangle Soviet power and turn Russia
into a colony.
The land of Soviets was in mortal danger.
Lenin, the Communist Party, urgently set a6out
organising its defence. On February-21, Lenin,
on behalf of the Council of People's'Commissars,
t50

wrote an inrpassioned appeal to thc people: "The
Socialist Fatherland Is In Danger!"
"It is the sacred dutv of the workers and peasants of Russia," this document said, "devotedly
to defend the'Republic of Soviets against the
hordes of bourgeois-imperialist Germany'" -The
whole countrv. Lenin siid, was to be geared for
J.f.rr.". The'ieader's appeal evoked a powerful
revolutionary response among the working masses'
Mass meetings bf workers, peasants ,end soldiers were held in Petrograd, Moscow, EkaterinU".o u"d other cities and in the villages' At
Len"in's call, at the call of the Communist Party
and the Soviet Government, tens of thousands
of *ork.rt and peasants volunteered to defend
the socialist homeland' Detachments of the new
people sprang up evearmy of the revolutionary-reiistEd
the advancing
.rr*ir... and heroicallv
.rr.*r. who was repulsed near Narva and Pskov'
In'memoty of those days, Febru{y 23 is now
celebrated as Soviet Army Day.
annually'question
of concluding peace became so
The
acute and urgent that the Central Committee decided to .ori.r. a congress of the Party. Active
oreoarations for it wer-e started. Lenin's articles
Lrnit u the necessity of concluding peace were
puBtiJtred in Praada almost daily. The headings
ii"a.r which they appeared were so. trenchant
that thev left no ,o6* fot doubt against whom
directed ("The Revolutionary Phrase",
it."
;the*.i"
Itch", "Peace'or War?", "An lJn{ortunate
Peuce", "A Painful but Necessary -Lesson")'
by
Th.t. articles were reprinted f.rom Praada
the local newsPapers, and brought to the knowledge of the whole countrY.
ihe Seventh Congresi of the Palty opened in
Petrograd on March-6, 1918' It was the first Part5t

ty Congress to be held since the October Revolution. The Congre,ss was chaired by Lenin, who
took the floor ejghteen times. In thl C.C.'s political .report delivered by him he proved incontestabll that it was necessary to iign the Brest
Peace Treaty.

TFq Congiess, by
_
Lenin's

a majority of votes, approved
line and adopted"the iesolution',,0, Wu,
and P^eace", which itressed the fact that peace
with Germany was necessary for Soviet Russia.
The Congress'called for vigilince and revolutionary dis-cipline on the part of the working people and the Party,_for-the creation of or{ariisations capable of rallying the masses in defEnce of
the soci.alist country, since further attacks by the
imperialists were inevitable. The Congress expre-ssed ardent faith in the victory of tlre workers' revolution in all countries arrd pro-ised that
the proletariat of Russia would supiport the fraternal revolutionary movement throughout the
world.
. Orr Lenin's report the Congress adopted his
draft resolution renaming the Pirtv. It w;s hence_
forth to be called the Russian Communist party
(Polshevik$.^Tt. name Communist, Lenin said,
"indicates sufficiently clearly that we are advancing towards complete communism".
The Congress-also decided to draft a new programme for the Party. The first programme,
adopted at the Second'Congress in190B. Iiad been
carried out-the power of the tsar, the landown_
ers and the capitalists had been overthrown. A
new programme was needed in which the tasks
of socialist construction would be defined. A ,pecial commission headed by Lenin was elected to
draw up the new prograrnmc.
Withdlawal from the war gave the working class
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and peasants of the Soviet Republic the breathingspace they needed to strengthen Soviet power
and develop the socialist revolution. The highest
credit for this goes to Lenin. It was his wisdom,
his steadfast adherence to principles and his iron
will that ensured enforcement of the only correct
policy under the circumstances. The signing of
the Brest Peace Treaty was a striking example

of the flexibility of Lenin's tactics, his ability to
give ground when necessary, in order to gain time
and muster strength for victory in coming battles.

On March ll, 1918, the Government moved to
Moscow, which had become the Soviet capital.
The Council of People's Commissars and the AllRussia Central Executive Committee were housed
in the Kremlin. Lenin took up his quarters there
as well.
The conclusion of peace had to be sanctioned
by the country's supreme organ of power. The
Extraordinary Fourth All-Russia Congress of Soviets, which met in Moscow on March 14, 1918,
adopted a resolution, drafted by Lenin, ratifying
fhe peace treaty in the face of fierce resistance
on the part of the Left Socialist-Revolutionaries.
The latter raised a revolt against the Soviet
Government. Determined at all costs to torpedo the
peace treaty with Germany, the Left S.R.s in
Moscow assassinated the German Ambassador
Mirbach. The Soviet Government was placed in

a yery difficult position. The Party and the

Government, however, found the strength to crush
the counter-revolutionary revolt of the Left S.R.s
and prevent the peace from being broken. The
development of the world liberation movement
after the signing of the Brest Peace Treaty bore
out Lenin's shrewd calculations and scientific
foresight. In November 1918 a revolution broke
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out in Germany and this predatory treaty became
invalid.
Lenin, the Party, and the Government hastened
to take advantage of the peaceful respite to
strengthen Soviet power and start building the
socialist state. This was no easy task.
With the rule of the landowners and capitalists overthrown, the people were faced with a
task which no other country in the world had
ever been called upon to tackle. They had to
build up a new machinery of state, put the economy on its feet, learn to run the country. The
workers and peasants were now masters of the
factories and the land, but not all of them realised that these were now state public property,
which had to be taken care of and augmented.
How to re-educate the masses in the spirit of
socialism, how to teach them to work the new
way-these were problems that absorbed Lenin
completely. Being in the thick of things himself
and dealing daily with a mass of urgent practical
problems, Lenin mapped out the general line of
socialist construction in Russia and laid down the
basic principles of Soviet foreign and domestic
policy. On April 29, 1918, he made a report on
the immediate tasks of the Soviet Government at
a meeting of the All-Russia Central Executive
Committee. In his report and pamphlet on the
subject Lenin revealed the causes that had led up
to the victory of the October Revolution, set the
task of remodelling Russia's economy on socialist lines, showed the difficulties standing in the
way of the new society, and urged the workers to
learn how to organise production. The creation
of a new, socialist economy, Lenin taught, was
the principal task. "This is the most difficult
task," he wrote, "because it is a matter of organis-

ing in a new way the most deep-rooted, the economic foundations of life of scores of millions of
people. And it is the most gratifying task, because
only alter it has been fulfilled (in the principal
and main outlines) will it be possible to say that
Russia has become not only a Soviet, but also a
socialist, republic."
There was plenty of organising talent among
the people, among the workers and peasants,
Lenin said. Capitalism had stifled and wasted it.
These people had to be discovered, helped to find
their feet and given a chance to unfold.
Lenin spoke with contempt of those toadies of
the bourgeoisie-the Mensheviks, who refused to
believe in the creative capabilities of the masses
and who slandered the Soviet power. Alluding
to Krylov's fable, he wrote: "Let the lap-dogs of
bourgeois society squeal and yelp about every
extra chip that is sent flying in cutting down the
big, old wood. What else are lap-dogs for if not
to yelp at the proletarian elephant? Let them
yelp. We shall go our way."
Lenin pointed out that it was necessary to organise accounting and control of production and
distribution. He put forward in clear-cut explicit
terms the slogan: "Keep regular and honest accounts of money, manage economically, do not
be lazy, do not steal, observe the strictest labour
discipline." He urged the workers to raise the
productivity of labour, to develop large-scale industry, to increase the output of fuel, iron and
machines, and also to raise the educational and
cultural level of the masses, improve discipline
and increase efficiency. He pointed out that raising the productivity of labour would be a long
and difficult job. Lenin's advice and instructions
were of great importance in building socialism.
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They are important today, too, when the Soviet

people are building communism.

Lenin attached particular importance to the
organisation and widespread practice of socialist
emulation. Socialism, he said, made it possible
for the first time to introduce emulation on a wide
scale. He taught that socialism was created by
the people themselves, that it released inexhaustible well-springs of talent and inspired the millions of working men and women to make history.
The Communist Party's efforts to implement
Lenin's plan of socialist construction were made
under exceptionally adverse conditions. In the
summer of I9l8 the country was in the grip of an
acute food crisis. The kulaks and profiteers-hoarded their grain in the hope of crushing the revolution through staryation. Lenin put forward the
watchword: "The struggle for bread is a struggle for socialism!"
The Party called on the workers to campaign
in the villages. "Comrades, workers," Lenin
wrote, "remember that the revolution is in a critical situation. Remember that you alone can
save the revolution, nobody else can."
_ Thousands of politically alert workers, chiefly
from Petrograd, formed food detachments and
went out to the villages in response to the call of
Lenin and the Party. In June 1918 Lenin signed
a decree setting up Committees of Poor Peasants.
These committees became a bulwark of the Soviet
state in fighting the kulaks and supplying the
towns and the army with bread. All this strengthened the Soviets in the villages and helped to
win the middle peasants over to the side of the
Soviet government.
In July I9l8 the Fifth Congress of Soviets
adopted the fir'st Constitution of the Russian Ret56

public, in which the gains of the socialist revolution were consecrated by law. "The world has
never known such a constitution as ours," Lenin
said. "It embodies the workers' experience of
struggle and organisation against the exploiters
both at home and abroad."

Lenin Leads the Country's Defence
The peaceful respite was shortlived. The foreign imperialists and the deposed bourgeoisie and
landowners refused to accept the victory of the
workers and peasants of Russia. They understood
that a revolutionary conflagration had started that
might spread to other countries. The capitalists
of Britain, France and the U.S.A. did not want
to lose the thousands of millions they had loaned
to the Russian tsar, the landowners and the bourgeoisie. They did not want to lose the huge
profits which the exploitation of Russia's natural
wealth had been pouring into their pockets.
In the spring of 1918 American, British and
French troops seized Murmansk. Japanese, British
and later American soldiers landed in Vladivostok. The imperialists started war against the
Land of Soviets in an effort to crush the newborn
socialist state by armed force. Whiteguards and
other counter-revolutionaries, with the help of
the foreign imperialists, started a civil war.
The Communist Party and the Soviet people
rose in defence of their republic. Lenin regarded
this defence as the highest duty towards the world
revolutionary movement on the part of the Soviet Republic.
The strain under which Lenin worked during
the years of foreign military intervention ancl
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civil war defies description. Under his direct
lead:rship strategic plans were drawn up and
the Red Army belame steeled in battle. Hi dealt
with such protrlems as reinforcements, fighting
efficiency of the troops, and the supply offood]
clothrng and weapons.

The proletarian army was in need of comof its own. At T,enin's suggestion, special courses were organised and a sfsie* of'military training for cimmanders wuJ woiked out.
The core of this command personnel was formed
manders

by workers and revolutionaiy peasants. The Communist Party and its great- liader reared such

M. V. Frunze,
V. K. Bliicher, M. N. Tukhachevsky. S. M. Bu{yonny, E I. Voroshilov,, G. 1. Kotovsky,
A.
Y. Parkhomenko, V. I. Chapayev,
N. A. Shchors and many other heroe, of 'tfr.
gytg_an!!1S_ army_ commanders as

Civil War.
At the same time Lenin was for freely enlisting. the services of the old military speciaiists. He
believed that in military matters iheir rich experience should be drawn'on. The young co-maiders received their military training"from these
old specialists. An important role ii the training
of fighting. men for the Red Army was playeX
by the military commissars, throueh whose medium the Party conducted politica'i work in the
army.

Lenin went into every detail of all the major
problems connected with the country's defen"ce.
From his workroom in the Kremlin he sent out
o-rders, instructions and directives to all parts of
the. country. He _would often telephone'late at
night to one or other executive to e-nquire whether such-and-such a unit had been dispatched
to the front, whether it had been providid with
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food, weapons and everything else it required.
Denying himself rest and sleep, he followed the
progress of military operations and took all steps
to ensure victory. He summoned commanders to his
office and questioned them on the situation at the
front and the army's needs. Lenin called upon
ihe people to give every possible help to the
army. All our difficulties and hardships, he wrote,
were nothing as compared with the lot of the Red
Army man, who was shedding his blood to defend the workers' and peasants' state.
Notwithstanding the imperialists' superiority
in strength and the incredible difficulties-the
acute shortage of food, clothing, weapons and ammunition-Lenin was firmly convinced that the
new social order would win the day. And he imbued the people with his own confidence. Almost
every day, and sometimes seyeral times a day,
he addressed mass meetings of workers and Red
Army men, spoke at congresses, at factories and
mills.
Every Communist, the whole country, was conscious of Lenin's firm hand, his iron will and
lucid revolutionary thought. The leader's ardent
speeches, his unshakable confidence in the triumph
of the just cause, heartened the workers and
peqsqnls, rallied them, inspired them with hope
and faith in ultimate victory.
Thq powerful effect of Lenin's speeches is
described by A. G. Panyunin, an employee of the
Moscow Dyla_mg Woiks. 'iAfter 'helring his
stirring words I felt ready to plunge straight into
!attle," he wrote. "Hungry, barefoot, ragged, but
filled with enthusiasm and confidence, *e drank
in his every word."
Lenin showed concern for the people's spiritual
growth, for giving them access to culture. Speak-

ing at the Third All-Russia eongress of Soviets
in- January 1918 he said that in the old days,
under capitalism, all the benefits of technology and
culture were available only to the rich, whereas
the working people were barely able to read or
write. From now on, he said, all the marvels of
science and the gains of culture belonged to the
whole nation.

Lenin's friends and relatives tell how attentively he followed the progress of Soviet literature,
come into being. Lenin read and
which had just
-works
of Bedny, Serafimovich and
reread the
Gorky, and made use of their writings in his own
works and speeches. He was all for popularising
their writings widely among the people'
Lenin wolked at high pressure. His only relaxation was a stroll about the Kremlin or an occasional Sunday trip with his wife and his sister
Maria to Sparrow Hills (now Lenin Hills) or
some other suburb of Moscow.
In the meantime, the counter-revolutionaries
within the country, financed and incited by the
imperialists, were hatching conspiracies against
the Soviet Government and plotting the assassination of Lenin and his associates. On August 30,
1918, a Socialist-Revolutionary named Kaplan
made a dastardly attempt on Lenin's life. She
fired at him point-blank, severely wounding him.
The bullets had been poisoned, and Lenin's life
hung by a thread. Doctors kept day-and-night
viEil at his bedside in the Kremlin.
ihe Party and the whole country anxiously
awaited news of their leader's health. Enquiries
poured in to Moscow from all over the land day
and night. When Lenin began to recover the
oeople'i iov kuew no bounds. He received thouiurds of gieetings from workers and peasants. In
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Lenin in Red Square, November 7, 1919.
Photo

Lenin in his study in the Kremlin.

Photo.

1918

September l9l8 Praada wrote: "Lenin is fighting
his illness. He will conquer it! For so wills the
proletariat. Such is its command to Destiny!" The
peasants of Pankovo Volost wrote: "Comrade
Lenin, we send you our fraternal greetings. Hurry up and get well for our sake and to spite the
imperialists." On September 12, the Red Army
liberated Simbirsk and the men of the First Army
wired Lenin: "Dear Vladimir IlyiclS we have
avenged one of your wounds by taking your home
town, and shall take Samara to avenge the other."
To which Lenin replied: "The capture of Simbirsk, my home town, is a wonderful tonic, the
best treatment for my wounds. I feel a new lease
of life and energy. Congratulations to the Red
Army men on their victory, and, on behalf of aU
working people, thanks for all their sacrifices."
As soon as he had recovered from his wounds he
resumed leadership of the Party and the country.
In the winter of 1918-19 fighting broke out
with renewed intensity. The imperialists of the
IJ.S.A., Britain, France and Japan massed large
forces against Soviet Russia. Tliey landed troops
in the North, in Odessa and the Crimea, in
Transcaucasia, Central Asia and the Far East.
Over a million soldiers, armed to the teeth, surrounded the Soviet Republic on all sides. The imperialists aided the whiteguard generals, first and
foremost Kolchak. In the spring of 1919 Kol-

chak's army launched an offensive.

The people, led by the Party, stiffened their
to the enemies of the revolution. "To
the aid of the Eastern front!" was Lenin's call.
Twenty thousand Communists, several thousand
Y.C.L. members and over 60,000 workers, trade
union members, responded to the call of the Communist Party and set off for the front.
resistance

11-1198
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Lenin did not conceal the difficulties, he always told the people the truth, and taught the
Party to do the same. The Communists went to
the factories, mines and villages and told people
about the critical position the Soviet Republic
was in, calling upon the workers and peasants,
the soldiers and sailors, to strengthen and defend
their Soviet power. They went to the most dangerous sections of the front, where they inspired
the men to deeds of valour by personal example.
The unwavering staunchness of the Communist
Party, the level-headed coolness which it maintained during those grim days, its unshakable
confidence in victory, brought it still closer to the
masses. To wage a winning war, Lenin said, a
strong organised home front was essential. The
best army in the world would be destroyed if it
did not have the support of the people. The army
had to be armed, fed and clothed. And this was
the job of the home front. Lenin and the Party constantly called for more aid to the army in the field.
The workers and all the labouring masses
responded to the leader's call by heroic Efforts on
the labour front. Beginning
with the spring of
"work
1919, sub_botniks (vohinteer
without^ puy" fo.
the benefit of the itate), first initiated by Mbsiow's
railwaymen, were organised all over the country.
In his article, "A Great Beginning", Lenin
described these subbotniks as an event bf historic
significance, as the actual beginning of a communist attitude to labour. Communism, he said, begins
where the rank-and-file workers start to show an
interest in increasing labour productivity, in
taking care of every pood of grain, coal, iron and
other products belonging to the community as a
whole. Lenin himself took part in a subbotnik
organised in the Kremlin on May 1, 1920.

Lenin called upon the workers to increase labour productivity in every possible way. "In the
'"plroductivity'of
last- analysis," he wrote,
labour
is- the most important, the principal thing for the
victgry of the new social system."
The Soviet Republic had to defend itself
against t,he invasion of fourteen countries. Everything had to- be geared to the task of defeating
the forces of intervention and internal counterrevolution. Wartime regulations were introduced
in industry and transport as well as in the army
and navy- To supply- the army and the workeri
the Soviet Government was irbliged to employ
stringent measures in distributing- the couniryts
meagre food stocks. A surplus-requisitioning system was introduced under which the peasanti had
to deliver surplus grain to the state to feed the
a.rpy and the workers. Being as it was in the position of a _besieged fortress, the Soviet Repu6lic
could not hold out otherwise, Lenin said.- Universal labour service was introduced and food
was issued only to those who worked. An economic policy known as War Communism, a temporary measure necessitated by the war and economic ruin, was adopted.
. At the.helght of the,struggle against the foreign
interventionists and the internal counter-revolution, the Eighth Congress of the Party was convened. It opened on March 18, on Paris Commune Day. The Russian proletariat had fulfilled
what the Communards had dreamt of and fought
for. This created a spirit of elation u*ong ihe
Congress delegates and inspired them with-confidence in the victory of the socialist revolution
in other countries. Lenin delivered reports on the
work of the Central Committee, the-programme
of the Party and the work in the c^ouritryside.
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The Soviet state, Lenin pointed out, was consistently pursuing a policy of peace. But the bourgeois states were waging a furious struggle
against the Soviet Republic. It was necessary therefore to strengthen the country's defensive power.
The report on the work in the countryside was
largely devoted to the question of the attitude
to the middle peasants. The working class had
carried out the October Socialist Revolution
together with the poorest peasantry. The farm
labourers and poor peasants gave unqualified sup-

port to the Soviet Government. The bulk of the
rural population, however, was made up of middle peasants. Many of them had adopted a waitand-see attitude. In the autumn of 1918 the
middle peasants had begun to turn towards the
Soviets. Lenin noted this as an important fact.
Now, he stated at the Congress, the time had
come to form a strong alliance with the middle
peasant. Without this alliance, he said, it would
be impossible to build socialism. On the basis of
Lenin's report the Congress adopted a resolution
calling for a policy of close alliance with the

middle peasant.
The Party's policy aimed at strengthening the
alliance between the working class and the middle peasantry while relying on the peasant poor
for the purpose of combating the kulaks was a
decisive factor in the successful outcome of the
Civil War, in the defeat of the imperialists and
whiteguards, and in the building of socialism.
The Eighth Congress adopted a new programme

rested on a scientific foundation, that it was realistic and served the working class and the party
as a-guide in building up the new socialist society.
Tt. programme was unanimously adopted
amid scenes of great enthusiasm. Here, for^ the
first time in history, was a programme of a Comr-nq{lt Pafty that had come Io power and was
building a socialist .society. Speaking of the
international impact of the new pfog.amire, Lenin

sard:

programme will serve as extremely
^l'Oyr material for propaganda
effective
and agitation; it
is a document which wilfldd the workErs to say,
oHere
are our comrades, our brothers; here orir
common cause is becoming reality'.',
as.he was witfi the vast job of build. Occupied
the
So_viet
state and defending the country,
i"S lrp
Lenin nevertheless found time to rieive numerous delegations o-f worke-rs and peasants, and representatives of fraternal communist parties. Iie

was always thoughtful and consideiate in his
attitude towards the people he worked with and
the rank-and-file Pafty hembers. He showed a
solicitous interest in people. It was with loving
care that he drew yp measures for establishin[
sanatoriums where the working people could rest]
and for improving (he work oi'schools and children's institutions. He taught all pafty and
administrative workers the sime solicitous uttitrd.

towards the neople.

of the Party. Drawn up by a

4 {<a1iriry'ky,
"Vladimir
Ilyich had a rare human quality thit
set him apart from everyone else: it was his

transition period from capitalism to socialism. In
his report, Lenin emphasised that the programme

simplicity and modesty not onlf in his relations
with his comrades-whether a'member of the
C.C. or a rank-and-file Party member-but witlr

committee
headed by Lenin, the new programme defined
the tasks of the Communist Party throughout the

.._y.

the veteran Communist, wrote:

extraordinary- thoughtfulness, responsiveness, tact,
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people

in

general, whether

office-cleaner."

a

celebrity or

an

The working people repaid Lenin with a simiThousands of greetings
addressed to the great leader of the working people poured in daily. The workers of the Stodol
Mitl-in Klintsy sent Lenin a letter and the gift of
a length of cloth. They wrote that they had
named their mill after him and asked him to have
a suit made from the cloth they had woven with
their own hands.
Lenin answered, deeply moved: "Dear comrades, I thank you most heartily for your greetings
and your gift. I will tell you as a secret that you
ought not to send me any gifts. I earnestly request
you to spread this secret among the workers as
widely as possible. Please accept my best thanks,
greetings and wishes. Yours, A. Ufuanov (Lenin)."
Early in 1919 a peasant named Ivanov came
to see Lenin. On returning home he reported at
a meeting of the Volost Executive Committee
that Lenin had approved the E.C.'s policy and
sent his greetings and heartfelt thanks. Ivanov
mentioned, among other things, that Lenin worked
in an unheated room. Whereupon the Milinovo
Volost Executive Committee passed a resolution
"to send Comrade Lenin a carload of firewood
at the expense of the E.C., and if need be, to send
a tinsmith to install an iron stove in his office".
This was an expression of the touching concern
that the people showed for their leader.
Lenin-oftEn spoke at meetings, where he called
upon the people to build a new life and taught
tliem how- to do it. He addressed meetings of
metalworkers, miners, railwaymen and millhands.
He spoke simply and to the point. His speeches
gripped the audience with the force of their pas'

lar warm affection.

sionate conviction and steadfast faith in the
power of the working people. A. A. Nikishin, a
Baku oil worker, who together with other workers had been received by Lenin, related: "We
came out of the Kremlin and began to compare
notes. We had expected Vladimir Ilyich to speak
of extraordinary things in extraordinary languagg. B-ut !e said the most ordinary things in
the simplest language. . .. It was easy to see that
Vladimir Ilyich lived his life through ours, that
he knew all about us, had studied our possibilities, knew our bottleneck sections and frankly
pointed them out. He amazed us all by his remark'able simplicity, his extraordinary warmth, and
after we had been with him for five minutes we
felt like old friends and were completely at our
ease. There was no strain, everythlng was simple, natu,ral and easy. It was this simplicity, this
charm of manner that one appreciated in Vladimir Ilyich, the leader, teachei and friend of the
working class!" "Our Ilyich," the workers and
peasants affectionately called him.
Lenin had unbounded faith in the creative
powers of the people. "It is from this firmness of
the workers, of the working masses that I, Iike
every Communist, draw confidence in the inevitable world victory of the workers and the workers' cause," Lenin wrote. He wanted to see the
rank-and-file workers and peasants drawn into
Party, administrative, and trade union activities
on a wide scale. He made a strong point of having women drawn into public activities. When
millions of women took part in public life, he
said, the cause of building socialism would be
put on a firm footing. He frequently addressed
meetings and conferences of women workers and
peasants, and told them of the downtrodden,
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humiliating lot of working women in cap,italist
society. He pointed out that Soviet powgl had done

The delegates related that they had expected
from Lenin a report on the international and

geois republics in the world had done in a
f,undred-years, and he urged women to take an
active part in defending- and building up the
socialist state.
A. Serafimovich, the author, recalls that on one
occasion, when commenting on the magazine
Taorchestao, Lenin asked him: "But tell me this
don't you have anything to say about the
-why
life
of the Soviet woman, the peasant woman.
After all, in the newly remodelled state, the
socialist. siate, she plays i tremendous role. She is
stepping into the broad arena of public activitv-fbr the first time. Look how keen women are,
even in the villages, to study and get an education. In a few years' time we shall have our
woman doctors, our woman agronomists, woman
engineers, woman scientists, woman statesmen.
Yei," he resumed after a thoughtful pause, "we've
got to write about our women. The way life,progiesses with us depends a great deal upon them."
: Lenin was a friend of the youth. He closely
followed the youth movement and helped it adopi
a correct political stand. On his advice the Party
entrusted the political education of the youth -to
its leading Communists. Under hi! guidance the
Young Communist League, the Komsomol, was
created. It now bears the honourable title of
Leninist Komsomol. Lenin received a delegation
of the First Congress of the Komsomol, which
was held in October 1918. In the autumn of 1920
he addressed the Third Congress of the KomsoErol on "The Tasks of the Youth Leagues". The
Congress met at a time when heavy fighting was
in plogress against the white general Wrangel.

how to combat banditism, how to go about the
food surplus expropriation. Instead Lenin called
upon the young people to study, study and study.
He explained to them in clear and simple terms
that they had to acquire knowledge in order to
build communism. Communism, he told them,
could be built only on the basis of science, on
the basis of the knowledge accumulated by all
mankind. And this knowledge had to be combined
with productive labour in industry and applied
in agriculture. Without this, he said, communism
could not be built. To be a member of the Young
Communist League meant devoting all one's
energies to the common cause. Every day, in every
town and every village, the young people, together
with the workers and peasants, were to deal practically with one or another task of common labour,
no matter how small or simple. "The Young Communist League," he said, "should teach all young
people to engage in conscious and disciplined
labour from an early age."
Lenin unfolded before the young people the
lofty principles of communist ethics. Communist
morality, he said, was founded on the struggle
to build a communist society. Devotion to the
cause of communism, a lifetime dedicated to the
struggle for the happiness of the working people,
love of one's country, internationalism, irreconcilability to the enemies of communism, collectivism-this is what went to shape the moral character of the man of the new society. And this
was exemplified
-speech by Lenin himself.
Lenin's
inspired the youth to deeds of'
heroism'in the battlefield and selfless labour on
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more for women in a short time than all the bour-

internal situation, on how to fight the whiteguards,

the home front. His advice and instructions to
the youth have lost none of their significance to
this day, in the period of communist construction.
Devoting all his energies to the task of strengthening Soviet power, fighting the foreign interventionists and whiteguards, and educating the
masses in the spirit of communism, Lenin drew
upon the rich revolutionary experience of the
Russian working class and the Bolshevik Party,
and applied the revolutionary theory he had
worked out in the new conditions to help the

international working-class movement and
organise a Communist International. In the latter
half of 1918 communist parties were formed in
Germany, Austria, Finland, Hungary and Poland.

In January l9l9 Lenin called upon the workers
of Europe and Ameri ca to establish a Third

International. In March 1919 the First Congress of
the Third, Communist, International was held in
Moscow. Its work was directed by Lenin. He
made a report on bourgeois democracy and the
dictatorship of the proletariat, and spoke about
Soviet power and the essence of the dictatorship
of the proletariat.
The leaders of the Second International had
distorted Marxist teachings. They were opposed
to proletarian dictatorship. Lenin exposed them
for what they were-henchmen of the bourgeoisie. A powerful blow at opportunism was
dealt by Lenin in his book The Proletarian Reaolution and the Renegade Rautshy, written in
October 1918.
V. D. Bonch-Bruyevich writes in his reminiscences that Lenin worked on this book with special
enthusiasm. "He was literally aflame with anger",
"he spent whole days till late into the night,
writing this extraordinarily powerful book".
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Why was Lenin so angrY? Whom was he

uP

in arms against?
of 1918, K.- Kautsky, .the
At the" beginning
"oppoitunism,
issued a pamphlet
ideoloeue of
the Proletariat, in
of
Diciatorship
."titt.f The
which he distorted Marx-s theory of the socialist
revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat,
slandered the Soviet state and went out of his
wav to denisrate the activities of the Bolshevik
Paitv. Lenin" exposed Kautsky's betrayal of the
interests of the ivorking class and criticised him
for refusing to accept the main tenet of Marxism
dictaiorship of the proletariat.
-the
Lenin showed- that Kautsky's attempts to present bourgeois democracy as-"pure and non-class"
democraci were untenable. So long as there exist
Jifferent tlutt.t, he wrote, one can speak only of
class democracy. Bourgeois democracy expresses
the interests of a minority, whereas proletarian
socialist democracy "is a million times mote
democratic than any bourgeois democracy" and
works in the interests of the absolute majority
of the population-the working people. He cited
the exferience of the Soviet power in Russia to
show that there was no government more democratic than the government of the working peoPle
administered th"rough the Soviets. It was to the
dictatorship of thJ proleta-riat ^that the Soviet
o.oole o*Ld their successful fight against the
lorirt.r-r.rrolution and the armed invasion of the
imoerialists. and were able to start building a

rr.io life. Lenin pointed out the tremendous
international significance of the Russian -people's
struggle for s6cialism, a struggle in which the
Coniirunist Party, the working class and all the
labourins people of the Soviet Republic were
showing"an^example to all other peoples.
t7i

The First Congress inaugurated the Third
International. The i..rtio" of ;b;;;;"ist
International wg.s a- great victory-the
for Leninism. Lenin
took part in the work of
other Comintern
congresses as well: the Second in 1920, the Third
in 1921, and the Fourth in 1922. He'-o.keJ i.,
the most important committees, spoke on the
peasant and national questions, on the attitude to
the oppressed nations, on lhe question oa .;io;i.q
agd the role and tactics of the communist parties.
The major resolutions of the Comintern con_
gr€sses were drafted by him.
laid particulir stress on the importance
of"L.lio
unity and solidarity among the work^ers, and.
communist,parties of all couitries, and pressed
for strict adherence to the principles of prol'etarian
internationalism.
delegates_to the Comintern congresses
Y.,.*.,
and
discussed with them the working_class move_
ment and the
.orggrisation of comriunist parties
rn their countries.
These meetings and talki with
plqyed
an
important
rolE in ihe lives oi
J,eqin
leaders of the fraternal communist parties, such
as William Gallacher (Britain), Marcel iu.fri"
(France),_ Antonin Zi$otockf
icze;h;;lo;;ki;i;
Ch-risto Kabakchiev (Brilgaria)
-u"y oth;;;.
In his letters to the lealers bf"ia
tn. inieinational
_communist and labour movement Lenin ."p..rrad
his profound conviction in the inevitable -victoru
of the world revolution, the victory ,f tfr. -".ri,
socialist democracy in all countries. '
_ Lenin was an arde-nt patriot. He loved Russia,
her people, culture, lanluage and lite;;ture. A[
the same time he was a great proletarian inter_
nationalist. He always lfiked ihe interests and
tasks of the Bolshevik party, the working .lirs
and the working rnasses of Russia, with tfrose oi
tv2

the international labour and communist movement.

He regarded the revolution in Russia as part of
the world socialist revolution.
He hailed the establishment of Soviets in Hungary and Bavaria (in the spring of 1919) and
supported B6la Kun, the leader of the Hungarian
revolution. In a letter to Clara Zetkin he wrote:

"'We are all extremely glad that you, Comrade
Mehring, and the other 'Spartacus comrades"$ in
Germany are with us,'head andheart'." He closely followed developments in the communist and socialist parties and actively supported
the genuinely revolutionary elements within-them,
while at the same time criticising every kind of
distortion and vulgarisation of Marxism. He considered it essential to develop contacts between
the communist and other workers' parties and to
keep each other informed of the situation within
their parties and their activities, a practice which
he himself invariably adhered to.
the experience of the Russian
- In order totobring
Communists
the knowledge of the young communist parties in the various countries and pool
this experience with them, Lenin in 1920 wrote
his book " Left-Wing" Communisnl-an Intantile
Disorder, in which he dealt with the history of
the formation, development, struggle and victories of the Bolshevik Party. He deiiribed how the
Party had grown and matured, how and why it
had been able to cope with its difficulties, and
what lessons the other communist parties could
derive from its rich experience.
The Bolshevik Party, Lenin wrote, had grown
up and matured in the struggle against the

*

Spartacus League-a revolutionary
organisation of
'were-

German
founders

Left

of the

Social-Democrats who
among the
Communist Party of Germany.-Ed.
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retains its enormous significance for the communist movement throughout the world.

Lenin's selfless struggle for the cause of the
workers and peasants earned him the boundless
love and trust of the working people all over the
world. The international pioletariat and Communists of all countries regarded him as their
leader and teacher. Here are several entries in
the album in which delegates to the Second Congress of the Comintern wrote their impressions
of Lenin:
"The Russian proletariat has every right to be
proud of Comrade Lenin and can consider it their
good fortune that in a revolutionary era, whet]
there was the greatest need for this, they had
Lenin," wrote Antonin Zhpotockf.
"Lenin, simplest, most human, and yet most
far-seeing and immovable," wrote John Reed.
Delegates from the colonial and dependent
countries wrote that Lenin had awakened in the
hearts of the peoples of the East new hopes and
showed them the way to happiness. "The most
noble representative of humanity," a delegate
from India pithily expressed it.
The toiling massei and oppressed peoples of
East and West lent an eager ear to Lenin. The
Italian Communist, Germanetto, wrote that early
in the 1920s Lenin's name was known even in the
remotest villages of Italy. As a sign of their profound respect for him, some workers' families gave
the name "Lenin" to their newborn children.
In the summer of 1919 the interventionists and
whiteguards intensified their pressure on the
Soviel Republic. Decisive battles against the united
forces of the foreign interventionists and whiteguards were being fought out on the civil war
fronts. The imperialists of the U.S.A., Britain,
France, Germany and Japan launched the armies
of generals Denikin and Yudenich and the sur-
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opportunists, Mensheviks, Socialist-Revolutionaries
and other enemies of the working class, enemies
of Marxism. It had coped with enormous diffi-

culties thanks to the iron discipline within its
ranks, its close ties with the masses and the fact
that it had invariably been guided by Marxist
theory. While considering Right opportunism to
be the chief danger in the working-class movement, Lenin sharply criticised the mistakes of
the "Left" leaders in the communist parties, who
misunderstood the role and tasks of the communist parties with regard to the masses, refused
to work in bourgeois parliaments and the trade
unions, and rejected the idea of any agreement
or compromise with other parties. They substituted revolutionary words for revolutionary deeds.
This was harmful and dangerous to the labour
cause, to the entire world communist movement,
and tended to isolate the Party from the masses.
The leader of the world's proletariat pointed out
that 'Communists should work wherever the
masses were to be found. He taught flexibility in
tactics, and warned against the dogmatic application of common maxims to concrete problems. He
pointed out that in dealing with practical probfeatures of one
lems connected with the specific
-

or another country, one

should never

for

a

moment lose sight of the basic international taskthat of overthrowing the power of the imperialists
and building socialism and communism. His book

helped the communist parties

to rectify their

mistakes, wage a more effective struggle against
the enemies of the working class, and become
battle-hardened Marxist parties capable of rallying the masses behind them. Even today this book

viving remnants of Kolchak's troops in an oflensive against the Soviet Republic. As a result of
this offensive thousands of towns and villages
were ruined, the already crippled economy was
further undermined and millions of people were
killed and reduced to poverty. Once again the
Communist Party, headed by Lenin, rallied
the nation to repel the enemy, once again the
masses rose to the defence of their Soviet
homeland.

At this critical period Lenin proposed organising a special Party Week to draw new masses
of advanced workers into the Party. At Lenin's
call, thousands of workers, peasants and soldiers

joined the Communist Party. Party Week clearly
demonstrated that the people stood behind the
Communists, that the Party enjoyed the wholehearted support of the people. "The mass of the
working people are with us. That is where our
strength lies. That is the source of the invincibility of world communism," Lenin wrote in
his article "The 'Workers' State and Party
Week".
By the end of 1919 the Red Army had defeated
the enemy on nearly all fronts and the country
received a breathing-spell. Lenin and the Party
immediately switched the greater part of the
country's resources over to economic development, to restoring transport, the fuel and other
key industries.

The drafting of a plan of economic development called for the convocation of another Party
congress. The chief object of this congress was
to map out the ways and means for a switchover
from wartime struggle to a bloodless struggle on

the home front, aimed at rehabilitating
developing the whole national economy.

and

Lenin's Party membership card,
Photo

At the Lenin

Mausoleum
Photo

The Ninth Congress of the Party opened in
Moscow at the Bolshoi Theatre on March 29,
1920. The sittings lasted eight days, during which
Lenin took the floor six times. In the political report of the Central Committee made by Lenin
he set before the Party the task of economic regeneration.
On the basis of his programme, the Congress
examined the question of an integrated economic
plan with the main emphasis on electrification of
the national economy.
Through the prevailing poverty and ruin Lenin
perceived the great vistas of the future. He was
deeply convinced that the creative powers inherent in the Soviet system were inexhaustible,
that they would be as effective in socialist construction as they had been in the field of battle.
He argued that in order to build socialism and
communism it was necessary to develop heavy
industry and carry out the electrification of the
whole country. "Communi,sn?," he said, "es Soviet
pouer plus the electrification of the uthole country." With Russia covered by a dense network of
electric power stations and powerful technical
installations, he said, her communist economic
development would become a model for a future
socialist Europe and Asia. Socialism, he said, was
impossible without the advance of science and
technology. But neither could science develop to
the full without socialism. Only socialism could
free science from the shackles of capitalism. The
enemies of the Soviet Republic at that time maintained that the Party and the people would never
be able to cope with the difficulties that faced
them, that the plan of electrification was a dream.
Even H. G. Wells, the distinguished English
writer of science fiction, failed to appreiiate
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Lenin's great vision. After a talk with Lenin
during his visit to Moscow in 1920 he called Lenin
"the dreamer in the Kremlin". He saw in Lenin's
audacious plan for the electrification of the country nothing but a lJtopia, "the Utopia of the
electricians". "Come back and see what we have
done in Russia in ten years' time," Lenin told
him.

At the b.eginning of 1920, on Iaenin's initiative,
a commission was set up headed by the veteran
Communist G. M. Krzhizhanovsky and including
leading scientists and engineers. An idea of the
way Lenin directed.the work of this commission
can be obtained from his numerous letters and
notes to G. M. Krzhizhanovsky, R. E. Klasson,
A. V. Vinter and other leading scientists. Under
the harsh conditions that prevailed in 1920, the
Communist Party, guided by its leader, initiated
a grandiose programme for the development of
the country's productive forces on the basis of
electrification. It was planned, in the course of
10-15 years, to build 30 large power stations and

to

increase the output of electricity seventeen
times and industrial production nearly fifteen
times in comparison with 1920.
Lenin regarded this plan as the foundation of
the Party's economic work, its second programme.
marked the beginning of a process of scientifically planned development of all branches of
the economy. Lenin's plan of electrification was
launched at once amid the then prevailing con-

It

ditions of economic debacle and the stiuggle
against external and internal enemies. How happy Lenin was when the first electric lamps, whiih
the people affectionately called "Ilyich's lamps",
were switched on in the little village of Kashino
near Moscow.

The plan was completed within a short time,

and when Wells revisited the U.S.S.R. in 1934 he
saw this with his o\Mn eyes.
Thanks to the tireless efforts of the Communist

Party and its great leader, the workers and peasants achieved victory over the Soviet Republic's
numerous and powerful enemies. In 1920 the Soviet people had to repulse a new assault of the
imperialists. This time it was the Polish landowners and bourgeoisie, who, backed again by
the British and American imperialists, marched
against the Soviet Republic.
In a speech made on May 5, 1920, to Red Army men leaving for the Polish front, Lenin said
that the Soviet state did not want war, that war
h-ad been- forced upon it. He exposed the ruling
classes of Poland who had unlEashed the war,
and hailed the heroic struggle of the Polish
workers in support of the S"o"viet Republic. He
spoke of the deep feelings of sympathy which the
peoples of the Soviet Republic entertained towards
the Polish people.
Again the imperialists'plan of strangling Soviet
*Russia
crumbled. The autumn campaign in the
Crimea laqnched by Baron,Wrangel, the last of
their henchmen, met with a similar fate.
Socialism won the first decisive round against
the forces of the capitalist world. Lenin said- with
legitimate pride that the country had withstood
every attack.
The Civil War ended with the historic victory
of the Soviet people, thus confirming Lenints
pfophetic words: "A nation in which the majority
of the workers and peasants realise, feel and se-e
that they are fighting for their own Soviet power,
for the rule of the working people . . . can never
be vanquished."

Inspirer and Organiser
of Socialist Construction

ing the period of War Communism had been forbidden.

they had made many sacrifices and had accepted
the policy of War Communism. But when the
country embarked on peaceful construction, the
peasants began to express dissatisfaction with the
surplus-requisitioning system. They demanded
manufactured goods to restore their farms, but
there weren't alny, They wanted to be free to dispose of the products of their labour, to sell their
produce on the market and buy manufactured
goods at a reasonable price, but these things dur-

The enemies of the new social order took advantage of this discontent on the part of the
peasants to incite them against Soviet goyernment. In a number of places in Central Russia,
the Ukraine, the Don Region and Siberia they
succeeded in raising kulak revolts, which were
joined by some of the middle peasants. In March
L92l a counter-revolutionary mutiny broke out
in Kronstadt.
At this critical moment in the Republic's history
Lenin's wisdom was manifested anew when he
proposed a sharp reversal in economic policy.
The New Economic Policy (NEP) framed by
Lenin was a development of the plan for laying
the foundations for socialist economy which he
had mapped out in 1918 in his pamphlet The
Immediate Tashs of the Soai,et Gouernment.
Lenin said that the rehabilitation of the national economy had to begin with agriculture, since
the latter was totally unable to satisfy the grain
and raw material needs of the industrial centres.
Without this it would be impossible to revive industry and accumulate the means for developing
heavy industry.
Russia, he said, was a country of predominantly
small-scale farming. The working class must live
on good terms with the millions of peasants, must
re-educate them and draw them into socialist
construction. This could only be done with the
help of a new economic policy. What was the
essence of this policy? Why was it called new?
Lenin proposed that the surplus-requisitioning
system be replaced by a tax in kind and that
private trade be permitted in grain and other
food surpluses. He set before the Party the task
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The Communist Party, led by Lenin, skilfully
and fearlessy guided the Soviet people through
all the trials and ordeals of the Civil War. But
new formidable obstacles cropped up in the path
of economic revival. The imperialists had failed
to crush the Soviet Republic by armed force, but
they had ruined the country to such an extent
that they received a half-solution to their
problem, as Lenin expressed it.
Industrial output was one-seventh of the low
pre-war figure. The worst hit were the factories
in the areas once occupied by the whiteguards
and foreign invaders. Most enterprises were at a
standstill for want of fuel and raw material. Per
capita production of pig iron and cotton fabrics
was less than one kilogram and one metre
respectively. The railways were completely disorganised. The workers in the cities were starving.
Agriculture was in a state of utter ruin. During
the Civil War and intervention the peasants supported the Soviet government, which had given
them the land and freed them from the yoke of
the landowners. They had endured all hardships,

of properly organising trade and reorganising the
co-operatives. He demanded of Comriunists-that
they learn to trade, learn to supply the workers
ard peasants with cheaper and b6tter commodities
than the capitalists. Tliis, he said, would give the
pgasants an incentive to produce morJ grain,
which in turn would give in impetus to th"e rehabilitation and development of- the entire national economy. NEP, ha explained, would tend to
strengthen the alliance betwten the working class
and.the peasantry, and consolidate Soviet [ower.
The New Economic-Policy was the only iorrect
policy. ir-r. the peri^od of traniition from cipitalism
to socialism. At first it implied a certain retreat,
since it permitted private trade and private employment of labour, which led to a paitial revival
of capitalism. But this was only a iemporary re-

treat and represented no danger to the S'oviet
system. The power was in the hinds of the workers and peasants. Industry, the land, the banks,
the railways,
and marine transport were
the property of^river
the state.
The Tenth Congress of the Party, held in 1921,
was an-important landmark. It adopted Lenin,s
proposal to pass over to the New Economic
Policy. It also adopted a decision on the trade
unions, defining their role and their tasks under
the new conditions. It endorsed Lenin's line on
the trade unions, which he described as a school
of administration, a school of management, a
school of communism.
The difficulties the country was living through
adversely affected the situation within it. Cofinqunist Party. Its membership towards the end
of 1920 was over 500,000. Less than half were
workers and only_a quarter were peasants, the
rest being salaried employees, artiians urrd: ir-

tellectuals. A certain number of former Mensheviks and Socialist-Revolutionaries had infiltrated
into the Party. Some of its members were- p,olitically unstabie. Anti-Party groups. headed- by
Trotiky, Bukharin and other-oppbsitionists had
revived their activities. They came out against
Lenin, against the Party line, on the question of
"of socialist construction and the role of
methods
the trade unions. They disrupted Party discipline, tried to split the Party and undermine its
strength.
Lenin saw this danger. He attached decisive
imoortance to the uniiv of the Partv, which he
re$arded as one of th6 principal sources of the
Palrty's strength. A split within the Party, Lenin
poinled out, -would inevitably lead to the breakiown of the alliance between the workers and
the peasantry, to the collapse of Soviet power
and a return to capitalism.
Lenin put forwird a motion at the Tenth ConEress to ban the existence and the activities of all
iactions and anti-Party groups within the Party'
The Congress adopted Lenin's draft resolution
callins foi the strengthening of unity within the
Party-and declared that all members of the Party,
members of the C.C. included, would be liable
to expulsion for engaging in factional activities.
In 1921 Lenin proposed iarrying out a purge of
the Party ranks. He called for a combing-out of
all alien, dishonest, unstable and bureaucratic elements who had wormed their way into the Party.
As a result of the purge, the composition of the
Party improved anii iti unity was strengtlened.
With the endorsement of the law introducing
the tax in kind in place of the surplus-requisitioning system, Lenirr made it a regul-ar practice to
se6 that these decisions were properly carried out.
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He issued instructio.ns on how best to organise
agricul.jural production and increase its pfiJ"._

trvrty,.he suppor-ted the socialist sector in firming,
of the state farris
genuinely proletarian form of husbandrv.
-t!at
as Lenin .put it-and supported the collectirie
Iarms, whrle at the same time warning against
undue haste in this business.
..1" f.$ pa-mphlet The Tax in Kind, the articles
"The Fourth -Annivers ary of the Oitober Revo_
lption" and "The Imporfance of Gold Now and
After. the Complete Victory of Socialism,, L;i;
car_efully studied the activities

explained in detail t_o_ the'workers and peasants
the meaning.oJ tlre New Economic p"il;t-;;;
how it should be implemented. Acting on Lenin,s
instructions the Party set to work to"rehabiiitate
the national economy and improve the condition
of the people.
-Lenin's activities were indefatigable and mul_
tifarious. He gave practical advile u"a i"stru._
tions con-cerning work in the Donbas, the oil in_
dustry of Baku and the iron and steel industry.
Hp. o,ft9,n p,g.intedout the tremendous importanie
which the Kursk Magnetic Anomaly had for the
national economy. TIie first electric'stations were
built under his direct.supervision. The applica_
tion . of business principlei at state .rrt.ifririr,
maKrng them payrng concerns, introducing incentive payment, bonus rewards for econoriy in
the use of materials and for improvementi in
production-all this Lenln consideired important
for ,rehabilitating ..and developing irJusiry. ,,I
think,"
he wrote, "that trusts indfactories'have
been founded on a self-supporting basis pr;.ilit
in -order_that they themselves shiuld be responsrble and, moreover, fully responsible, for their
enterprises working without a deficit.,,'
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He was strongly in favour of the principle of
material incentive. "IJnless there is p_ersonal interest," he wrote, "no damned thing will come of
it. We must find a u)ay to produce incentives."
At the same time he believed in developing a social-minded attitude in the working people, a
sense of responsibility and a proprietary inlerest
in their work. Lenin was a determined enemy of
mismanagement and a wasteful spending of state
funds. Prevention of waste is a law of communist
society. It is expressed in Lenin's formula: "At
such a time-and for a genuinely communist society, it is always true-every pood of grain and
fuel is veritably sacred."
The Party and the Soviet Government aimed
at achieving a strong, centralised and planned
management o.f the national economy while at
the same time allowing free rein to local initiative and self-dependence. His letters to G. M.
Krzhizhanovsky, who then worked as Chairman
of the State Planning Commission, show what a
profound grasp Lenin had of this Commission's
a-ctivities, how emphatic he was in demanding
that planning be tied up with real life and be
guided by science and the practical experience of
the masses.

_ Brgy ,man though he was, Lenin closely followed all promising developments and visias in
science and technology. He showed a lively interest in the employment of coal-cutting machines
in the Donbas, in the hydraulic extracti-on of peat,
etc. Documents have come down to us showing
what a keen interest he took in inventions and
what support and encouragement he gave to inventors.

Lenin devoted considerable attention to the
problems of business management and the work
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of the machinery of state. He was an enemy of
bureaucracy, red tape and inefficiency. Commenting on cases of red tape in various central
institutions, Lenin wrote: "The machinery of
Soviet administration must operate punctually,
efficiently and swiftly."
He took an active part in the framing of Soviet laws and stood strongly for the obseryance
of revolutionary legality. He sharply criticised
the tendency towards hasty and premature office
reorganisations. "I am deadly afraid of reorganisations," he wrote in 1922. He advised that
every important measure first be tested in practice before being made law. Law-making, he-said,
should be done "with great caution. Looh before
you leap!"
None better than Lenin knew the administrative and Party personnel. What he most appreciated in them were devotion to communism,
knowledge of one's business and firmness in carryilg out tle Party's line, coupled with flexibility
and a tactful, considerate attitude towards people.

Lenin considered it useful from time to time to
switch Party cadres to business jobs, pointing out
that "the C.C. apparatus must be strengthtned
and brought into closer touch with the local
areas". He urged the "business executives appointed by the C.C. to bring the local areas inlo
line, check their work and instruct them". The
Party has been guided by these principles of
Lenin's in the matter of personnel handling and
training.
Lenin was sharply critical of all administrative
zeal, bossiness and rudeness towards one's subordinates. On one occasion, in March 1919, hearing complaints of rudeness on the part of A. G.
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Bravdin, a member of the Board of the People's
Commissariat for Internal Affairs, he told G. I.
Petro,vsky, the People's Commissar, to punish
Prarrdin severely and control his activities, inasmuch as he 'owas inclined to be stupidly 'bossy'".

Lenin advised that in sizing peopie up, one

should lend an ear to the opiniJn'of in" *'oiki"g
people. "The working masses," he wrote, "have
a fine intuition, which enables them to distinguish
honest and devoted Communists from those-who
arouse the disgust of people earning their bread
by-t[re sweat of th-eir,brow, enjoying-no privileges
and having no'pull'."
The high-press-ure at which he worked, coupled

with the after-effects of the wound he received
in 1918 (one of the bullets was still lodged in his
body),- undermined Lenin's health. Beginning
with the winter of 1921, at the insistence of hii
doctors, he was obliged to interrupt his work
frequently for rest and medical treatment. In
1922 his health took a sharp turn for the worse.
Notwithstanding his ill-health, however, he continued to attend daily to his state duties.

In March 1922 he'addressed the Eleventh Congress of the Party. In his lrolitical report on behalf

of the C.C. he reviewed the first yeir of the New
Economic Policy. He noted with satisfaction that
progress had been made in all sectors of the national economy and that the alliance between the
working-class and the p_easantry had grown stronger. At the same time he criticised ihortcominfs,

setting an example of Bolshevik criticism and
self-criticism aimed at improving the work of
government, Party and business organisations.
Lenin declared that the retreat was- over and
that it was now necessary to organise an offensive
against the capitalist elements. Commenting on
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the role of the Party in building the new life,
T.enin uttered his prophetic woriis to the effect
that no power _in the world could take away the
gains of the October Socialist Revolution, for
these gains were now part of world history. This
was the last Party congress Lenin was to address.
Lenin moved to Gorki, outside Moscow, for
the summer. At the end of May he had a severe
relapse. A slight improvement in his health occurring in the middle of July, he resumed his
business correspondence and demanded that books
be sent to him. The literature which Lenin read
at this period, namely, 32 different newspapers,
137
-magazin-es in different languages and many
books, has been preserved in the museum at
Gorki.
Workers and peasants from all over the country
sent Lenin anxious messages of greeting in which
they expressed their love for their leader and
wished him a speedy recovery.
The workers of
'Moscow
the First Goznak Factory in
passed a
resolution that "Vladimir Ilvich be Eiien three
months' holiday and that he'be requiied at once
to caffy out doctors' orders and restore his
strength for the r_u-kq of the working people".
__Thq peasants of Muchkap District, Boriioglebsk
Uyezd,_ Tamtov Gubernia-, wrote: "Our dearly
beloved teacher and comrade, we, the delegates
to the district congress, send you on behalf of
15,000 peasants our very best wishes for your
speedy and complete recovery. Our fellow-vilI-agers w^ant to kn-o-w when you will be signing
decrees for our welfare again. We . . . entreat yoi
not to get up, too soon and we wish you a good
rest and complete recoyery."
In October Lenin returned to work. He presided over the Council of People's Commisiars,
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in the work of the Party's Central
Committee, and delivered speeches.
At the Fourth Congress of the Comintern on

participated

November 13, 1922 Lenin delivered a report
entitled "Five Years of the Russian Revolution
and the Prospects of the World Revolution".
Lenin told the delegates what the Soviet power
had achieved on the basis of the New Economic
Policy. Thanks to the Communist Party's policy
and the heroic labour of the workers, the Soviet
Republic, he said, had succeeded in achieving a
general economic advance. The financial system
had been strengthened, trade had been organised,
peasant farming had made progress, a step had
been made towards rehabilitating light industry,
an improvement was to be observed in the condition of heavy industry, the condition of the
workers had improved, and there were also advances in the field of culture. Lenin showed that
these successes were the outcome of the Communist Party's and the Soviet Government's correct policies.
He wound up his speech by telling the delegates that the experience of the Bolshevik Party
and the lessons of the Russian revolution should
be assimilated by them in a creative, not dogmatic, spirit.

On November 20, 1922, Lenin made a speech
at the Plenary Meeting of the Moscow Soviet in
which he reviewed the situation in the country
after the defeat of the whiteguards and interventionists, outlined the tasks facing the people, indicated the ways and means of dealing with them,
and urged the need for thrift and good management in running the national economy. He laid
special emphasis on the role of the Party in building the socialist society. He expressed the firm
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conviction that "NEP Russia will become socialist
Russia". This was l_.enin-,s lart pub1i.-rp...ti.
!1"i* gayg a gooddeal of attJniion to'strengthenrng__the ties of friendship among the
ieo_
had always fought. igainst
_
.
Itr-.-,H.
pressron and inequality, which were""utional'of
so much io
the advantage of the exploiters. After the yictorv
ot the October Revolution Lenin showed constarit
concern for the development of the national regybli,cs, for, he regardid the friindsfrip of ifr.
peoples^as the foundatio! on which the'strength
of the Soviet state rested. H. p.opor.d tnut [fr.
various Soviet republics be uniied i"t; ; ;i"ri;

state.

. A special commission was set up under the
glajpanship oj J.. Stalin to settle i'his- question.
l;|,alin _proposed_ that the itdependent republics
of the lJkraine, Byelorussia, Geo'rgia i.rd otirers b.
included in the [.S.r.S.{'", ;i';;"-;"s repub_
lics.

was.strongly opposed to this proposal.
letters to the members of the pirtv,s
Politbuleau "On the Formation
tt. ,Autono_
and "The- Question of Nationalities
"t ol U.SS.ii.;
mrsation"' in which he set forth the basic prin_
ciples for the unification of,the ripufji.i .ruir.iy,
the creation of a Union of Soviet Sociailt [.p"ij
lics, a voluntary ,union of independeni ,ratiorrs

,,L.rir,
fle
wrote

errUoyrng equal.rights and based on the principles

ot proletarian internationalism. This wis a new,
unp,rgce{epted type of multinational staie based

on trrendship among the nations.

The Firsf All-Uiion Congress of Soviets (De_
cember lg22) passed a resoluiion on the formation

of the Union br sov;er Sociai;i- R;r"bli;r. Lenin
ol the Council F."pi"t

was elected Chairman

Commissars of the U.S.S.R.
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In December 1922 Lenin had another relapse,
but rallied somewhat in January and February
1923; during this period he dictated his famous
articles, the last he eyer wrote: "Letter to the
Congress", "Pages From a Diary", "On Cooperation", "Our Revolution", "How We Should
Reorgaqise the Workers' and Peasants' Inspec-

tion", "Better Fewer, But Better".
His indomitable will, awareness of his responsibility, and concern for the future of his couitry,
for its continued progress, gave Lenin tlie
strength to fight the suffering which his illness
caused him and accomplish things which seemed
h_gyold th,e bounds of human endurance. Seriously
ill though he was, he wrote a number oT
outstanding works in the short period of six
weeks.

The significance of Lenin's last letters and
articles is inestimable. Closely interlinked, they
are essentially a comprehensive work in which he
developed the conclusions and propositions contained in his earlier writings and speeches, completed his elaboration of the great plan of building socialism in the U.S.S.R. and mapped out a
programme for Russia's socialist transformation
in the light of the general prospects of the world
liberation movement.
Lenin considered that Russia had everything
she needed to build socialism. The main task, hE
pointed out, was to rehabilitate and develop industry, particularly heavy industry, put an end
to economic and technical backwardness, and
advance to front rank among the leading countries
of the world. To accomplish this it-would be
necessary to develop big industry, industrialise
and electrify the entire country and increase
labour productivity.
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Lenin believed that to build socialism, it was
to strengthen the alliance between the
working class and the peasantry. The working
class was to lead the peasants, draw them into
the work of building socialism, help them to reorganise their small, scattered, individual farms
into large-scale mechanised collective farms. The
only way to draw the peasants into socialist construction was through the co-operatives. In the
co-operatives the personal interest of the peasants
could be linked with the common interests of the
state and the community as a whole. The Soviet
state was to help the peasants organise their cooperatives by supplying them with tractors and
other farm machinery. As far back as 1919, in
his report to the Eighth Congress of the Party,
Lenin said that if we could give the countryside
a hundred thousand first-class tractors and provide them with operators, the peasants would
vote for communism.
The building of socialism was linked in Lenin's
mind with the cultural revolution. This was a
task of paramount importance. No funds should
be grudged for pubJic education, he said. He set
before the Party the task of speedily putting an
end to illiteracy, extending the network of elementary, secondary, special and higher schools,
developing all branches of science, and building
up an intelligentsia from among the people.
The proletarian state, he taught, was the chief
instrument for the building of socialism. The Soviet power had destroyed the old machinery of
state and created a new, Soviet apparatus, and
had drawn the working masses into its work. This
was a tremendous, a historic achievement.
At first, however, some parts of this apparatus
worked poorly. The young Soviet cadres did not
necessary
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as_yet have sufficient experience in government.
- Lenin persistently taught the massel to govern
the state, to master the technique of management.
He fought hard against bureaucracy, agaiirst callousness towards ihe needs and intereits of the
working people, against a formal attitude to work.

His own life was an example of self-discipline
and efficiency. The meetings of the Council of
P-eople's Commissars oyer which he presided were

always conducted with business-like precision.
Lenin was never a minute late for them. Speakers were allowed no more than three tri five
minutes. Lenin demanded that the speakers give
accurate, verified facts and figures and make
clear proposals. He was intolerant of mere verbiage, vague statements, indefinite and inaccurate information. He listened attentively to
speeches

opinion

by local

of

representatives

and to

rank-and-file personnel.

He

the
was

always ready to appoint new people to committee
work and gave them special assignments.

FIe thought highly of collective work and encouraged it. He considered it wrong to make

on important questions without their
in the Central Committee of the
Party or in the Council of People's Commissars.
He was for having all questions carefully dis-

decisions

being discussed

cussed and collectively settled. He considered col-

lectivism the cardinal principle of Party and
state leadership.

This principle, in Lenin's time, was never
violated. Even during the Civil War, when the
convocation of congresses was rendered extremely difficul.t, they ^were held regularly eyery
year': the Sev_e-nth Congress in 1918, the Eighth
in 1919, the Ninth in 1920, the Tenth in l-92t,
and the Eleventh in 1922. Lenin did not attend
13-1198
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the Twelfth Congress in 1923 owing to illness,
but its proceedings were guided by -his instructions.

At the same time Lenin

made

it

clear that col-

lective leadership did not rule out strict personal
responsibility for one's iob. He demande? of all
government and Party functionaries initiative, a
high sense of personal responsibility, strict veri-

others. He used to say that the person who
yiel.ated Party discipline was helping
ihe enemies
'
of the Partv-

laws and the rules of socialist community
^Soviet
life.were
b-inding on eyeryone, Lenin said. H;
made no allowance in this respect for anybody.
In May 1_918 he administered u'r.rr.r. ..pii*urrd
to the.office manager of the Council of n.opi.{
Uommissars for having unwarrantedly raised
_.

fication of the enforcement of all government
laws and regulations, a check-up on -how things
worked out in practice, as he liked to put it. He
set a particularly high standard for Communists.
"You are representatives of the Bolshevik Party,"
he repeatedly pointed out, "and the people will
judge the entire Party by your behaviour. This
binds you to setting a good example everywhere
and jn everything.'' He emphasised that Party
members had no priorities or privileges over other
people, but only higher responsibilities.
- Relentless in tafilS bare the shortcomings in
the work of Soviet institutions, Lenin demairded
that the hangovers from the past be rooted out
and that the state apparatus be purged of all
traces of extravagance. He was for sihplifying
the state apparatus, cutting down personnel'an[
expenses to a minimum. He taught people to
adopt a new, socialist, attitude to work-, to their
duties, and to strictly observe Soviet laws. He
fought against briber:y, which he called the acgur1ed__legqcy of tsarism. In May l9t8 he told
D. I. Kursky, then People's Commissar for Justice, to dra.ft a law providing for severe pun"ishment for bribery.
Lenin himself was a model of the strict selfdiscipline r1,^hr.c\ he_{ema.nded of Party and government officials. The Party's decision was "law
to him, and he demanded the same attitude in

it done at all costs.
He gave careful attention to letters and com_
plaints from working people, and taught the staffs
of the entire Soviet apparatus to do likewise. He
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Lenin's salarv.

*

Once, when Lenin needed some books from the

Ry*y1ltr:y.Library (now the Lenin Libia;t), i;;
a.sked

that they. be sent

to_

his,home, addinj.'[hat
keJp the

rt thrs was against the,rules, he would

books for only one night, when the library was
closed. and return them in the mornine.
T,enin possessed endearing hnman "qualities,

-and
such as
f_ellow:f..ti"i.
,modesty, .simplicity
tle could not stand praise and glorification wheie
lls own person was concerned. On their leader,s
frftieth birthday, Moscow Communists decided
to celebrate the occasion. It was typical of Lenin
that after Iistening to several rp.uk"., he refused
to ]rear any more of this laudation. Afterwards,
in his own sperch,. he warned Communists againsi
the danger of self-conceit and called upo"n the
Party to concentrate its attention on outs'tanding

problems.

Lenin was irreconcilable to the

enemies of

socialism ,and very demanding and unrelenting
towards those who neglected- Party and stat[
discipline or were guilty of carelesi work. One
must.lea.rn to do a job ten times over, if need be,

he said, but get

d_gmanded reports within twenty-four hours on
all .complaints received in writing by the Council
of People's Commissars, and in iorty-eight hours
in the case of oral complaints. He dlmanded
that a strict check be kept on the fulfilment of
decisions taken in connection with such com-

plaints.

In his last articles he reverted again and again
-.the need for pursuing a pelaceful fortign
policy, fighting persistently for- peace, for tf,e
establishment of business contacts-with capitalist
countries, and for an economic competition beto

_

tween the socialist and capitalist systems.

same time he urged
prac-tised,

At

that constan[ vigilance

the
be

_that the, cou-ltry's def ences bJ strength-

ened, and that the Red Army be suarded-

as

the apple of one's eye. Lenin fiimly bdlieved that

socialjsm, being the more progressive system,
would ultimately triumph in ill lountries.
One of Lenin;s last r,iritings was his "Letter to
the Congress". This letter was read out to the
delegates of th-e Thirteenth Congress of the Party
i-n May L924.In it Lenin again stressed the need
for p_reserving the unity of the Party. He regarded
a cohesive and stable Central Committee'as an
essential condition for Party unity. In the "Letter
t_o the Congress" he proposed that the number of
C.C. members be increased to several score, if
not up to a hundred. This measure, Lenin wrote,
was necessary to enhance the prestige and authority of the -C.C_. as a collective body and o'to prevent conflicts between small sections of the e.C.
from acquiring excessive importance for the future
of the Party".
- Tryt*y opposed Lenin's plan o_f strengthening
the C.C. and increasing its membership, Uut tt6
was rebuffed by the Central Committie.
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In his letter Lenin examined the question of
Party stability from the standpoint of the personal. qualities of some of th; C.C.
-.-6..r,
and briefly - characterised Zinoviev, Kamenev,
Trotsky, Bukharin, Pyatakov and Sialin.
pointed out that the capitulatory behaviour
-S-e
of Kamenev and, Zinovieu on th. eve of the October Revolution had not been accidental. He

mentioned Trotsky's- non-Bolshevism, his struggle

against the Central Committee, and descri"b"ed
him as a man who took things with excessive self-

assurance and showed excessive zeal for the purely
administrative side of the work.
In the same letter Lenin characterised Stalin
3t Lo*q length. He expressed misgivings that

Stalin, having concentrited great p"ower" in his
it with sufficient
discretion because of his major personal faultssurliness, capricior,,sness, intolerance, want of
consideration for comrades, disloyalty and lack
o_f courtesy. He asked the Congrbss io consider
the question of removing StalinJrom the post of
General Secretary of the Central Committee.
Lenin believed this-post should be occupied by a
person "who in all other respects diliers from
Comrade Stalin in having oniy one advantage,
namely, that of teing moie tolerant, more loyil,
more polite and more considerate to the comhands, would not be able to uie

rades, less capricious, etc."

Why did the Thirteenth Consress not relieve
Stalin of his post? The Congresi took into consideration his uncomp-romising struggle against
Trotskyism and his defence ofthe piriv's L"eninist line, and retained him in the post of General
Secretary of the Party's Central'Committee.
In the beginning of March l92B Lenin,s health
took a sharp turn for the worse. In May he moved
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back to Gorki. The Pariy, the workers and the
peasants anxiously followed the reports concer^ning
iheir leader's health. Towards the middle of the
summer his condition slightly improved, and on
October 18 and 19 he visited Moscow. Nadezhda
Krupskaya describes this in her reminiscences:

"One fine day he went to the garage, -got into
the car and insisted on being driven to Moscow.
There he went through all the rooms, went into
his private office, looked into the assembly hall
of the Council of People's Commissars, then exoressed a desire to diive about the town. We
hrove past the Agricultural Exhibition. He sorted
out hiJ notebooks, selected three volumes of Gogol, which he took away with him' . ' . The next
day he was in a hurry to go back"'
At the beginning of November 1923 a delegation of *or[e.s from the Glukhovo Mill visited
Lenin at Corki. They brought a gift of eighteen
cherrv-trees. They were shown into the reception ioom. Presenily the door opened and Lenin
came in, smiling. He went up to the workers and
shook hands wit-h each of them. After five minutes
in Lenin's company the delegates took their leave
of him, embraiing and kissing him. The last to
sav sood-bye to him was a sixty-year old work*in"rru-.d Kuznetsov. They both stood with their
arms around each other for about two minutes.
Tire old man kept repeating through his tears:
"I'm a workman, Vladimir Ilyich, a hammersmith. We shall forge everything you told us to"'
When they had gone Lenin -sat up till late in
the nieht, reading and rereading the letter of
Ereetin"e from the- Glukhovo workers' It was his
last meEtit g with workers.
On January 21,,1924, at 6.50 p.m. Lenin died
of a brain haemorrhage.
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On the night of January 21 the Central Cornmittee of the Party met in a plenary session and
drew up an appeal to the people which said:
"The man is dead under whose militant leadership our Party, enveloped in the smoke of battle,
hoisted with firm hand the banner of October
throughout the land, crushed the resistance of the
enemies and securely established the supremacy
of the working people in former tsarist Russia.
The founder of the Communist International,
the leader of world communism, the love and

pride of the international proletariat, the

standardbearer of the oppressed East, the
head of the workers' dictatorship in Russia is
dead."

The sad tidings spread swiftly throughout the
land, and to all corners of the earth. On January 22 M. I. Kalinin, Chairman of the Central
Executive Committee, announced the death of
Lenin to the delegates of the Eleventh All-Russia
Congress of Soviets, which was being held at the
time.

On January 23 the body of Lenin was brought
to Moscow from Gorki and laid in the Hall of
Columns of the House of Trade Unions. For four
days and nights, in a bitter frost, hundreds of
thousands of people-workers and peasanti, Red
Army men and office workers, delegations from
all over the Soviet land, adults and childrenpassed through the Hall of Columns to pay their
last respects to their great leader. The nation's
grief was overwhelming.
On January 26 a memorial sitting of the Second All-Union Congress of Soviets was held in
the Bolshoi Theatre. The first speaker was M. I.
Kalinin, the Soviet President. He said that the
Soviet Government would undeviatingly follow

T.enin's instructions

in both its internal and

fo.reign policies. Krupskaya wound up her speech
with an appeal to all the workins people of th"

Soviet Union, to all the world's'diiinherited, to
rally -under the banner of Lenin, under the ban-

ner of communism.
4mong other speakers at the Congress wcre
J. V. Stalin, C. Zetkin, and N. Narima"nov. A. N.
Sergeyev spoke on behalf of the employees of the

|(qasl-y Pulilovets Works, A. B. Krayushkin on
behalf of the non-Party peasants, K. y. Voroshilov on behalf of the Red Army,'p. L Smorodin
on behalf of the youth, and Academician S. F.
Oldenburg on behalf of the scientists.
passcd a decision to perpetuate
- The Congress
Lenin's
memory and adopted an addiess to the
working people of the woild. It emphasised that
the best memorial to Lenin would -be the wide
and mass dissemination of his works, which carried the ideas of communism to all corners of the

earth.

of the workers of petrograd, the
^ At the request
Congress
renamed their city, which wai hence-

forth to be called Leningrad.
The funeral
plaie at 4 o'clock on Janu-took
ary 27. The coffin
was installed in a Mausileum
spgsially built for it in Red Square.
The Soviet people took leave of their leader
with deep sorrow. The intcrnational proletariat
called a stoppage of all work for five minutes.
Motor vehicles and trains stood still. work
stopped at factories and mills as Vladimii Ilvich
Lenin, lea.der and teacher of the world's *o.(irg
people, their best friend and protector, was laii
to rest.

The death of Lenin was a grievous loss to the
Farty, to the working class oi the Soviet Union,
20c

to the entire communist and labour movement of
the world. To make-_up for this tr.*."ao", forr,
llre Party rallied still'closer u.orrd-th. Centrai
Uommittee, while the working masses rallied
around the Party of Lenin. Ten"s of thousands of
expressed a desire to join Lenin's pafty.
H,ork.Ir
'l'he Central
Committee anriounced a speciil
Lg{l Enrolment of workers
urJ
within a few weeks over 240,000
"1-tfr.*U.rch,
wo.ke.s huJ
joined the Party.
_ True to Lenin's precepts and teachings, the
$om,mrlnipt P^arty, which ire createi-."a ,i.Lf.a,
has
led the Soviet people along
path- which
o the- r-'
the great man had charted.

The Triumfh of Leninism
bequeathed to the Communist party of
.r!."1i".
the Sovret Union and to the international iom-

munist movement the great revolutiorrarv teachi.r,
known as Leninism, ihut
iJiil;';?
revrclutionary thought u.rd ".".r-iuiii";
r."olrtlorruiv action.
. ll.urrng the thirty years of his political activities
Lenrn wrote hundreds of- booki and pamphlets,
thousands of articles and letters. H;;;4.'.o""tj
less speeches at Party congresses und .orrf.r.r.e,
and at workers' mebtingsl During ih. -y.um of

governm,ent L enii's *or[,'frur,.- app eared
P_""]1!
rn
enormous editions, both iL separate .rdt"rn"i

miscellanies and collections. The'v.ur-tSOS
ru_
the completion of a 55-volum. LJitl""'"f his Col_

le.cted (l)orhs, a veritable t.";;;;:;;;e
-"i"" of the
ideas _of Leninism containing
tfror_
sand.documents. Lenin,s_woris "*.lv
."1oy u-rvia. .ir_
culation abroad. They have U..i-'p"niished in
120
languages.

t4-7798
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Leninls works marked a new, Leninist, stage in
the development of Marxism at the turn of the
century, a period in history which saw the fall
of capitalism and the rise and triumph of socialisrn and communism. Lenin creatively developed
Marxism, all its component parts-philosophy,
political economy, the theory of scientific cbmmunism-and enriched it with new conclusions
and propositions. The attempts of bourgeois

ideologists and revisionists to draw a line between
Leninism and Marxism are untenable. Leninism
is Marxism, broadly developed by Lenin. There
can be no Marxism under present-day conditions
without the great contribution which Lenin made
towards it. His interpretation of Marxism is true
to the real substance and revolutionary spirit of
that doctrine.
There is not a single problem of Marxism which
has not been developed in the works of Lenin.
Lenin evolved the theory of the proletarian party
of a new type, he elaborated thi Marxist-tfieory
of socialist revolution, the theory of the state and
the dictatorship of the proletariat, the agrarian
and national questions, the paths of construction
of socialism and communism, and the objective
laws governing the communist movement.
The opponents of Leninism, the revisionists,
attempt to undermine the international significance of Leninism by confining it within territorial
limits. They assert that Leninism is a purely
Russian phenomenon, that it could arise and
spread only in the conditions of Russian reality.
This fabrication has been disproved by life itself.
Leninism is applicable to all countries, it is of
universal international significance. There can
be no such thing as European, Asian, African, or
any kind of "national" Marxism-Leninism. The
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Marxist-Leninist teaching is integral and,indiy;
isible.

The most important feature of Marxism-L"rrinism is that it is linked inseparably with practice, with real life. It is not a itatic ih.ory, Lrrt u
theory that is constantly developing. Lenin taught
that the various tenets of Marxism should not-be
conned or divorced from practice, but creatively
developed and applied in confoimity wittr thl
historical situation. "Marxism," he said, "means
knowing-how-to determine which policy to pursue in all and everv circumstance."
Marxism-Leninism is the ortu tfr.ory of development of human society whiih has withstood
the test of time. History knows any amount of,
political doctrines which-attempted to explain the,
meaning of social phenomena and for6cast the
future, but they all-proved untenable. MarxismLeninism is the only- theory which is constantly
b.eing. confirmed by events and winning recogni'tion in all countries among growing sectioni of
the community. The ideas ofMarxi*sm-Leninism
are- exemplified in the striking transformations
ryhich the Soviet people have iarried out under
the le.adelship of .Lenin's Party. The ideas of
Marxism-Leninism are exemplified in the achievements of all the socialist cbuntries, in the successes of the world communist movement, of the
international working class, and the forcei of national liberation.
. T!. teachinf of Marx, Engels, Lenin is a living doctrine because it expresibs the vital interests
of that most revolutioniry of all classes-the
working class-and because-it gives answers to ih.
cardinal questions of the life and struggle of the
worklng people and oppressed nations. MarxismLenrnism owes its compelling force and signifi_;
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cance to the fact that it is a scientific theory, which
correctly reflects the course of social development
and enables one not only to evaluate the pait and
present, but to forecast the future as well. The
teaching of Marx is all-powerful because it is
true, Lenin said.
Marxism-Leninism is the great banner and
teaching which unites and rallies the Communists
of all countries in their struggle for peace and
democracy, for the triumph of socialism and communism. The Marxist-Leninist doctrine is international. It lights up the path of struggle for the
working people of the whole world.
Following Lenin's behests, the people of the So-

viet Union, during the fifty yeais that have
elapsed since the Great October Socialist Revolu-

tion, have traversed a long and glorious road and

socialist construction. The Party has turned the

peasant proprietor into a collective farmer who is

marching in step with the heroic working class.
The alliance between the working class and the
peasantry, formed during their joint efforts to
build up socialism and communism, has strengthened on the ground of the working people's
common interests. This testifies to the socio-political and ideological unity among the Soviet people. The workers of Moscow and Leningrad, of
the Urals and Donbas, contributed their share of

labour, will, and energy towards the socialist remodelling of peasant life. They went out to the
villages, helped to organise the new collective
system of farming, carried the ideas of the Communist Party into the countryside, and implemented the Party's policy.

Russia was before the revolution,
the Soviet Union has become a mighty socialist
state, one of the greatest industrial powers in the
world. The U.S.S.R. today holds first place in
Europe and second place in the world in the volume of industrial output. The country's transformation into a powerful socialist state with a highly
developed industry is a tremendous achievement
and victory on the part of the working class and
the whole nation, the triumph of the Leninist programme of socialist industrialisation.
Lenin's behests in regard to the socialist reorganisation of peasant farming, his co-operative
plan, have been carried out in the Soviet Union.
Agriculture, once a backward, scattered economy
of small farms, has been transformed into a system of large-scale, mechanised socialist agriculture. Collectivisation was an essential element of

A cultural revolution has been effected in the
U.S.S.R. in a remarkably short space of time.
Before the revolution oyer three-fourths of the
population were illiterate. Today the country has
achieved one-hundred per cent literacy and a high
standard of culture. Indeed, without this the sbcialist transformations in the country would have
been inconceivable. Lenin's prediction that under
socialism and communism the human intellect,
science and technology would, for the first time in
history, serve the working people and could not
pe used against them, has come true. The Party
has been guided by Lenin's remarks to the effeit
that a socialist culture can be created only by critically assimilating the achievements of 'the past,
all the values of world culture, on the basis of the
ideas of scientific communism and by overcoming
the -reactionary ideology of the exploiter classes-.
In the course of the cultural revolution there has
been created a socialist, genuinely people's culture,
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achieved epoch-making successes under the leadership of Lenin's Party. From the backward coun-

try that tsarist

The formation of a communist

consciousness

among the millions of the working people has been
the greatest achievement of the crilturai revolution.

The Soviet Union is justly proud of the great
discoveries and accomplishments of its scien"tists.

An oritstanding achievement of Soviet scientists
and the nation as a whole was the building and
launching of the world's first artificial Eartf, and
Moon satellites. The manned space flights and

space walking, the landing of an automatic station
on Venus and the automatic link-up of spacecraft
in orbit carried out for the first time b1y Soviet
pe-ople are further evidence of the heroio stature,
achieved by-Soviet man, of the high level of science and technology attained in the socialist state.
Lenin's ideas on the national question, too, have
been realised in the Soviet Union. For the first
time in history there has been created a multinational state founded upon the voluntary association of all nations and their complete equality.
The Party of Lenin is steadily promoting thi econgmI aqd_ cultur_e of all the peoples inhabiting the
Soviet Union. It is strengtlrening the frieniship
lmong them and combating the iurvivals of na-tionalism and chauvinism. The fraternal friendship among the Soviet peoples, which is growing
stronger every year, is a triumph of the idea of
proletarian, socialist internationllism and an indestructible source of strength for the Soviet state.
: The material and culturil level of the population has risen immeasurably during the p-6riod of
Soviet government. "Everything f"or the' sake of
man, for the benefit of min"-iuch is the motto
proclaimed in the Programme of the Communist
Party.
The people of the U.S.S.R. possess the right to
work, to rest, to free educatio-n, medical sErvice

and old-age pensions. Socialism has given the So-

viet people what the workers even in the richest
capitalist countries have never had-freedom from
oppression by the capitalists, a sense of security in
the morrow. Soviet people simply do not know
the meaning of exploitation and unemployment,
and never will know it.
The U.S.S.R. is the first country in which the
state has taken upon itself care for the health of
the nation, guaranteeing free medical assistance
to all citizens.
Women in the Soviet Union enjoy full political
and economic equality. In all fields of economic,
political and cultural activities women are working
on an equal footing with men and are in the front
ranks of the heroic builders of comrnunism.
Socialism has not only changed the essence of
the country's whole economic system, it has
changed the nature and composition of the classes
in the most drastic manner. The leading role
in Soviet, socialist, society belongs to the working
class, which is the best organised and most advanced class in society. The peasantry has undergone a radical change; it is no longer a class of
small private farmers, but a community of collective farmers acting in alliance with the working class. Important creative tasks are being
handled by the intellectuals, who are closely bound
up with the working class and the peasantry.
The chief weapon by aid of which the working
people of the Soviet Union smashed the old
world, suppressed the resistance of the exploiter
classes and changed the whole pattern of their
country's life, was the dictatorship-of-the-proletariat state. It has now become a state of all the
people, the political organisation of the whole people under the guiding role of the working class.

In.building socialism, the Soviet people have not
only.been Tu-lfilling their duiy to ili#^trv,
.orr_
t,?.T1ltd byJhg (Jctober Revolution, but have

l!ty,

ry,lllting

:f^.L
,their .great internationai d.rty
tne. world's working
- class.

to

building socialism
Soviet people
^,^lj,,.r_on the construction ofthe
started
communism. The
main content and tasks of the pe.iod oa ;;_;;_
nist construction were set forth'in if,. tnira pr"_
gramme of the C.P.S.U. adopted at the party,s
Twenty-Second Congrerr. Sril*ur"ld^Ih.
;#.:
rience sained in thJ interim, tt . --Fa?ty, at
its
Twentylf6ird _ Congress mapped out concrete
steps towards the fuither p.ogi6ss of Soviet
socie_
ty along the road to commlniim.
The building of socialism, all the successes
achreved rn the development of industry and
agliculture, science and tichnology, p"Uii. ri.lfuri
and culture, are inseparablv bound' up with the
tremendous activitiesf political, ideoldsical
-Communist par?y
grggnisational, of the
of ""d
the
Dovr.et Unio-n, its- Leninist Central Committee.
yglmq rhe tast_htty years the party has accom_
plrshed. a task of unp-aralleled magniiude
and his_
'l'here has not
been
a
single
111. :lgTrhcance.
rmportant
probl.e.m_in dealing with which the palty
has not given all the power-of its mind, will
ani
in7laqjible energy._i_t has travellid-u iorg
,oud
the scattered Marxist groups and cirYcles to
-trom
the
million-strong organisatioi ;fri;h-ir;, become
the gurding and directing force of-soviet society.
rn 9ealing_with the problems of socialist con_
P?1ty foug'ht an irreconciUni. rtr"[llt:rj:l ,.h:,the'Irotskyites,
gle.agarnst
the Right opportunisis,
national-deviationists and other
groups,
whose views reflected the pr.rr,l'.t
";p;rifi;;
oi
Uoirg.'.,i,
and petty-bourgeois elemeirts. The - Trotskyi[;
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a.nd.other-oppositionists did not believe in the pos-

srbrlity,of socialism

&

*

ii
ii

built initially in'the

-being
Dovret-lan-d-alone, they
did not believl in the
strength of the,working'class, in the d"rabiiity-oi
its alliance with the pEasantry, and tried to iurn
the Part),-away fromihe Lerririst roaa it was fol_
lowrng. I'he Party defeated the opportunist trends
and groups ideologically and poliliiallv, defended
the integrity of Marxism-Leninism, tire Leninisi
general
strengthen-ed the unity of its ,a"[r,
-line,, and
and rs firmlyresolutely leading the Soviet
people towards communism under the banner of
Leninism.
. O{..paramount importance are the decisions of
the,Twenty-Third Congress of tt.-furty aimed
at,strengthening the Party still *o.. o.girisation_
all,y, ideologica-lly_and pblitically,,i,?iff further
exrendrng rnner-party drmocracy, raising the
vanguard role of the Communists and" thiii
responsibility fgr the job entrusted to th.L,-unj
expandrng and securing the ties of the partv
organisations with the ma'sses. All this-wiflt .f p ]r11
,k :*oend.ous and difficulr t;;[s ;;tiniil by
Ll
the- Uongress
for the new five_year_plan perioi
and make for effective guidancJ i; fir; work of
communist construction.
To make quicker- progress along the road to
communism the Soviet lggfle^neea"lasting peace.
All nations need peace.'Tli. Sovi.t f;i;" stands
ror peace not because it is weak. Its strength has
been +ested in the crucible of civiL *u-., in
tfr.
struggle against internal and external-- enemies,
when.the" young Soviet republic was-surrorrra.d
on all srdes by the imperialists. In the Second
Worl4 War the Sovier
tt'i de.isiv.
contribution to the defeat of German ius.is* a.rd
saved mankind from the threat of ,uri'ensturr._

tj;ir"-;ril
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ment. The powerful socialist industry, socialist
farming and the might of the country's Armed
Forces, created under the leadership of the Party
in keeping with Lenin's behests, combined with
the heroism of the people, were the decisive
factors in the defeat of German fascism.
The people of the Soviet Union owe their
unconquerable strength to the fact that they were
reared by the Party of Lenin in the spirit of ardent patriotism and proletarian internationalism.
They paid dearly for their victory over fascism.
Millions of the country's sons and daughters laid
down their lives. The heroism of the Soviet peo-

ist Revolution, whose ideas have spread throughout the globe, with the achievements and victories of world socialism and of the international
working class. The Soviet Union is the true friend
of all the peoples who are fighting for their
national independence. It hails the liberation of the
peoples from colonial oppression and gives them
friendly, disinterested assistance in developing
their industry, science and culture as well as military aid in their struggle against colonialism and
neo-colonialism.

ple, who defended the honour, independence and
freedom of their socialist country, will never be
forgotten.
Soviet foreign policy, whose basic principles
were laid down by Lenin, aims at creating the
most favourable conditions for building communism, at consolidating the power of the world
socialist system and giving the fullest support to the
struggle of the peoples for national and social
liberation, at strengthening peace and averting
another world war. It is pledged to Lenin's principles of international relations and gives a strong
rebuff to the aggressive forces of imperialism. The
Soviet Union is in the forward line of the fight
against imperialism.
Lenin foresaw the time when the oppressed peoples would rise against imperialism and break the
chains of colonial slavery. This is another prophecy of Lenin's that is coming true. More and more
countries in Asia, Africa and Latin America are
taking the road of independent national development. The successes of the national liberation
movement, the downfall of colonialism, are inseparably bound up with the Great October Social-

Half a century of historical experience following the victory of the October Revolution has convincingly borne out the conclusion drawn by
Marx, Engels and Lenin to the effect that capitalism is foredoomed. The capitalist system is in the
grip of a grave crisis. Imperialism is powerless to
arrest the course of historical development. The
balance of forces on the world arena is continuing
to shift in favour of socialism, in favour of the
workers' and national liberation movement. Today
it is no longer imperialism, but socialism, that is
determining the main trend of world developments.
Lenin scientifically showed that socialism would
win throughout the world. He profoundly
believed that all mankind, and not only the Soviet
{Jnion, would take the path of communism. "This
path of ours is the right one," he said, "for it is
the path which, sooner or later, all other countries must inevitably take."
These words of Lenin are also coming true.
Humanity's march towards socialism is proceeding exactly as Lenin predicted. Socialism won the
day first in one country, Russia, and then other
countries began to fall away from capitalism. A
world socialist system has been formed with member-countries having a total population of over a
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thousand million. The formation of the world
socialist system is the greatest historic event since
the victory of the October Revolution, it is the
greatest
-gain of the international working class.
True to its internationalist duty, the land oT October.has been giving wide support to the peoples
of the fraternal sociilist corrr[ii.s. The conimunist
and workers' parties enjoy the rich experience in
socialist construction which the U.S.S.R-. has accumulated. On the other hand, the prosress of a
whole gr.oup
c-ountries along the pa"th op.r.d
^of
up by the .Oq!*.r
Revolution is contributing
towards the building of communism in the Sovie"t
Union.
Closer relations and co-operation between the
countries which have taken the socialist road are
in the interests of the peoples. They are based on
a similarity of socio.eco.nbryic and political systems, on a.single- Marxist-Leninist -ideology, on
common tasks in the struggle against imperiilism,
for peace, democracy and-sociilism. Tht idea of
proletarian internationalism, which has always
been the ruling principle of the communist movepenJ, has been strikingly
demonstrated anew
in th.e economic, politicil 'and defence co-operation between the soyereign,socialist states, run by
the working-class_ and its-Marxist-Leninist' parties.
The Soviet Union decidedly oppos;s the
attempts of the imperialists to undermin^e the community of socialist states, to tear away from it one
or another of its members, as in 'the case of
Czechoslovakia.

The fraternal parties realise, on the basis of historical. experience, that advance along the path
of socialism and communism is possibie onl.i by
rigidly and consistently, following the general
objective laws governing the constru-ction of"social212

ist society,_first-a!d foremost by strengthening the
leading role of the working ilass aird its "va.rguard-the communist parties. In doing so, each
fraternal party should decide questions of socialist
development creatively, with due consideration
for the specific national features and conditions
prevailing in their countries.
Steadfast adherence to Marxism-Leninism, education of the masses in the spirit of the ideas of
socialism, proletarian internationalism, and irreconcilable__struggle against bourgeois ideology,
against all anti-socialist forces, ire a pledge-of
success in strengthening the positions of-sociilism
and. foiling the schemes of the imperialists. Ary
deviation from Marxism-Leninism-and proletarian internationalism is fraught with grave consequences for the cause of socialism, forlhe national
interests of the peoples. This is clearly demonstrated bLthe Great-Power chauvinist-policy of
the Mao Tse-tung group, which is causirig untold
harm to the international communist movement
and to the cause of socialism in China itself.
Lenin taqght that '0.. .we are now exercising
our main influence on the international revolutioi
tfloqS{r -our economic policy. . . . The struggle in
this field has now become global. Once wE-solve
this problem,. we shall have certainly and finally
won on an international scale." This time hai
come. The economic and cultural gains achieved
in the socialist countries are exertfng a steadily
growing influe-nce on the course of wirld historf.
Under the banner of Marxism-Leninisrn the
world communist movement has grown today into
an immense indestructible force. This is stiiking
proof of the vitality of Lenin's teaching. The coml
munrst movement has grown, expanded and
gained strength in the struggle agairist opportun-

ism within its ranks, under the influence of the
October Socialist Revolution, the victories of
socialism and the successes of the working-class
struggle in the countries of capitalism
. Lenin constantly urged the-need for strengthen,
ing the unity of the communist and workers", parties. "Complete victory over capitalism,,,^ he

pointed out, "cannot be won unless tlhe proletariat
and, following it, the. mass, of working people in
all countries and nations throughout -the iryorld
voluntarily strive for allianie and unity.,'
Inspired. by-the great ideas of Lenin .or..rnirg
international working-class solidarity and the inev"itability of the worl-d-wide victory of socialism,
the communist and workers' partiei are marching
in the van of their..peoples'-struggle for peace,
democracy and socialism.
The Communist Party of the Soviet Union is a
contingent of the international communist and
workers' movement. It is connected with other
fraternal parties by unbreakable bonds of allegiance to th-e great teachings of Marx, Engels and
T,,enin,- by their_ common aims in the striggle to
defend the vital interests of the working [iople,
The Soviet pgople and its Communist Fa'.tyi in
the course of half a century, have been unswervingly following the line of proletarian internationalism, guided by the priniiple that the international and national aims of ihe land of victorious socialism are indivisible. The sreat aim of
the Soviet people-the building of c6mmunismis at the same time its principallnternational duty.
In carrying out Lenin's stiategy and tactics and
practising the principles of proletirian internationalism, the- C.P.S.U. is - fighting consistently
against Right and Left deviations. The Communist Party of the Soviet Union is
2r4

guided in its activities by the general line of the
world communist movement. It is adhering strictly-to the norms of relationships among the parties
collectively agreed upon, namely, full equality
and independence, non-interference in one inoth-

er's internal affairs, mutual support, and

international solidarity. The activiiibs of the
C.P.S.U. aimed at achieving unity in the world
communist movement and the Partv's consistent
internationalism, have won the appr'oval and full
support of most of the communist and workersl

parties.

In all its, day-to-day activities the C.P.S.U. is
invariably guided by the life-evoking ideas of
Lenin, yhi.fr- it creatively develops ind applies
in practice. The-fraternal parties aie making [heir
contribution to the treasure-store of Marxisri-Leninism. Leninism is an ideological weapon for all
communist parties, for the peoples of all countries.
ti-
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has passed. since the day Vla-

-.Neallf -a-century
dimir
Ilyich- was born into the Ulyanov i'amily

h the _city of Simbirsk on the banks'of the Volga.
That day saw the birth of a great man who r,ias
to develop the revolutionary -teachings of Marx
and. Engels, to fou_nd the Communist Party of the
Soviet lJnion, to build the world's first socialist
state, and become the leader and teacher of the

world's working people.
. Mankind has gone a-lo"g way since then along
the road of progress. The Soviei Union in partic-ular has made great advance since the O-ctober
Revolution, which was inspired and organised by
that great strategist and wise leaderi-Vladimir
Ilyich Lenin. The Soviet people owe their fabu215

lous successes to Lenin, to the great party which

he created, to Leninism.

The peoples' love for Lenin, who saye all his
strength, all the powers of his great inind to the
struggle for the interests and "happiness of the

toiling p!!nle, is bo-undless. His nam-e is infinitely
dear to all the people of our planet. It has become
a symbol of proletarian revolutions, socialism and
progress, a symbol of communist transformation
of the world. Lenin's immortal ideas are exercising a growing influence on the whole course of
world history.
The image of Lenin, the image of a man of
grystal moral plyity, singular modesty and simplicity; in-exhaustible revolutionary en.rgy, iigL,
principles and selfless de,votion,' a mati inspirEd
with irreconcilable hatred for the exploiterq for
the enemies of the working class, and deep'love
for the working people, will live forever in the
hearts and minds of men.
The contemporaries of Lenin who had the good
^
fortune
to see him, work with him and know"him
intimately, rightly point out that his traits of character made him the prototype of the man of the
future communist society.
The name of Lenin, his great cause and teachings will live on through the ages.
Lenin's cause is invincible! -
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